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1961 ^omokan
clOint&r ^ark, Florida
cJldvider- *tDr. tSanderlin
o&rt Editor- ^im *Swan
Editor- ££okn ^ooby
The fall brings a new college year and new faces,
but also familiar figures doing familiar things.
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Take a course, and a
professor; then add enthu-
siasm: the result is enlight-
ened education.
Student respect focuses
on the professor whose
dedication to his chosen
field did not end with ac-
quiring a diploma. The
ability of men like Dudley
DeGroot to discover new
facets, new dimensions to
his subject and to present
them with a vital, relevant
humor, the dedication of
Arthur Wagner to the
transference of his knowl-
edge, or the physical en-
ergy and mental
MR. WAGNER
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vitality of Norm Copeland,
all serve to emphasize that
enthusiasm and sincerity can
sell anything, even educa-
tion.
These men are innovators.
The examples they set often
spark the intellectual curios-
ity that means the difference
between the merely capable
student and the scholar.
The enthusiasm of strong,
vigorous minds applied with
interest to the otherwise
everyday business of teach-
ing is the fountain of per-
petual youth and knowledge
that perpetuates the desire
for wisdom.
MR. COPELAND
A warm welcome brings a smile . . . but
laughter fades as placement tests begin . . .
so you want to be Queen for a Day . . . the
Freshmen Talent Night adds a cool beat to
a hot week . . . always a gentleman, at least
on the first day ... as usual the center was
headquarters for cokes and subtle rush. . . .
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MISS JACKIE BROWN
The appeal of the Rollins coed
lies in a kind of personal charm
that radiates in a smile or a look
. . . it is a vigorous, swinging
walk ... an open, visionary
look ... a warm, vital humor
. . . the sum total of this whole-
someness that teases at the edge
of maturity is the promise of the
woman to come . . .
FRESHMEN
PRESIDENT
Jim Carney
VICE-PRESIDENT
Art Cornell
SECRETARY
Penny Moore
TREASURER
Ed Welsh
Ted Aborn Larry Abraham Ron Acker Duane Ackerman J°hn Albright Barbara Aldredge
Susan Altman Paul Anderson Dwight Andrews Gay Andrews Gerry Appleton Mary Arms
Elke Arndt Alec Arnold Susan Bair Robert Balink Jean Barnetson
Frank Beebe Skip Beisler Katie Benson Nold Birch D. Birmingham
Billie Bishop Jane Black Robert Blaisdell Newton Blakesley George Blasius
Carrie Bliss Sally Bolce Ann Breathwit Rick Boschen Diana Boyd
Jerrie Brannon Shaye Bolton K. A. Breithaupt Suzy Bridge Earle Brockelsby
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Jackie Brown Robert Brown Sandy Brown Missy Brownback Cordelia Bruce Rich Buckley
Douglas Byrne Gloria Caminiti Sue Camp Arleen Capitani Daniel Carr
Vince Catalano Walt Cherry Dave Chinoy Thomas Chomont Gary Choolgian
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Jeff Clark Kattey Classen Zoe Cleveland Sue Colquhoun Dave Connor
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Virginia Cook Jim Cook Ed Corballis Gary Corn Chet Cornwall
Carol Council Peter Cumbie Barbara Curcio Pauline Curry Margie Daniel
Jon Darrah Ann Davidson Steve Deane Jonn Dell Rusty Deming Dabney Depk
Bob Detling Barbara Diller Susan Dix Barbara Dixon Tom Doolittle
Peggy Doyle Bob Drambour Wendy Draper Steve Dreyer Mike Dunn
Betty Durgom Ed Elicker Jim Emerson Steve Erickson Roberta Evans
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Florence Eveslage Enrique Fajardo Louis Farrelly Gene Faubel Jane Faxon
Donna Fowler Chet Frank Fred Frederic Anne French Craig French Andy Frerichs
Rusty Friedman Peter Gannon Ann Garcelon Georgeann Gay Bert Gelfand
Lois Genovese Butch Gibbs Martha Gill Mary Gilliam Charles Girk
m
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John Gitlin Tom Glow Frank Goldstein Linda Goll Ken Graff
Roger Gray Sally Gray Ralph Green Ralph Grieco
A
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Don Griffin Richard Griffith Jonnie Grubb Pat Hahn Carl Haines
Cecil Hale Pete Hall Roger Hammond Cindy Hann Doris Hardy Dave Harkness
Virginia Harpst Connie Harrell Barbara Hartzell Jane Hathaway George Hawker
Allan Hawkinson Susan Hay Terry Hay Liz Hehre B. T. Heineman
Francie Heinze Brainerd Hencken Carol Hess Bob Heydt Barbara Hogan
Buell Hollister Kate Holmes Nancy Honeycutt Ada Marie Horton Bill Houlihan
Mike Howson Wally Hubbard Jonn Hughes Joe Iarrobino Betty Lou Irby
Dave Ireland Lis Jacobsen Sue Jekel Emily Jenkins Grant Jennison Elvin Johns
Lynne Johnson Missy Jones Cam Jones Diana Jones Alden Jordan
Marion Justice Lydia Kaiser Vivien Kanter Rick Keller Connie Kelley
Oran Kelley Bette Kendall John Kennedy Robert Kirouac Starr Klein
Jeff Kline Alan Knight Margie Knight Sally Jo Koppein Ingo Kozak
Doug Kuehn Dee Lalow Manlio Latartara Charles Lathrop Bill Law
Elaine Lawrence Ginny Lawrence Rick Lees Gil Lewis Marcie Lindstrom Catherine Lloyd
Nelson Long Jim Long Karen Loveland G. Lungershausen Diane Manning
Sherie Mason Tess Massie Lee Matherly Judy Mathews Joan Maurey
Marjorie Maynard Fred Mayer Polly McAboy Maria McAlister Jo Ann McDonald
John Mcllvaine Ellen Meadows Aimee Meier Liz Meliski Marilyn Merkel
George Mettler Barb Miller Stephanie Mills Gary Mislick Ellen Montague
Jane Morgan George Morosani Charlotte Morris Rich Morris Ronald Morrisseau Lin Morss
Jim Mosher Joseph Mozzer Robert Nansen Dave Nelson Jeannine Neubert
Cooper Oliver Susan Omansky Pete Osborne Martha Page Bob Paola
Sara Parkey Ann Parson Cis Peacock Bob Peck Linda Peterson
Jinny Petrin Loren Pettus Gail Phillips Charles Pitt Roger Plosa
Virginia Pogue Joy Porta Doug Prevost Reed Pumpelly Pat Purdy Sally Quarles
Matt Quay Pete Ranes Jill Raymond Charles Redding Gordon Regan
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Judy Richardson J°hn Richter James Richard Bill Riley
Judy Robb Gary Robinson Mary Robinson W. C. Robinson Scott Rogers
Jack Roth Lee Russell Betty Ruykhaver Bobbie Sanderson Virginia Sands
Kim Sankey Steve Schoen Joe Schulman Tuni Sciortino Nancy Scott
Jo Scribner Clayton Seadeer Steve Searles Carol A. Semmons Ronnie Shattuck Tim Shepherd
Billy Slemons Judy Smith Mary Smith Lucy Smith Jeannie Snyder
Bob Stone Ken Strickler Roger Such Rocky Sullivan Eugene Sullivan
Larry Summerfield Harold Sumners Lenny Suskin Jonn Swanson Dave Tanchuk
Martha Tate Lana Templin Robert Terwilliger Marilyn Thomas Nancy Thompson
Sue Todd Robert Thrall Mary Ann Trimble Bill Truesdale Alison Ullman Craig Usas
Marcia Vallet Pete Vandeveer Merton Van Pelt Evelyn Vaughn Jim Veasey
Tim Wakeman Jim Walker Ron Walker Bronnie Warren Vicki Weeks
Betty Welsh Al White Don Whitehead Chip Whiting Clark Wilcox
Charles Willard Joan Willen Kip Willett Jucty Williams Sue Williams
Jane Yancey Larry Yellen Jan Zeugner Frank Zimmerman Pat Zimmerman Meg Zimmerman

PRESIDENT
Peter Kellogg
VICE-PRESIDENT
Leon Hollon
SECRETARY
Karen Parachek
TREASURER
Frank Dunnill
Peter Kellogg Leon Hollon Karen Parachek Frank Dunnill
Steve Anderson Butch Avdoyan Kit Bailey Joe Bennett Linda Bernstein
Carol Blackman Jim Bleyer Vicki Boggs Breck Boynton Don Brown
Bill Camp Virginia Campbell Bob Carlson Jan Carstanjen Dennis Casey
Sandra Chiles Ellen Cohen Allan Coltman Hoppy Conner Cathy Cornelius Patricia Corry
Sue Curtis Pete Davenport Ellen Day Sue Deasy Astri Delafield
Dianne Dicks Tom Donnelly Gerald Dozier Marilyn Fisher Bob Fox
Kathy Franck J°dy Frutchey Sue Goodier Bob Grabowski Jane Graff
Jerry Green Gwynette Grier Susan Hall Jim Hamilton Tony Hammock
Joan Harney Crick Hatch Claire Heald Jo Heltzel Linda Hicklin
High Hope Dave Hines Miles Hisiger Larry Holecek Paula Horowitz Lucy Hufstader
Jerry Hunter Dana Ivey Glancy Jones JU(ty Jones Sandy Jordan
Dale Justice Mary Kauffman Jo Kennedy Lauren Kiefer Jeans Kissling
C. Klemperer Sandy Krumbeigel Barry Lasser Stella Levy Dave Lindeman
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Sandy Lipkin Al Lipsky Paddy Livaudais Ibby MacLeod Bonnie MacMillan
Larry Magne Mike Maher Pete Marino Bob May Sherry McMath
Jane McDowell Marsha Mead Missy Mead Mariellen Mercke Judy Messeroll Mary Mills
It'
Mo Minnett Pam MofFett Mike Moore Katie Moore Richard Moore
mmmmm mmmm
Grita Morales Penny Morse Marilyn Mulford Terry Murphy Joan Murray
Don Nesbitt Claude Nicholls Joan Norvell C. Ondovchak John Ott
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Lucie Palmer Charlotte Paull Garry Payne Sonny Peacock Judy Pollock
Steve Powers Sandy Rainey Roger Ray Dan Reagan Robert Reisig
Betsy Reutter Sue Reynoldson Dick Rhodes Ned Rollins William Routh Jane Ruble
Ed Rupp Rhoda Salinger Ken Salman Martha Sample Sally Schreiber
Helen Scott Pat Seacat Samuel Singleton Roger Sledd Sandra Smith
Joan Spaulding Karl Spence Mary Jane Squires Dee Stedron Jeff Stoddard
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Bill Taggart Dave Talley Gerald Thompson Alice Timberlake Nat Tracy
Anne Vogt Susan Wallis Arnold Weber Tom Weber Jucty Wells
Carol Wiese Nick Williard Bebe Willis Posey Wilson Barbara Wolcott Jay Zurfleigh
Bob Arnold Andrea Bagley Mike Bailey Ed Bath Barbara Batman
Barbie Behm Leila Belvin Patty Boyd Kris Bracewell Ted Bradley
L. Breckenridge Bob Bricken Lynda Bridges Matt Carr Ed Chandler
Joan Chase Whit Chase Cece Cole Rich Cole Dave Colton
Dave Cooper Jim Cooper D. Coutsolioutsos Conrad Cowart Connie Cowdery
Janet Cummings Ginny Davenport Jeanne Deemer Otis Delaney Tim Dewart
Merry Lee Dixon Silvia Dubois Jack Freese Mary Gadway Duane Galbraith
Karen Gaumer June Gittleson Gwyne Godtel Bruce Greene Robert Haines
Nancy Harding Betsy Harshaw Susan Hartley Bruce Hasnas Susan Hazard
Larry Heiden Barbara Hess Arthella Hines Renee Hotard Bill Houston
Charlet Davenport Enrique Huber John Hughes Amelia Hunt Georgianna Hunter
Dan Jackson Kathleen Johnson Dennis Kamrad Anne Lynn Kettles
Erik Kroll Rohn Lady Roily Lamontagne Ann Lanston Bill Lauterback
Ed Leal Jesse Lee Talbot Lovering Lynn Maughs Ann McCarthy
Art McGonigle Alyse McKay Icantbe Made Maury Merkin Jonn Mirras
Hank Molt Clay Nicolayson Shay O'Beirne Pat Parrish Tom Parrish
Gloria Pasternak Mike Proudfit Ann Puddington Linda Quails Rae Reed
Mike Schneideman Jeff Sellon
raPtjI^MNfl 1st.
Christy Sheffield Gerry Shepp Jean Smith
Marjorie Smith Bonnie Stewart Larry Strimple Ida Mary Stringer Jim Swan
Ralph Tanchuk Pat Teague Shoreen Tews Nini Thompson Jaye Tourgee
Jo Ann Wagner Winky Williams Walter Wirth Ellie Wise Sally Zuengler
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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
Acting as combined co ordinator and evaluator of
rules during men's rush, the Inter-fraternity Council
serves to relate fraternity activities to campus life;
diverting rush time energies into projects beneficial
to the campus.
I.F.C. consists of President, Bruce Aufhammer;
Chick Guerrero, Leon Hollon, Dean Vermilye,
Charlie Bent, John Hughes, Rich Cole, and John
Hirsh.
PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL
Panhell is a college-wide bond. Ventures, together
toward common ideals during women's rush activities
raise social and scholastic standards throughout the
college, serving to benefit not only the individual and
the group, but the college community as well.
Panhell consists of President, Liz Jacobs, and Dean
Watson, front row; back row—Ruth Lynn Whitaker,
Bonnie MacSwan, Jane Goodnow, Barbie Walker,
Linda Quails, Sue Scribner, Babs Bertash, Joan
Chase, Ginger Cornell, Gayle Jordan, and Paula
Jones
GREEKS
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ALPHA PHI
Welcome to the happy little sanitarium
. . . Alpha Phi is thinking of getting musi-
cal comedy rights to their intramural
games . . . Actives are still thrilled over the
fine pledge class . . . Carol Semmons re-
ceived Best Pledge, Mary Ann Trimble,
the Scholarship Award . . . Our newest bid
for attention, "I Like Alpha" buttons . . .
Funny Runny made chairman of the
Fiesta Fashion Show . . . Kris was chosen
Sigma Nu Queen of Hearts . . . Now that
Pits is on the stick, she's added a light and
horn . . . Heard on a hayride: "Ouch, don't
hold my hand, you're hurting my guitar
callouses" . . . Once again with the support
of the campus the Heart Fund Drive was
successful . . . Sally to Plastered Paris:
"How can I conquer Troy and hold up my
toga at the same time" . . . Gritch is
wondering about the origin of her name
. . . Some actives who purchased slaves at
the pledge Slave Auction took the term
literally . . . Rock Springs will never be the
same ... A love affair: Posy and 1812 . . .
Mary Goodall starred in Brigadoon and
made Rollins Players . . . Bonnie made
Theta Alpha Phi . . . Krene made a run
. . . bongo sessions at midnight, OR who
put the crack in the maracas . . . What else
do the simple folk do? ...
ALPHA PHI TOJOUR—First row: Bonnie McSwan, Barbara Walker, Marilyn Koeoke. Second row: Martha Page, Judy Klein, Betty Lou
Irby, Ann Parsons, Joan Murray, Sally Baker, Posy Wilson, Mary Kauffman, Mary Ann Trimble, Martha Gill, Marion Justice. Third row:
Kristen Bracewell, Flossie Eveslage, Judy Pollack, Salli Gottlieb, Lana Templin, Sherry McMath, Sally Gray, Chris Antilla, Lois Genovese.
Fourth row: Krene Shallenberger, Sallie Off, Mary Goodall, Lauren Kiefer, Pat Parrish, Barbara Diller, Carol Semmons, Lee Matherly, Mary
Carolyn Gilliam, Ann French.
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DID YOU HEAR—NATIONAL TOOK THEIR CHARTER AWAY.
I KNEW THAT LIBRARIAN WOULD CATCH US.
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CHI OMEGA
X plus a n equals the happiest group on
campus . . . Ginny was proposed to in
Harper's . . . Diane is getting in shape
for the near future by collecting laundry
. . . Pat taking trips to see Dick . . . Sandy
keeps tabs on the red convert with binoc-
ulars . . . Patty surrounded by loving
birthday presents . . . Bebe hasn't gone
"North to Alaska" yet . . . Susie favors
Joe's . . . Carolyn's nose buried in her
Bride Magazines . . . Behm's many let-
ters to Atlanta . . . Wyatt in the restau-
rant business . . . Ceci is waiting for a
gold band ... Sis always dining out in
style ... Jo streaking in her Thunder-
bird . . . Katie and Krum—the suitcase
cases . . . Maggie and her camera made
Who's Who . . . Glancy has been receiv-
ing mysterious phone messages . . . Bon-
nie's pin is usually there . . . Goon and
her Blue Comet
. . . Dinny blushes when
called Mrs. F. . . . Sally's new blond
tresses . . . Missing articles turned up in
the pledges! Treasure Chest . . . Goll
moved down frat row . . . Missy: our Miss
Rollins candidate . . . Starr is our star
pitcher . . . Judy's motto: "Make mine
H 20." . . . Yancey loves her fuzzy blue
sweater . . . Ginny Davenport—our first
pledge with long grey hair . . . Sue likes
them suave and continental . . . Chi
Omega, yours forever . . .
The CHI OMEGAS are: 1st row—Patty Boyd, Patti Barth, Gail Jordan, Ginny Willis, Sally Hunt, and Carolyn Alderson; 2nd row: Ginny
Cook, JoAnn Wagner, Ginny Davenport, Sandy Brown, Barbara Behm, Getty Durgom, Judy Richardson, Linda Goll, Bebe Willis, Susie
Wallis, and Dinny Boyd; 3rd row: Sandy Wyatt, Barbara Wolcott, Maria McAllister, Judy Robb, June Gittleson, Sis Peacock, Sharon Booz,
Glancy Jones, and Katie Moore; 4th row: Maggie Carrington, Missy Jones, Pat Seacat, Cece Demetree, Cam Jones, Jane Yancey, Starr Klein,
Jane Graff, Jinny Petrin, and Diane Scott.
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Cool Ginny kept cool Rich warm . . . Clay
divided his year . . . Dolly and cartoons . . .
Tom found need for a bigger car . . . Dan
made friends with Mabrey . . . Hank sold
his hair to Alberto VO 5 . . . Demetrious,
extorting money from Greece . . . Rick got
married; we saw him no more . . . Coltman
still on Pro . . . Bob may graduate . . . Breck
DFT TA f^l-TT formally dines at Anderson's . . . Clarkxji^i^ ± -i*. V^lll «
shot down - in N Y . . . . Tom and Linda
talk baby talk . . . Craig's had so much fun
that he's now engaged . . . Nelson the fly
zipped around the wall . . . Rickhard found
that grades won't come by remote control
. . . Kellogg dreams of sandy beaches with
long gone Sandy Baker . . . Bill Bear found
diapers a tight fit . . . Frank never says
much . . . The Frog found it a long hop to
Garcelon . . . .Doug quit baseball for girls,
then quit girls; now what? . . . Enrique
discovered a two seat car big enough . . .
Jon not pining, but Oaking . . . Bill Law
watered the shrubs . . . Heydt couldn't put
up with mediocracy . . . What can be said
about Larry? . . . French found living off
campus more exciting . . . Tim always got
in early ... Ed has shorter leash for '61 ...
Rich's once empty, bucket seat has been
nicely filled . . . Hal in love.
Members of the Delta Chi fraternity: 1st row, Jamie MaGirl, Tim Dewart, Edgar Leal, Pres., Hal Abbott; 2nd row, Doug Prevost, Al Lipsky,
Enrique Huber, Jon Swanson, Ken Graff, Bill Law, Bob Heydt, Larry Abraham, Draig French, Allan White; 3rd row, Bill Truesdale, Rick
Rickard, Tom Parrish, Breck Boynton, Bob Bunim, Demetrias Coutsolioutsos, Dan Jackson, Clay Nicolyson, Talbot Lovering, Dave Conners,
Bob Dickey; 4th row, Pete Kellogg, Craig Usas, Clark Wilcox, Ed Corbalis, Larry Magne, Al Coltman, Hank Molt, Tom Doolittle, Rick Lees,
Rich Buckley, Cope Garrett.

The Teahouse of the Crescent Moon
started the year off ... At long last Babs
and Ginger set the date . . . Jaye trained
the pledges in choral reading and provided
beanery entertainment for the KA'S and
Lambda Chis. ''Somebody, I'm through,"
was the cry from Grita, while Kitty donned
the white robe and terrified the irreligious
with her J.C. act . . . 'Long about midnightGAMMA PHI BETA the streets of Tallahassee saw Adaire and
Leila playing the "pajama game" . . . All
this while Klemp "fiddled" with the motel
manager
. . . Jamie cut her hair, etc. . . .
"How many freckles this time, Betsy?"
. . . Lynn played politics; Sue Todd just
"played" . . . "No, the sandwich man hasn't
come yet, Helen" . . . Gail succumbed to
the lure of Genius Drive, while Robin did
a bit of luring herself and Ginny kept
things "strictly platonic" . . . "How do you
tell the sex of hamsters?" . . . Mimi is our
five foot, one-hundred twenty-eight pound
mouth
. . . Pauline pizzad and Liz
"matched us beer for beer" . . . Scrib be-
came a senior and acquired a junior . . .
Roaches are "out" and ants are "in" . . .
"But, Foltz, we just had a housemeeting!"
. . . "What scrapbook?" says Mar . . . The
seniors leave and with them the mustache
on Mother Strong.
The Gamma Phi's are: foreground, Kitty Ondovchak, Babs Bertash, Lynn Maughs; 1st row: Mimi Thomas, Leila Belvin, Sue Todd, Tuni
Sciortino, Mar Fairchild, JoAnn Scribner, Helen Scott; 2nd row: Jo Kennedy, Nadine Windsor, Ann Smith, Jamie Henry, Ginny Lawrence,
Robin Robinson, Claire Heald, Gwynette Grier, Betsy Reutter, Liz Meliski, Pauline Curry, Bronnie Warren, Jaye Tourgee, Connie Kelly, Caro-
lyn Klemperer, Ginger Cornell, Barb Miller, Jean Barnetson, Barbie Jo Aldredge, Adaire Lehmkuhl, Grita Morales, Mary Foltz, Gail Retzer.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU DON'T DRINK?
ME TARZAN, YOU JANE!
"K. A., WON'T YOU PLEASE COME HOME," SIGNED: HARPERS.
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KAPPA ALPHA
There are no Kappa Alpha's down in hell,
hell no . . . Walt Cherry minus bathing
suit . . . What about Theta signing out to
Whit's house . . . The Whole World is a
Stage by Crick Hatch . . . Jim and Pete,
or Christmas in Boston and spring in
Texas . . . B.T., tennis lessons by Lynn . . .
Billy and the obstacle course . . . Pat and
Jim: Where the boys are . . . Do a job,
Louis . . . Leif Ericson and his barge, Chari
. . . Alec and my own true love . . . How
many bottles were there, Berliner? . . . ten
thousand . . . Chi O girl, came home early
because she ran out of . . . Jerry Frazier
. . . Saturday Night is the loneliest night
of the year by Bob Balink . . . Jordon and
Sands of time . . . Andy, biggest man, dates
littlest girl . . . Dan, the Blond Scowl . . .
Art: first V.P. . . . Rick went overboard for
crew . . . Conrad and JFK . . . friends . . .
Jim and the Case of the Reluctant Miss
Fiesta Candidate . . . Chick, Don, and the
cigarette lighters . . . Frank, are you your
sister's keeper? . . . Save your confederate
money . . .
The KA's are, First row: Frank Healis, Chick Guerrero, Jim McDermott. Second row: Crick Hatch, Jeff Clark, Dave Lloyd, Art Cornell,
Jim Brooks, Bill Kahn, Billy Slemons, Jan Carstanjen, Rick Boschen, Chuck Berger. Third row: George Hawker, Steve Series, Rodney Dillard,
Whit Chase, Matt Quay, Hank Hencken, Pat Zimmerman, Jeff Stoddard, Jay Banker, Conrad Cowart, Louis Farrelly, Steve Ericson. Fourth
row: Roger Such, Jim Carney, Alec Arnold, Jerry Dozier, Rodney Chabot, John Berliner, Jerry Frazier, B. T. Heineman, Bob Balink, Walt
Cherry, Bishop Jordan, Dyer Moss, Andy Ferrichs, Dan Ritter.
z-
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LET'S ALL LOOK LIKE WE DON'T CARE.
OURS IS A FUN GROUP.
54
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Our pledge open house featured swimming
. . . Catherine and Jan: 7-Up is a marvelous
mixer . . . Sue played and made tapes par
avion . . . "Jingles" couldn't juggle, so she
got married . . . Annie, is Mike Superman?
. . . R. L. learned every muscle in the
body . . . Marcia bubbled . . . Hartzell
babbled . . . Jeanne Deemer originated
"shower serenades" . . . Jackie joined the
blackboard school of teaching . . . Some-
body should give Shoreen a book of "Lord
Chesterfield's Letters" for her very own . . .
Kay got a new window . . . Mo mosied on
weekends . . . McCutchen swapped her
T-Bird for a go-cart . . . peacocking pre-
vailed . . . Pat Corry joined the Delta Chi
ladies . . . Sue Camp; Queen over WLOF
land . . . Joan Maury received several visits
. . . President Zuengler received visitors
in the patio, emphasizing the importance
of conserving electricity . . . Rocky rocked
and admired the moss at twilight . . . Sandy
Smith preferred Beets to chicken . . . Sandy
Warren still swears by Duck . . . Linda H.
chairmaned our flat and that's no lion' . . .
Shay and Otis together . . . Dolly was Best
Pledge . . . Elke's citizenship was celebrated
. . . We can still hear Janie sing, "So ring
out three cheers for Theta."
Thetas are: 1st row: Ruth Lynn Whittaker, Gena Pendergast, Kay Ross, Joan Chase, Shoreen Tews, Jeanne Deemer, Sally Zuengler; 2nd row:
Marcia Vallet, Sally McCutcheon, Sue Camp, Pam Moffett, Elke Arndt, Linda Hicklin, Gay Andrews, Karen Parachek, Betsy Harshaw,
Jackie Brown, Rocky Sullivan, Sue Reynoldson; 3rd row: Pat Corry, Lynda Bridgers, Mary Jane Strain, Sandy Warren, Marsha Meade,
Dolly Ferriday, Dabney Depkin, Gail Phillips, Sandy Smith, Barb Hartzell, Ann Davidson, Ann Friarson, Shay O'Beirne, Sue Curtis.
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
There were never such devoted sisters . . .
Hallie and Sally Jo . . . Susie Dix gave away
the farm tools . . . Tell us about Nassau,
Susie B . . . Who holds the "tossupina"
record, Barbie?
. . . the famous black list
. . . Ginny called the meetings "inspira-
tional" . . . Virginia kept them guessing . . .
"She's the girl who wears the five armed
star" sometimes, right Diane? . . . We heard
about you in Nassau, Chari . . . Paddy
chose Larry over Kappa . . . Linda got the
Boner Cup . . . Fisher lost her jeweled pin,
but gained a gavel . . . Baseball and beer
with the Club . . . Tiny Thompson skipped
down the loggia with Dee and Mike . . .
Susie Williams was best pledge . . . What
shall I have removed, Mariellen? . . . Here's
to Sigma Alpha what, Ann? . . . Mary Mills
preferred Cocoa Beach . . . Going to
Mexico, Janie? . . . The Lambda Chi's
entertained us at Rhodes . . . Breathwit
got a big name letter . . . Pat Purdy never
had an ulcer . . . And there's the day Mari-
lyn stood up . . . The Panther went Kappa
for Francis . . . Ann Lynn added Blythe
Spirit to the chapter . . . Moose and Red
Moose plan to try for Mice . . . Marti gave
Sally Jo acting lessons . . . Let's make some
little signs, Mike . . . It's "S" week.
The Kappa's are: 1st row: Sue Goodier, Jane Goodnow, Jeanne Dickson, Hallie Haubenestal; 2nd row: Ginny Campbell, Mike Moore, Mari-
ellen Mercke, Susie Dix, Pat Purdy, Sally Koppein, Kathy Frank, Sue Williams, Ann Berry, Jane Faxon, Marilyn Mulford; 3rd row: Jane Mc-
Dowell, Sherie Mason, Suzy Bridge, Barbie Dixon, Ann Breathwit, Dianne Dicks, Mary Mills, Paddy Livaudais, Marti Sample, Sandy Rainey;
4th row: Anne Lynn Kettles, Penny Moore, Marilyn Fischer, Linda Quails, Dee Stedron, Charie Porgasco, Mary Gadway, Diana Jones, Vir-
ginia Sands, Liz Jacobs.
ill
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ANACIN DOESN'T UPSET MY
STOMACH.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
What do we do now, Mort? was the big cry
. . . Steve sure loves those Gamma Phi's . . .
almost every one of them ... it sure was
hard to convince Freddy to donate that gas
over Fiesta . . . Jeff's not too ugly for Jaye
. . . Ed the Willow isn't weeping, why not,
Ed? . . . Ralph the lover teaches tennis to
the girls, and Dick Rhodes snows them . . .
Hey Dave! How's your merry-go-round?
. . . Everyone keeps wondering if Griffin's
hair is really red, everyone except Art. he's
too busy running for Pres. . . . Three beer
high gear Roily has settled down and Jim
Lynn has finally found someone his own
size . . . Larry's finally an active and Jim
(house ape) Emerson found his Penny . . .
John Hughes passed up another year and
Mike Maher spent every night on the
phone . . . "Is Sherry there?" . . . For the
social set, Bill "Mr. Universe" Camp is
still burning his Bridges while Herman
"Passed" his life away in Lauderdale . . .
And then there are the Sheppards who
spent most of the time dating girls already
called for . . . George has a great pitch,
both on the field or off, so they say . . .
Lambda Chi's are, First row: Jeff Sellon, Mort Dunning, John Hughes, Luis Dominguez. Second roiu: Mike Alegre, Tony Hammock, Bob
Fox, Fred Frederic, Elias Terzopoulos, Chuck Redding, Roily Lamontagne, Bob Kerouac, Nate Tracy, Ed Bath. Third row: Mike Maher,
Ron Walker, Don Griffin, Jim Emerson, Tony Toledo, Larry Breckenridge, Dan Reagan, Jim Lynn, Bill Camp. Fourth row: Steve Anderson,
Charles Lathrop, Rick Keller, Ralph Grieco, Dick Rhodes, Dave Tally, Champ Robinson, Dwight Andrews, John Richter. Fifth row: Dave
Stevens, Chet Cornwall, Herman Langford, Gary Mislick, Bruce Greene, Tim Shephard, George Blasius.
r:
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A MAN'S BEANERY IS HIS CASTLE
ABOVE ALL, ACT NATURAL
PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE . . .
60
PHI MU
Phi Mu lady, won't you be my lady . . .
and the angel of the Lord spake unto
Lissa saying, "Fear not!" and Roily blew
his horn . . . Don't worry, Hazard, some-
one will blow his horn for you someday
(and Lucy will play at the wedding) . . .
Spaulding may not play Bridge well, but
she certainly has a "feeling" for Trumps!
But Schoobs and Chabot don't have that
"feeling" . . . Never can be too sure when
Mrs. Regan will attend those weenie roasts
in Room 101, can you Sanders? . . . Smith,
Hess, Ivey, Rocky, Deasy, Morse, and
Hazard? . . . Shame on you, Julia! ... At
home you may pull gotch's in front of
guests, but in front of the Ad building?
. . . You, Too, Can Get Engaged, by Carol
H., Carol W., Barbie, and Linda . . . Sam's
deb party was a hit for Sally Schreiber
. . . During Baseball Week, Julia and Vicki
entertained two charming gentlemen, Saul
and Abraham from Amherst at Harpers,
Robbies, Bequicks, and FBI . . . You ain't
nothing but a . . ." sung by Sue Deasy to
gotcha King Kellogg ... As Rocky comes
in with the chorus to Mc "D", "Who'll
bite my neck when you're gone" . . . Joan
Pinkerton tears off for the 19th hole, the
Golden Goose and Ellen sunk another for
God, for Country, for Yale, and for Jill.
Phi Mu Ladies: 1st row; Susan Hazard, Sylvia Peterson, Ann Puddington, Christy Sheffield; 2nd row; Sue Deasy, Marilyn
Merkel, Penny Morse, Joy Porta, Carol Wingate, Vicki Weeks, Jane Stephens, Julie Smith; 3rd row; Joan Pinkerton, Carol
Hess, Betsy Ruykhaver, Linda Peterson, Elaine Lawrence, Sylvia DuBois, Joan Spaulding, Marilyn Thomas, Celia Salter,
Katie Classen, Lin Morss, Lucy Hufstader, Dana Ivey, Gail Lungershausen, Barbie Hess.
m ii
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YOU SAY YOUR MOTHER'S PAST PRESIDENT OF KAPPA NATIONAL?
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PI BETA PHI
With Ole's guidance the Angels kept their
arrows shining brightly . . . That is, when
she wasn't with Hogan . . . Kathy finally
got off her merry-go-round . . . "Mama"
Davenport kept the Pi Phi's in suspense
. . . Buster and L. B. became quite a duo
. . . Jody captured gavel and Lambda Chi
lavalier . . . Janet, what's on T.V. tonight?
. . . Paula kept in the Sigma Nu house . . .
Mavis and Bubbles were welcome additions
to the house . . . Dee's hair got blonder and
blonder . . . Kim, Best Pledge and Miss
Rollins candidate . . . Nice Hawaiian
music, Nini . . . Delia finally made it .
Cece and Lydia snagged Club pins .
Danish bombshell created a sensation .
Lynn was welcomed as a new Angel .
Sara, what do you think about pinning
. . . Jerrie, are you going to Dubs? Garce-
lon bopped along . . . Stevie reinforced
Sigma Nu team relationships . . . Manning
was a Triumph
. . . Finny ran up phone
bills
. . . Margie, who is your conversation
piece this week? . . . Penny remained San-
ta's helper . . . Ibby went to Yale . . .
Betty dated and giggled . . . Meg went
along for the ride . . . Rachel, what's
brewin'?
. . . Angels, one and all!
The Pi Phi Angels are, First roiu: Nini Thompson, Ann McCarthy, Sally Olson, Ellen Day, Kathy Mann. Second row:
Katie Benson, Barbara Batman, Jody Frutchey, Nancy Harding, Paula Jones, Joanne McDonald, Gay Finney, Meg Zim-
merman, Kim Sankey, Ibby MacLeod, Jerry Hunter. Third row: Donna Lavalle, Diane Manning, Barbara Hogan, Mo
O'Brien, Ann Garcelon, Janet Cummings, Dee Lalow, Lydia Kaiser, Penny Oakes, Stevie Deane, Rachel Reed, Sara
Parkey. Fourth row: Ann Lanston, Judy Wells, Cece Cole, Charlotte Davenport, Lis Jacobsen.
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HEAVENS TO SOUTH PACIFIC! . . . TEN CENTS A DANCE.
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SIGMA NU
"A-whaaat ... I don't believe it" . . .
Bruce Kennard almost made Kappa King
. . . only 37 votes short . . . Jack, leapt any
tall buildings lately? . . . Bruce Aufham-
mer was last seen in a parachute some-
where over Japan . . . Miss Diane Dix:
Sigma Nu Sweetheart . . . Doug Baxendale
is no longer playing the field . . . Mike
Proudfit made no meetings ... he couldn't
find the house . . . Chas finally got his
Mann
. . . Tibor of the Many-hearts . . .
Brouhard played the role . . . Ron learned
about making "hand-dipped chocolates"
. . . John Dell: "The Phantom Strikes
Again" . . . Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval went to Rust Demming . . .
Dennis "The Bird" Kamrad found some-
one to cope with his health problem . . .
Payne: shot down by 16 different girls in
one week . . . Winter term an interesting
club was formed . . . membership limited
. . . rules amazing . . . See Ape, Grizzly,
Beaver, Squirrel, and Hornet ... Ed Rupp
and nice girls . . . Santa Claus and rein-
deer ... Ed got along with the Deane . . .
Pain broke up Bob and Jim . . . Then
there is commander Bob . . . Sigma Nu
is no longer their first love: Bill and John.
The Sigma Nu's are: 1st row; Gary Payne, Bob Bricken, Rick Reitsas, Jim Swan, Bob Anderson, John Henriksen, Jack Sutliff, Chip Whiting,
Roger Sledd, Gene Faubel; 2nd row; Doug Baxendale, Terry Murphy, Pete Gennon, Ken Salmon, John Hirsh, Jerry Thompson, Tibor
Menyhart, Don Nesbitt, Larry Summerfield, Oran Kelley, Mike Howson, Dave Nelson; 3rd row; Ron Morriseau, Mike Proudfit, Doug Byrne,
Bob Fleming, Chas Willard, Bruce Aufhammer, Ed Welsh, Roger Plosa, Rusty Deming, Chuck Girk, Ed Elicker, Roger Hammond, John
Dell, Bill Houston; 4th row; Duane Galbraith, Bill Kintzing, Ed Rupp, Bill Gosweiler, Ralph Tanchuk, Dave Tanchuk, Dennis Kamrad,
Harry Filbert, Bruce Kennard, Pete Hall.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Charlie Bent was unable to discover any
discrimination in Rollins Fraternities . . .
Jack Freese bought a huge, green Lincoln,
but it didn't help . . . Jerry Freeman finally
settled down with a fortune .... Pete
Cumbie acted like headman in everything
but achievements . . . Doc Summers and
Jeff Kline continued to play with finger
paints and modeling clay . . . Chapman
played Bridge with Mrs. Bates and real
cards with everyone else . . . Jim Bleyer
remembered last summer . . . Ted Bradley
blew down to Kansas City for Christmas
. . . Tom Donnelly covered his ears during
risque conversations . . . Jim Hamilton
chased almost women . . . Tom Chomont
and Jerry Freeman couldn't sit still in
church . . . Tom Glow got volumes of mail
and made profits . . . Bob Stone was always
everyplace too often . . . Fred Meyer fell
in love over and over . . . Al Knight tried,
but failed . . . Albright, Woodhead, and
Robbins almost got to be men . . . Bob
Blaisdell also tried, but didn't have it . . .
Mozzer kept part of the brain trust . . .
Hasnas tried to impress everybody . . . Col-
ton gave away cigars and then left . . .
Breithaupt grew up even more . . .
The Tke's are: 1st row: John Harkness, Tom Donnelly, Charlie Bent, Jack Freese. 2nd row: Tom Glow, Bob
Stone, David Colton, Bill Chapman, Bob Hansen, Ted Bradley, Bruce Hasnas, John Woodward, Jerry Free-
man. 3rd row: Walt Wirth, Jim Bleyer, Alan Knight, Bob Blaisdell, Tom Chomont, Fred Meyer, David Hines,
Keith Breithaupt, Gary Chooligan, Dick Robbins, Jack Albright, Gary Woodhead, Doc Summers, Pete Cumbie,
Bob Brown.
LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
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The return of Sid highlighted Club
events this year . . . freshman girls paniced
and familiar crys of "Siiiiiiid" once again
rang through Gale Hall . . . Laverty kept
to his room pretty much . . . "Rodent" met
his namesake at the Xmas party . . . Josh
played the role . . . Iarrobino and Dram-
bour came South for the winter—and left
/^(T t tx> • • ^ete Sot Pmned, and unpinned . . .
^V~vjJ-jLJJj Hoppy received formal invitations to all
Club functions . . . Buddy Pettus took Glen
Gower's place . . . Aborn's "vette" attracted
the girls . . . Casey, minus convertible and
trip to "tropic isle," won the big "V's"
heart . . . Sam liked the privacy of the Club
. . .
Bailey was "knifed" three times—or was
it four . . . "Red Rat" found a new friend
. . . Mike and Nick retired at the end of
the year—they both went to the dogs . . .
"Farmer" Beets got the shaft, but bounced
right back . . . Lasser got an "A" from Dr.
Drinkwater . . . Josh played the role . . .
Penny gave the "Seal" trouble . . . The
cages were put to use this year . . . Prince
Pora graduated . . . Squeeze disappeared
. . .
Mabrey got over Madge and started
dating "townies" . . . Ronnie Brown con-
tinued to worship his brother . . . The
Embers rocked, featuring Heiden . . .
The Clubbers are: front row; Jerry Beets, Mabrey Manderson, Bob Griffith, Doug Kidd: 1st row; Ted Aborn, Jerry Tein, Nick Longo, Larry
Heiden, Vince Catalino, Whalen Lee, Bob Wombles, Buddy Pettus, Jim Brown, Otis Delaney, Jeff Laverty, Bill Lauterbach, Frank Dunnill,
Leon Hollon, Tom Weber, Carl Haines, Bob Grabowski, Anun Pora, Cecil Hale, Mike Bailey, Bill Hoffman: 2nd row: Dick Bishop, Ronnie
Brown, Sam Scales, Bob Drambour, Dennis Casey, Joe Iarrobino, Bililey, Don Whitehead, Barry Lasser, Pete Marino, Bob Detling, Jeff
Graves, Jim Cooper, Kip Willett, Hoppy Conner, Danny Carr, Gary Corn.
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INDEPENDENT MEN
Bedlam at Pinehurst . . . Loud noises
from the X-Club . . . Gilbert and Sullivan
solos by Steve Kane . . . Chevy clique of
Trie, Matt, or Jim . . . Or which convert-
ible should we take to New Smyrna? . . .
Albert, good friend of the librarians . . .
Bridge and T. V. with Mrs. Beeley . . .
Miles, our future Rockefeller . . . Don,
keeper of the Chapel door . . . John, who
just doesn't belong anywhere . . . Mike,
he's lovely—he's engaged . . . The Indies
can boast of Enrique's soccer ability . . .
Paula always calling for Matt . . . We all
slaved over Diana's big elephant . . . Joe's
first love—Joy or the Toddle House? . . .
Leo added that artistic touch . . . Pete the
King resided with us . . . Talbot played
cool coffee house music ... J. J. made
waves in Lake Virginia . . . Warren liked
being a senior; he was one for two straight
years . . . Jim Cooper mourned in black all
year long . . . Rollins and Mike, king of
the tape waves . . . Cooper a speedster in
many of his cars . . . How 'bout a drag? . . .
Jim McKee moved against flies in the bean-
ery in Student Council . . . Nonconformity
is our by-word . . .
The Indies are: left to right: Jason Zurfleih, Enrique Fajardo, Eric Kroll, Jim Levy, Matt Carr, Don
Brown, Miles Hisiger, Albert Goss, Jim McKee, Larry Yellen.
ALL IN FAVOR OF KINSEY?
INDEPENDENT WOMEN
"We doubt there is anywhere, A Social
group that can compare, for sheer, un-
relieved insanity . . ." So sang the Indie
can-can dancers . . . "Yukon Yowl" was a
swingin's party, but despite the "North to
Alaska" theme, the only thing authentic
was Carol Council's Eskimo yo-yo . . . the
can-can girls went on tour, at the recom-
mendation of Ed Scheer . . . "Clem" Cham-
bliss was selected Pledge Most Likely to
Succeed by a men's medical fraternity . . .
The Softball trophy is ours again (thanks
to hurler Marge Smith) . . . Indie women
dominated Key Society with Artie, Laurie,
Mildred, and Muff . . . With relief, Lee
moved out of the Sandspur office, while
Jane and Pat got in deeper . . . Linda and
Mary Francis frequented the office of the
student weakly . . . Jane and Linda terror-
ized freshman biology labs . . . Jean, Mar-
ion, Alison, and Astrid brightened the
ART stage
. . . Sandy: honorable mention
in Woody Wilson competition . . . Jane,
how do birds change sexes? . . . Sandy, why
"Sneak of the Week?" . . . Indie near-
monopoly of publications was completed
by Flamingo editor, Jody . . . Vive l'lnde-
pendence!
Indies are, Foreground: Mary Francis Amick, Susan Harris. First row: Marge Smith, Joanne Heltzel, Connie Harrell, Georgianna Hunter, Athalia
Honeycutt, Sandy McEntaffer, Ida Mary Stringer, Laura Glasser, Judy Mathews, Alison Ulman. Second row: Vicki Boggs, Pat Teague, Penny Arms,
Ada Marie Horton, Ronnie Shattuck, Susan Hartley, Susan Altman, Cordelia Bruce, Liz Hehre, Diane Boggs, Barbara Calick, Jeannette Hinkle,
Nancy Harlin, Cleo Chambliss. Third row: Mary Catherine Smith, Jane Morgan, Joan Willen, Lee Rogers, Rosalie Halbauer, Diana Blabon,
Ellie Wise, Gloria Pasternak, Nancy Stone, Virginia Pogue, Linda Bernstein, Sally Yerxa, Joan Norvell.
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After a good 1959 season (3-2-3)
the Rollins Soccer team moved from
second in the Florida Intercollegiate
Conference to the championship in
1969 with a 5-1-2 record.
The crucial game took place be-
tween Jacksonville University and
Rollins, as the Tars needed to win
this game to capture the FCI crown
and bring the Arthur McKean tro-
phy back home. Rollins went into
the final game as the underdog, but
came home the victor with the
Florida Intercollegiate Soccer title.
The four Rollins players honored
by the FIC as members of the all-
state team were goalie Cope Garrett,
and forwards Elaas Terzopoulas,
Demetrious Coutsoloutsus, and
Chick Guerrero.
The Rollins coaching staff, headed
by Ernie Wrascheck in his sopho-
more year as Rollins soccer mentor,
with Joe Justice and Hugh F. Mc-
Kean predict another soccer trophy
for Rollins next year.
SOCCER
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SOCCER TEAM—Front row: Ingo Kozak, Bob Carlson, Jason Zurflich, Enrique Fajardo, Wally Hubbard, Cope Gar-
rett, Larry Heiden, Hank Hencken, Bill Tone. Back row: Barry Lasser, Manlio Latartara, Enrique Huber, Gerry Ap-
pleton, Ed Leal, Elias Terzopoulos, Coach Ernie Wraschek, Mike Watson, Bob May, Billy Slemons, Demetrios
Coutsolioutsos, Nick Willard.
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Boy (Steve Kane, 4-year veteran of
ART), meets girl (Mary Goodall,
blond, etheral, and also a veteran).
Boy gets girl. Boy loses girl to fantastic
city named Brigadoon that only ap-
pears on earth every 100 years. While
love blooms between these two, mean-
while back at the Brooke Shed, Jeff
(Bob Bunim of many ART accom-
plishments), friend of our hero and
maker of cryptic remarks, meets Meg
(Dana Ivey, also accomplished) who
is looking for "real love of her life."
Difficulties arise, but all ends well
when boy gets girl in the end.
With actors who sing and singers
who can act, Brigadoon added charm
and enthusiasm to the ART season.
STYLES ARE SHORTER THIS YEAR.
HEADIN' FOR THE HEATHER ON THE HILL.
YE CAN KISS HER NOW.

You've heard strange noises in the night, no doubt.
Look at my finger; it's a long finger, a very long finger.
BLITHE SPIRIT
Blithe Spirit followed Brigadoon, and
transported the audience from the mood
of whimsey and sentiment to some of the
most satiric antics produced on the boards
of ART. Gloria Pasternak, the energetic
medium, Madam Acardi, stirs the plot till
it thickens. Rick Halsell, as the Harried
Husband, finds himself haunted by not
one but two VERY etherial wives, Ann
Lynn Kettles and Ginny Davenport. Sally
Reed and Vaughn Hoe, both experienced
actresses of past ART successes shared the
role of disbelieving wife to disbelieving
husband, Jim Carney, a freshman new to
the Annie Russell stage.
'ONE OF THE FUNNIEST PLAYS WE'VE SEEN . . ' 'BLITHE SPIRIT WINS PRAISE FROM REVIEWER.
YOU'RE BEING UTTERLY RIDICULOUS, CHARLES!
DEAN DARRAH
Ushers: Dean Darrah, Bill Lauterbach; 1st row; Sam Scales, Jerry Beets, Bob Grabowski, Leon Hollon, Jack Sutliff,
Ken Salmon, Mike Bailey; 2nd row; Frank Dunnill, Hal Abbott, Mort Dunning, Dyer Moss, Hank Molt, Barry
Lasser, Jerry Frazier, Hoppy Conner.
CHAPEL
As the spiritual as well as geo-
graphic center of the Rollins cam-
pus, Knowles Memorial Chapel
symbolizes the college unity—the
unity and intimacy of close affilia-
tions that a small college offers to
the individual in search of his in-
dividuality.
Its unity is a mixture of the lead-
ership of Dean Theodore Darrah,
choir director Robert Hufstader,
the secretary of the Chapel, Claire
Adolphs, as well as the participation
of male students who serve as ushers
at the Sunday services who, to-
gether, make it the active heart of
the campus.
Vespers: 1st row: Sue Hazard. Left to right:
Jack Frieze Bill Lauterbach, Jerry Frazier, Syl-
via Peters, Pete Kellogg, Don Brown.
Chapel Staff: 1st row: Linda Quails. 2nd row: Dean Vermilye, Ginny Willis, John Reese, Miss Adolphs, Dean Dar-
rah. 3rd row: Joan Watzek, Babs Bertash, Gwen Mansfield, Susan Hazard, Sally Hunt, Nini Thompson. 4th row:
Bill Lauterbach, John Harkness, Bob Fleming, Dyer Moss.
CHAPEL CHOIR
1st row: Zoe Cleveland, Tess Massie, Judy Klein, Athalia Honeycutt, Jim Hamilton, Joanne McDonald, Dianne Dicks, Susie Dix, Sandy
Brown, Jeana Kissling, Betty Durgom, Jeannine Neubert, Barbara Behm, Sandy Wyatt, Sandy McEntaffer. 2nd row: Mrs. Gleason, Gwen
Mansfield, Bill Law, Dana Ivey, Ann Lindstrom, Ken Graff, Joan Pinkerton, Carl Haines, Susan Jekel, John Ott, Carolyn Klemperer, Tim
Wakeman, Gail Retzer, Ken Strickler, Joan Norvell, Mr. Hufstader. 3rd row: Gordon Wilson, Chip Whiting, Kip Willett, Lauren Kiefer,
Jim Page, Joan Spaulding, Jeanne Snyder, Sally Schreiber, Warren Kane, Cordelia Bruce, Peggy Doyle. 4th row: Billie Bishop, Pete Osborne,
Lucy Hufstader, Mary Gadway, Jane Ruble, David Connor, Sylvia DuBois, Roger Gray, Martha Niepold, Breck Boynton, Jeanne Deemer.
5th row: David Lindeman, Elvin Johns, Bob Fleming, Cliff Waterfield, David Chinoy, Don Brown.
clOinter Chapter
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Take up the pursuit of expression
WBR.
in between the hours, the dreams
of scholarship, comes Spare Time, talking of games . . .
it's the longest term . . .
94
the longest term
FRESHMAN SHOW
The annual freshman show, directed by Bert
Gelfand, Sally Koppein, and Sara Parkey was
entitled this year, "Tappa Kegga Day." The story,
written by Bert Gelfand, presents the adventures
of a pledge class on a trip around the world.
The cast included Ralph Green, Tom Doo-
little, Earl Brocklesby, Larry Abraham, Doug
Byrne, Frank Goldstein, Linda Peterson, Marcia
Vallet, Bobbie Sanderson, Jim Brooks, Clark Wil-
cox, and Andy Ferrichs.
Music was provided by the Delta Chi pledge
band, and the Blue Angels, with technical direc-
tion under Chet Frank.
A WIGGLE FOR YOUR THOUGHTS. TAPPA KEGGA: IT'S THE SAME ALL AROUND.
ANYTHING IS BETTER THAN METRECAL.
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There is the sound of a trumpet; the Orange
Girls collect quotations from the crowd, and
once again the Rollins Shakespeareana brings
to life some famous scenes from the works of
William Shakespeare. Nina Oliver Dean first
conceived the idea of Shakespeareana and kept
it alive and traditional with the help of student
actors, presenting each year songs, scenes and
soliloquys for the enjoyment of both the college
and visitors drawn here by the annual presen-
tation.
This year scenes were presented from the
plays Taming of the Shrew, Twelfth Night,
Romeo and Juliet, and Julius Caesar. Peter
Kellogg as Petrucio defies the Shrew Kate,
played by Ginny Davenport, and Marion Love
as Olivia, falls in love with Viola in disguise
played by Anne Lynn Kettles. Steve Kane ex-
temporizes as Caesar from Julius Caesar, and
Romeo, Gary Brouhard, woos Alyse McKay
as Juliet.
Orange Girls, Jaye Tourgee and Joan Chase,
distribute flowers and add a touch of the con-
temporary Elizabethan theatre atmosphere.
THE FLIERS
A play by English professor Irvin
Stock, The Fliers is the first origi-
nal play to be given a full-fledged
production. It presents a complex
theme concerned with dreamers
(flyers) and those who are not
dreamers, and the effect of the in-
ability to possess long-cherished
dreams, or forget them, on a group
of people. The play stars several
players from outside the college
community: Tony Chastain, who
plays Mike Sheldon; Martha Lyons
as Cara, the strong one who dreams,
but does what she must do; and
James McKay as Larry Barton, the
character with whom all their lives
are delicately entangled.
From the college are students
Bob Haines, Rusty Freeman; Mary
Jane Strain portrayed Ellen Sheldon
who holds them to reality with an
invisible cord of practicality. As
Herb Perkins, Clinton Trowbridge,
a Rollins English professor, presents
a deeply intense portrayal.
Playwright Dr. Stock makes last minute changes with Director,
Arthur Wagner.
Members of the cast and crew were: 1st row, Maggie Carrington, Candy Diener, Joan Willen, Mary
Goodall, Gloria Pasternak, Ginny Lavenport, Bonnie MacSwan, and Crick Hatch; 2nd row, Clinton
Trowbridge, Martha Lyons, Irvin Stock, Author, Tony Chastain, Mary Jane Strain, James McKay,
and Bob Haines.
"A MAN LARRY? AT LEAST A MAN?
'YOU'LL COME HOME WITH ME, CARA?" "I KNOW WHY YOU LOVE ME
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STUDENT COUNCIL
Operating in the pres-
ent, but also serving as
a preparation for the
years beyond college,
the Student Council ac-
tively participates in all
phases of student life by
acting as a forum for
questions of interest to
the student.
The representatives of seven sororities, six fraternities, and the independent groups send
their delegates to the Council. These delegates are: Bill Tone, Ginny Campbell, Jane Ruble,
Lee Rogers, Don Nesbitt, Posy Wilson, Breck Boynton, Frank Dunnill, Dan Reagan, Diane
Scott, John Reese, Jim McKee, Marsha Mead, Bruce Hasnas, Jamie Henry, Nini Thompson,
and Joan Spaulding. They bring forth the opinions of their particular social group on matters
of importance, as well as any complaints to be directed toward the Administration or Faculty.
The Council this year was under the leadership of Bob Fleming, President; John Harkness,
vice-President; Jeanne Abendroth, Secretary; Rosalie Halbauer, Comptroller.
Student Committees take charge of campus improvements, the handling of Pelican weekend,
the traffic situation, and details of social life.
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The Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee en-
sures impartial judgments in disciplinary matters.
Members are: Tony Toledo, Ginger Cornell, Mari-
lyn Koepke, Bruce Aufhammer.
mittee made up of Bill Lauterbach and Pete Kellogg.
The Student-Faculty-Trustee Committee is present for
discussions of administrative policies of consequence to
the student. Members are: Alan Coleman, Sylvia Peters,
and Jane Goodnow.
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ROLLINS UNION
UNION BOSS, JACK SUTLIFF - HARD
DRIVER, HARD WORKER, BIG TALKER.
The Rollins Union, newly in-
stituted this year, was organized
to provide a unifying force for
the students, faculty, and admin-
istration. It is governed by the
Board of Managers, which estab-
lishes the Union policies; and the
Program Board, which plans the
activities and consists of all com-
mittee chairmen.
The Union Directors are: Clockwise—Jack Sutliff, Dyer Moss, Ted Murray, Bruce
Greene, Mike Proudfit, Cece Demetree, Martha Fairchild, Ginny Campbell, Paula
Jones, Ruth Lynn Whitaker, Matt Carr, John Henriksen, Bruce Aufhammer, Jim
Swan, and Pete Kellogg.
THIS PICTURE IS POSED.
. . . IN THE MATURE FEMALE.
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PUBLICATIONS
WHAT LYMAN WON'T DO TO GET A GOOD ANGLE.
Members of the Rollins Publication
Union are: Left to right: bottom: Nick
Longo, Jody Bilbo, Jerry Beets. Top:
Dr. Sanderlin, Sally Zuengler, John
Looby, and Lyman Huntington.
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The Flamingo board members are: Clockwise: Editor, Jody Bilbo;
Sally Zuengler, Jeff Clark, Vicki Boggs, Kristen Bracewell, Maggie
Carrington, and Linda Hicklin.
UNION
Sandspur, Flamingo, Tomokan, and
"R" Book- These are the publications
representing the literary life of Rollins
College. Combined into a Publications
Union, they are allied together under
Lyman Huntington, and represent a
unity of talent that is the guide of liter-
ary standards at Rollins.
m
'-.'jW'jto'd' t\
They know all about Rollins The "R" Book Staff: Left to right: Linda Bernstein, Sue Harris, Editor;
and Mary Francis Amick.
no
TOMOKAN
Editor-in-Chief JOHN LOOBY
Business Manager NICK LONGO
Adviser DR. SANDERLIN
Layout Editor LEILA BELVIN
Copy Editor KRIS BRACEWELL
Art Editor JIM SWAN
Office Manager MIMI THOMAS
Photography .... LYMAN HUNTINGTON
JODY BILBO, BOB FLEMING,
JIM LONG, BOB STEWART
Student Editors HAL ABBOTT,
LEON HOLLON, BONNIE MACMILLAN
Index Editor BOB BRICKEN
Sports . BOB BRICKEN, JOHN HENRIKSEN,
LEON HOLLON, BILL KINTZING,
JACK SUTLIFF
Dirty Workers . . BOB BUNIM, RICH COLE,
JAYE TOURGEE, BARBIE WOLCOTT
I WANT TO GO TO ROLLINS WHEN I GROW UP . . .
THE CONFERENCE PLAN.
Ill
SANDSPUR
Working to meet their weekly dead-
line, under the editorship of Lee Rog-
ers, the Sandspnr Staff, composed of
Managing Editor, Lauren Kiefer; News
Editor, Joan Spaulding; Feature Editor,
Pat Teague; Copy Editor, Joan Murray;
Photography, J. Jay Mautner; Photog-
raphers, Jim Long and Maggie Carring-
ton; Business Manager, Jerry Beets; Ad-
vertising Commissioner, Bruce Kennard;
Circulation Managers, Barbara Walcott,
Sandy Krumbeigel; and Faculty Adviser,
Dr. Dewart, aim for the All American
Award they have received for superior
reporting yearly since 1954.
CUT AND DRY BY GUILLOTINE.
DOWN WITH SCHOLARLY JOURNALISM.
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IT'S SO GOOD EVEN THE STAFF READS IT.
GARY WOULD IF HE COULD.
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HONORARIES
LAMBIE PI'S
On the morning after, we
have left to right: Julie Smith,
Sue Sanders, Jane Feise, Gena
Pendergast, Walt Wirth, John
Looby, Frank Healis, Frank
H o g a n, Jim McDermott,
John Berliner.
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LIBRA
Libra consists of Junior and
Senior women who have out-
standing scholarship, char-
acter, citizenship, and extra-
curricular activities. Left to
right: Sally Hunt, Miss Adolfs,
Mary Gadway, Dr. Drink-
water, Mrs. Dean, Jody Bilbo,
and President, Sandy Wyatt.
o. o. o. o.
Left to right: Bob
Fleming, Luis Dom-
inguez, Bruce Auf-
hammer, Tony To-
ledo, John Harkness.
Missing are Dyer
Moss, Mabrey Man-
derson, and Dick
Bishop.
PHI SOCIETY
Phi Society is a scholarship society
honoring freshmen for outstanding
work. Front: Leo Hansberry, Presi-
dent; left to right: Mary Francis
Amick, Barbara Greene, Ginny
Campbell, Nini Thompson, Sally
Baker, Sandy McEntaffer, Georgi-
anna Hunter, Joan Murray, Susan
Wallis, Sally Schreiber, Claire
Heald, Kitty Ondovchak, Janet
Cummings, Cathy Cornelius, Joan
Norvell, Jane Ruble, Astrid Dela-
field, Sylvia Peters, Lee Rogers,
Arthella Hines, David Hines, John
Harkness, Bill Ruth, Matt Carr.
O. D. K.
O.D.K. is a service fraternity of junior and senior men. 1st row: John Harkness, Luis Dominguez,
John Henriksen, Jerry Beets, Alan Coleman, Tony Toledo, Bob Fleming. 2nd row: Dr. Stone,
Dean Darrah, Dr. Stock, Dr. Carroll, President McKean, Dr. Hanna, Mr. Wedon'tknow. 3rd row:
Dean Vermilye, Dr. Thomas, Mr. Tiedke, Dr. Waite.
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PI GAMMA MU
Pi Gamma Mu is a national
social science honorary. Front:
Rosalie Halbauer. Back:
Mabel Bexley, Dr. Drink-
water, Dr. DeGroot, Gus
Zamorsky, Mrs. Magoun
Sally Hunt, Ginger Cornell.
THETA ALPHA PHI
Members of this hon-
orary have done su-
perior work in the
Rollins theatre group.
1st row: Bob Bunim,
Maggie Carrington,
Bob Haines. 2nd
row: Mr. Allen, Jean
Pflug, Bonnie Mac-
Swan, Sally Reed,
Mary Jane Strain,
Mrs. Allen, Mr. Wag-
ner.
WHO'S
WHO
The ideal product of the liberal arts education is the well-rounded
student, who is not merely a scholar, but one who participates in
activities outside his own particular interests, excelling in various
phases of college life. To these who are a blend of leader and scholar,
and whose personal qualities lift him above his fellows, goes the honor
of Who's Who each year.
Bruce Aufhammer was 1961 Fiesta Co-chairman, is president of
Interfraternity Council and has been vice president of his freshman
class and president of his sophomore class. He is past copy editor of the
R Book and a member of the editorial board of the Flamingo. Past
Student Council representative for Sigma Nu, he has served on the
Student-Faculty, Trustee committee and the Student-Faculty Disciplin-
ary committee.
Jody Bilbo, secretary-treasurer of Libra, was editor of the Flamingo
and a student assistant for 3 years. She has been both a Chapel Reader
and a Vespers reader.
A theatre arts major, Maggie Carrington has been president and vice
president of Theta Alpha Phi, and president and secretary of the
Rollins players. A Chi Omega, she is secretary of WPRK and has been
BRUCE AUFHAMMER
BABS BERTASH LUIS DOMINGUEZ
assistant editor and editor of the R Book, and copy editor of the Sandspur.
Babs Bertash has been president of Gamma Phi, a member of the Chapel Staff,
and has been listed on the Dean's List. An elementary education major, she has
been active in Rollins chapter of the Student National Education Association, and
has served on the Orientation Committee.
Luis Dominguez has been president of his senior and junior classes and vice
president of his sophomore class. A member of ODK, he is president of Lambda
Chi, treasurer of the R Club, and a varsity tennis player.
Student Council president, Bob Fleming, is past Chapel Staff president and
Vespers committee chairman. A member of ODK and of Sigma Nu fraternity,
he is Sandspur feature editor. He has appeared on the ART stage in "Teahouse
of the August Moon" and "Italian Straw Hat."
Leo Hansberry, President of Phi Society, is an independent and has been listed
on the Dean's List. An art major, he has done art work and layout for Tomokan
and Flamingo and has designed and painted sets for ART productions.
Harkness, vice president of Student Council, is president of Rollins Scientific
Society and Zeta Alpha Epsilon science honorary, past president of the German
Club, and secretary of ODK. Vice president of TKE, he is a member of Chapel
Staff and of the Rollins Union Board of Managers.
TKE, he is a member of Chapel Staff and of the Rollins Union Board
of Managers.
Sally Hunt, chosen last year from Rollins to participate in the Wash-
ington Semester at American University, is a member of the Chapel
Staff and president of Human Relations Club. A member of the Tomo-
kan staff and of French Club, she has been secretary and vice-president
of Chi O sorority.
Dyer Moss, a human relations major, is a member of the Chapel
Staff, Chairman of the Calendar Committee, and is on the Rollins
Union Board of Managers. He transferred to Rollins last year from
the University of North Carolina.
John Reese, Orientation Committee co-chairman, serves as secretary
of the Chapel Staff, and is a Student Council representative for the
Independent Men. He is also a member of the Sandspur staff, Pan
American Club, and is a Chapel reader.
Tony Toledo, president of ODK and past Student Council vice
president, was one of the recipients of the Oslo Scholarship. He has
been president of his sophomore class and vice president of the Vespers
Committee and of Lambda Chi fraternity.
Sandy Wyatt is a member of Chi O sorority and is president of Libra.
She has also belonged to the German, French, and Human Relations
Club, and has been a Chapel reader. She received the Arthur Knowles
Hutchins Music Award.
LINDA QUALLS TONY TOLEDO
DBCB
JOHN REESE DYER MOSS
W.P.R.K.
W. P.R. K. offers entertainment
actually produced by aspiring radio
students who have taken courses
offered in all phases of radio.
Sports events, theatre activity,
and the visits of dignitaries to the
campus are highlighted. Student
musicians are given the opportu-
nity to perform. Under the direc-
tion of Mr. Frutchey, W.P.R.K. pro-
vides coverage of all activities on
the campus that are of current in-
terest to the Rollins student.
MR. FRUTCHEY, DIRECTOR OF W.P.R.K.
PRESENTS VARIETY, WHETHER IT BE RECORDED OR LIVE . . .
WOMEN'S R CLUB
CLUBS
FRENCH CLUB
Women students who are outstanding in the sports
field are chosen for recognition in the Women's
"R" Club. The president is Gayle Jordan; members
are Gena Pendergast, Babs Bertash, June Mendall,
and Bonnie Stewart.
First row: Diane Boggs, Enrique Huber, Nini Thompson.
Second row: Gay Finney, Dolly Ferriday, Sandy Lipkin,
Posy Wilson, Lois Genovese, Sally Quarles. Third row:
Sherry McMath, Mary Ann Trimble, Mary Francis Amick,
Sally Gray, Barry Lasser. Fourth row: Bob Carlson, Anne
French, Bob Balink, Jim Walker.
COMMUNITY SINGERS
Left to right: Zoe Cleveland, Chip Whiting,
Jeannine Neubert, Fred Meyer, Barbie Behm,
Jim Hamilton, Cordelia Bruce, Ken Strickler,
Susan Jekel, Mr. Hufstader, Elvin Johns, Mary
Gadway, David Lindeman, Carolyn Klemperer,
Cliff Berry, Lauren Kiefer, Pete Osborne.
MEN'S R CLUB
MUSIC GUILD
Front: Barbie Behm. First row: Jeanie Snyder,
Karen Loveland, Sally Schreiber, Betty Durgom.
Second row: Woody Frierson, Astri Delafield,
Joan Norvell, Jeannine Neubert, Mary Gadway,
Mrs. Gleason, Ed Elicher, Chip Whiting. Third
row: Zoe Cleveland, Jim Hamilton, Don Brown,
Keith Breithaupt, Elvin Johns, Dave Cooper,
Ralph Green.
Front: Jerry Beets, President. First rozu: Jerry Thompson, Enrique Huber, Larry Heiden,
Tibor Menyhart, Ed Bath, Larry Breckenridge, Mike Bailey, Bill Bentley, Bob Griffith.
Second row: John Henriksen, Jerry Frazier, Ken Salmon, Anon Pora, Mabrey Mander-
son, Ed Leal, Leon Hollon, Mort Dunning, Jim Cooper. Third roxu: Jay Banker, Bob
Carlson, Larry Strimple, Luis Dominguez, Ralph Tanchuk, Dennis Kamrad, Ed Rupp,
Jeff Sellon, and Jim McDermott.
ROLLINS PLAYERS
First row: Mrs. Allen, Mr. Allen, Ginny
Davenport, Mrs. Wagner, Mr. Wagner and
family, Maggie Carrington. Second row:
Mary Goodall, Lucy Palmer, Ann Lynn
Kettles, Bob Bunim, Crick Hatch. Third
row: Gloria Pasternak, Carol Weise, Bonnie
MacSwan, Mary Jane Strain, J. J. Mautner.
Fourth roiu: Rick Halsell, Steve Kane, Sally
Reed, Bob Haines, Bill Tone, Dana Ivey,
Jean Pfiug.
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ROLLINS SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA
Left to right: Cleo Chambliss, John Harkness,
Gail Jordan, Jerry Freeman, Liz Jacobs, Dr.
Ross, Lee Rogers, Ted Bradley, Adaire Lehm-
kuhl, Dr. Hellwege.
The Future Teachers of America this year presented
an exhibit on teaching aids. Cecilia Demetree is
president of F.T.A., with Miss Packham acting as
advisor.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Psychology Club members are,
Front: Sally Schreiber, Matt
Carr, Barbara Calick. Back: Ann
Puddington, Eric Kroll, Lissa
Timberlake, Jason Zurfleih,
Nancy Stone, Marilyn Mulford,
Susan Omansky, Sandy Lipkin,
Mary Mills, Ann Vogt, and Joan
Harney.
PAN AMERICAN CLUB
Front: Paddy Livaudais, Mr. Momsen, Sue Coodier. Second row:
Ed Leal, Nancy Harding, David Cooper, Diana Jones, Nancy
Thompson, Virginia Sands, Lydia Kaiser, Ronnie Shattuck, Sara
Parkey, Jean Barnetson.
HUMAN RELATIONS CLUB
Front: Nini Thompson, Sally McCutchen, Sally Hunt. First
row: Ann Puddington, Barbara Calick, Ann Davidson, Nancy
Stone, Jane McDowell, Gail Phillips. Second row: Sandy War-
ren, Sandy Jordan, Mary Mills. Third roiu: Missy Jones,
Glancy Jones, Linda Quails, Diane Scott, Matt Carr, Dr.
Geisel.
COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB
The Community Serv-
ice Club aids in social
service projects. The
club sponsors an orphan
Christmas party. Ginny
Willis is president.
BASKETBALL
The Rollins hoopsters completed
another season competing under the
usual pressures of past years. Lack-
ing in size and playing without the
facilities of a home gymnasium, the
Tars compiled a record of 7 wins
playing mostly against schools with
greater enrollment.
The highlight of the season came
when Rollins upset arch rival Stet-
son, 71-70. However, Rollins again
found the going rough in the F.I.C.
and met defeat at the hands of such
nationally recognized teams as the
University of Miami and Florida
State University.
Dan Nymicz, completing his
eighth year as head basketball coach,
will be losing the services of such
outstanding seniors as Claude
Crook, team captain, Bob Griffith,
and Dick Bishop, who has been
elected to the all F.I.C. team each
season for the past four years.
TENNIS SHOES BY KEDS
S?eT 0f hh v Tr rS ?aSn tb x! tCam UJl t0right: Mike Baile?' Tom Weber ' Dennis Casey> Dick Bish°P' Graves, Dave TanchukRalph anchuk, Coach, Dan Nymicz, Bill Goswe.ler, Claude Crook, Rick Keller, Sam Scales, Captain, Bob Griffith, Ken Salmon.
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INTRAMURALS
iI
Competition is the spice of sports in The
Rollins system. Director Clarence Varner
heads the board made up of representatives
of each social group. Set up on a point
system, the groups compete each year for
O'Brien's trophy.
TEAMMATE'S INJURY CAN INSPIRE.
I WILL CRUSH YOU WITH MY BARE HANDS.
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WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS
Girls participate in such sports
as archery, basketball, tennis,
swimming, and Softball under
the guidance of Sara Jane
Dorsey and J. P. Patton. Most
of the women's varsities are
honoraries and the highest
achievement a woman can at-
tain in sport's field is R Club.
Sprincf Chapter



Then it was Spring
138
Days stretching ahead like a green and nameless orchard
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TOMOKAN
Awarded for a combination
in a woman of intellect, poise,
and personality, Miss Tomo-
kan goes this year to Liz
Jacobs, a dark and striking
beauty who is a Pre Med ma-
jor. A member of the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority, Liz is
also president of the Panhel-
lenic Council.
FIESTA
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ACCORDING TO THE DIAGRAM, WE'VE MADE A MISTAKE.
I THOUGHT I TOLD YOU TO
WAIT IN THE CHARIOT.
FOOD FIT FOR THE GODS.
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"When in Rome, do as the Romans do," and
Rollins did at the 1961 Fiesta, themed Roman
Holiday.
The traditional Field Day was termed "The
Olympic Games," and a Roman Banquet with
all the trimmings was held in the Center Patio.
Dances included an informal, complete with
togas, and a formal dance the night following.
The parade, culminating at the Romanized
midway, included Miss Rollins candidates, the
King and Queen of Fiesta, floats, and chariots.
A new addition to Fiesta this year was the Mr.
Ugly Man contest.
Float prizes went this year to Sigma Nu and
Chi Omega, and booth prizes to Gamma Phi
and Delta Chi for best decorations, while Delta
Chi and Pi Phi were most successful financially.
The Magnificent Seven: Fiesta members pictured are: 1st row:
Lissa Timberlake Barbie Walker, Mar Fairchild. 2nd row:
Jaye Tourgee, Mimi Thomas, Linda Quails, Maggie Car-
rington.
. . AND THIS IS MRS. APHRODITE. IS IT TRUE BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN?
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MISS BARBARA HOGAN
PLAYBOY
Shyboy (Pete Kellogg) finds his place
in the sun in a small Irish village,
where he is worshiped for his bravery
in killing a tyrant father (Gary Brou-
hard). Here he finds a lassie (Jean
Pflug), and a widow as well (Carol
Wiese). But the villain, who wasn't
really dead, returns to topple him
from his pedestal; enter conflict.
GOOD HOLD, PHILLY.
COME TO THE PEELERS TILL THEY STRETCH YOU.
TIGER
The final, and one of the finest plays of the
year, Tiger at the Gates, was a mixture of the
ridiculous (Rick "Dimicose the Poet" Halsell)
and the sublime (Alyse "she belongs to geometry"
McKay). Paris (Crick Hatch) and all of Troy are
enamored over Helen, (see isosoles triangle) ex-
cept Hector (Gary Brouhard) who tries to avert
a Trojan War so that wife (Marion Love) can
raise her unborn child into a peaceful world.
Troilus (John Looby), Cassandra (Gloria Pas-
ternak), and the elders (See the walls of Troy)
add extra elements of humor to an already excel-
lent play.
7 \
YOU WILL GO BACK ON A GRAY SHIP
THE MOST SENSITIVE PART OF A WOMAN IS .
YOU'RE ASKING FOR TROUBLE.
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. . . the turrets and towers of Education
ROLLINS MUSEUM
The Rollins College Thomas R. Baker Museum
of Natural History has a wide cross section of
articles, most of which have been donated by
students and friends of the college. Its first
showing in many years, an exhibit of archae-
ological and ethnological articles, was held in
November, 1960, in the Morse Art Gallery.
Since that time, Bruce Greene, curator, has had
many displays in the showcases in the Union.
Besides the school's collection, private collec-
tions loaned to the college have been displayed.
TROPHIES OF THE HUNT: SHIELD, WEDDING DRESS. TAKE ME TO YOUR CURATOR.
EARLY AMERICAN: REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE.

TENNIS
The 1961 edition of the Rol-
lins tennis team possessed one
of the most well balanced at-
tacks in many years. With the
loss of only one player from
last year's squad, the Tars
began their season with a con-
vincing 7-2 win over Stetson
University. The return of four
lettermen plus the addition of
six promising freshmen yielded
a team which was difficult for
even the best. Some of the
stronger teams visiting the col-
lege were Miami, Florida,
Georgia Tech, Presbyterian,
Virginia, and Amherst.
First Row: Co-Capt., Luiz Dominguez; Coach, Norm Copeland; Co-Capt., John Henriksen. Second Row: Bob Drambouie, Mike Alegre, Jim
Brooks, Bill Law, Dave Powers, Nate Tracy, Chip Chiting. Third Row: Tom Doolittle, Mort Dunning, B. T. Heineman, Bob Dickey, Duane
Ackerman, and Ralph Griec.
FOLLOWING THROUGH A BIG SERVE.
GIRLS' TENNIS TEAM—First row: Norm Copeland, Coach; Second row:
Mary Mills, Julie Smith, Gay Andrews, Lin Morss, Bonnie Stewart, Jane
Feise, Rocky Sullivan, Sue Williams, Amelia Hunt, Lee Russell, Katie
Benson.
COVERING THE CORNERS OF THE COURT.
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TENSION ON THE TEE. SHALL WE PLAY FOR BEER OR MONEY?
Members of the golf team are, left to right: Larry Breckenridge,
Roly Lamontagne, Mickey Van Gerbig, Bob May, Jerry Doser,
Bob Kirouac, and Bill Hoffman.
Coach Dan Nyimica expressed satisfaction
with the performance of the linksters this
season as they finished regular season of play
with a 10-2 record in dual competition.
Mickey Van Gerbig, Roland Lamontage,
and Larry Breckenridge are the three letter-
men around whom Myimica had to build the
team.
Strong support was given these fine players
by two freshmen Bill Hoffman, Bob Kirouac;
a transfer, Jerry Doser, and a non-letterman,
Bob May.
The highlight of the season was a three
way tie for second place in the Miami Invi-
tational Tournament. Considering the rela-
tive lack of inexperience of the squad, this
equalled, if not surpassed, last year's 2nd
place finish in the same tournament.
The only remaining competition before
wrapping up another fine Rollins golf season
is the Southern Intercollegiate Tournament
in Athens, Ga.
With all the players back for at least one
more year, the Tars are assured of another
promising season.
PRACTICE PUTTS BEFORE THE MATCH.
I PLAYED WITH J. F. K.
n I
THIS IS MY YEAR TO BREAK 100
BASEBALL
Front row: Cecil Hale, Mike Cortez, Jerry Beets, Mike Bailey, Buddy Pettus, Ken Salmon.
Second row: Doug Baxendale, Frank Horn, Jim Emerson, Mabrey Manderson, Vince Catalano,
Tom Weber, Jesse Lee, Hoppy Conner, Jeff Kline. Back row: Jim Cooper, Ronnie Brown,
George Blassius, Dave Tanchuk, Ralph Tanchuk, Bob Detling, Otis Delaney.
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The 1961 Tar baseball team got off to a
sluggish start and was beaten by Florida,
Miami, and Ohio State. Then suddenly,
Joe Justice's team came alive. Ohio State
and Miami were thrashed twice and Rol-
lins won its own Baseball Week with a 1-0
verdict over Lafayette. The Tars snapped
the undefeated string of Wake Forest Col-
lege on April 5th; they also downed Fur-
man in a doubleheader. The culmination
came on April 22 when Ken Salmon
pitched a no-hitter against Stetson Uni-
versity. At this writing, the Tars have won
12 out of their last 14 games and appear
on the way to copping the Florida Inter-
collegiate Conference Crown. Standouts
this season have been Jim Emerson, Ron-
nie Brown, Doug Baxendale, Jerry Beets,
and pitcher Ken Salmon.
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CREW
Coach Bradley, along with the aid of assistant
coach Jim Lyden, came up with another win-
ning combination for his 1961 crew. Untouched
by any other crew on Florida waters, the Tar
oarsmen set an impressive record during its
first seven meets by defeating all of its southern
and northern opponents. Some of the more
worthy opposition included Purdue, Marietta,
Fordham, and Tampa.
The line-up for this year's varsity boat com-
bined Ed Rupp as stroke; Bill Kintzing, seven;
Whit Chase, six; Bob Anderson, five; Pete
Davenport, four; Art McGonigle, three; Jim
McDermott, two; Bob Carlson, bow; and Jerry
Thompson, coxswain. The self-confidence and
determination to win demonstrated by this crew
enable it to hold a superior edge over all its
opponents.
The Tar JV also stood up to the past JV
records, losing only one race in eight outings.
The loss was the first incurred on Florida
waters by a Rollins JV in three years. Along
with their impressive record, the Junior Varsity
oarsmen also set a new record for a Rollins JV
by rowing and winning two races in one day.
These two races were held on unfamiliar waters
against Jacksonville University and the Jackson-
ville Naval Air Station.
Members of the Junior Varsity were: stroke,
Terr Murphy; seven, Bill Houston; six, Roger
Plosa; five, Gary Woodhead; four, John Al-
bright; three, Danny Carr; two, Dennis Kam-
rad; bow, Ed Elicher; and coxswain, Rick
Boschen. Alternate oarsmen filling in at various
occasions were Larry Strimple and Alex Arnold.
On May 6, the Rollins varsity and junior
varsity traveled to Tampa to compete against
three other Florida crews for the State Cham-
pionship.
The State Race is second on the Rollins crew
schedule only to the Dad Vail Regatta. This
event brings together small college crews from
all over the country to compete against one an-
other on the Schuykill River in Philadelphia.
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FISHING LOOKS GOOD HERE!
Varsity Crew Team. Front: Jerry Thompson. Back: Ed Rupp, Bill Kintzing,
Whit Chase, Bob Anderson, Pete Davenport, Art McGonigle, Jim McDermotf,
Bob Carlson.
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WATER SPORTS
From most of the Rollins class-
room a view of Lake Virginia
tempts its students toward the water
sport facilities.
Swimming, canoeing, and sailing
are enjoyed practically all year
round with instruction under Fleet
Peeples, and a skiing program un-
der "Gramps" Suydam.
In the Spring term competitions
take place among the women's and
men's social groups.
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SENIORS
CAROLYN DEE ALDERSON
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended St. Peters-
burg Junior College; CHI OMEGA, Personnel Chair-
man; Rollins Union, Special Projects Committee;
Student National Education Association; Community
Service Clubs.
CHARLES HARRY ANDERSON
MAJOR: Mathematics; INDEPENDENT; Intramural
Football, Basketball, Softball.
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CHARLES BRUCE AUFHAMMER
MAJOR: English; Attended John Hopins University;
SIGMA NU, Lt. Commander, Rush Chairman; Presi-
dent's List; Omicron Delta Kappa; Who's Who; Stu-
dent Council; Pelican Committee, Budget Committee,
Student-Faculty-Trustee Committee; Student-Faculty
Disciplinary Committee; Rollins Union, Social Enter-
tainment Committee, Chairman; Union Program
Board, President; I.F.C. President; Fiesta Committee,
Co-Chairman.
ANN RAGSDALE BAKER
MAJOR: Spanish and French; ALPHA PHI, Treas-
urer, Social Chairman, Efficiency Chairman; Dean's
List; Rollins Scholar; Phi Society; Fiesta Scholarship;
French Club, Secretary; German Club; Community
Service Club; Sandspur, Associate News Editor; Stu-
dent Council Representative; Intramural Softball,
Volleyball, Tennis.
JAY CLOUGH BANKER
MAJOR: English; PHI GAMMA DELTA; KAPPA
ALPHA ORDER, Social Member; Fiesta Committee,
Publicity Chairman; Intramural Soccer, Football,
Baseball, Basketball; Lambda Kappa Pi; R-Club.
WALTER ELIOT BARDEN
MAJOR: Mathematics; Attended Orlando Junior
College; Dean's List; Assistant in Mathematics De-
partment.
JERRY MELVYN BEETS
MAJOR: Business Administration; X-CLUB, Treas-
urer, Intramural Representative; Dean's List; Sand-
spur, Business Manager; Junior Class Treasurer;
Chapel Usher; Publications Union; Orientation Com-
mittee; Vespers Speaker; Varsity Baseball, Basketball;
R-Club President, Vice President; Intramural Foot-
ball, Basketball, Track, Softball.
CHARLES JOSEPH BENT
MAJOR: English; TAU KAPPA EPSILON, Treas-
urer, President; Intramural Tennis, Softball, Football,
Volleyball, Basketball, Track.,
ANN HARRIS BERRY
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended North-
western University; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Pledge
Trainer; Community Service Club, Student Florida
Education Association; Tomokan, Fiesta Booklet
Committee, Carnival Committee, Parade Committee;
Young Republican's Club; Freshman Show; Intra-
mural Volleyball, Swimming; Varsity Cheerleader.
WILLIAM WINDISCH BENTLEY
MAJOR: English; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Assist-
ant Pledge Trainer; Flamingo; Sandspur; French
Club; Intramural Crew, Soccer; R-Club, Secretary;
The Hungerers.
CLIFFORD RUDD BERRY
MAJOR: Conducting; INDEPENDENT; Rollins
Chapel Choir.
BARBARA ZEVILLE BERTASH
MAJOR: Elementary Education; GAMMA PHI
BETA, Vice-Presilent, President; Dean's List; WHO'S
WHO; Sandspur; Tomokan; German Club, Secretary;
Young Republicans' Club, Corresponding Secretary,
Vice-President; Women's R Club; Chapel Staff, Budg-
et Committee; Panhellenic Council; Intramural Bas-
ketball, Softball, Volleyball, Golf, Swimming; Varsity
Golf, Volleyball.
MABEL HEALIS BEXLEY
MAJOR: Human Relations; Attended Beaver Col-
lege; PHI MU, Pledge Trainer, Student Council Rep-
resentative, Panhellenic Representative, Pledge Social
Chairman; President's List; Station Mgr., WPRK;
Panhellenic Council, Secretary, Treasurer; Orienta-
tion Committee; Fiesta Co-Chairman; Sandspur; In-
tramural Basketball, Softball, Swimming, Volleyball;
Spanish Club; Pi Gamma Mu.
JOHANNA JEAN BILBO
MAJOR: English; INDEPENDENT; Achievement
Scholarship; Life With Father, Teahouse of the Au-
gust Moon, Italian Straw Hat, Guys and Dolls, Rom-
anoff and Juliet, Macbeth, Brigadoon, Playboy of the
Western World; Pride and Prejudice; Flamingo, Edi-
tor; Sandspur; Tomokan; Shakespeareana; Chapel
Reader; Fiesta; Libra, Treasurer; Who's Who.
DIANE CHARMAINE BOGGS
MAJOR: French; University of New Zealand, Laval
University; INDEPENDENT; Student Assistant;
Chapel Reader; Achievement Scholarship; Canadian
Government Scholarship; Fiesta Scholarship; WPRK;
Pan American Club; French Club; Young Republi-
cans Orientation Committee; Student Faculty Trus-
tee Committee.
RICHARD ARNOLD BISHOP
MAJOR: History-Government; X-CLUB, Pledge
Trainer; History-Government Colloquium, Chairman;
Intramural Table Tennis, Volleyball, Softball; Varsity
Basketball. French Club.
SHARON MARKHAM BOOX
MAJOR: Elementary Education; CHI OMEGA, Vice-
President; Dean's List; Student National Education
Association, Treasurer; Community Service; Chapel
Reader; Human Relations; Intramural Softball, Vol-
leyball.
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JAMES STEVE BROWDER
MAJOR: Physics; INDEPENDENT; Freshman Phys-
ics Award; Senior Honors Project; Zeta Alpha Epsilon.
JAMES PAUL BROWN
MAJOR: History; X-CLUB; Social Committee Float
Committee, Booth Committee; Student Council; Pel-
ican Committee, Chairman; Chapel Usher; Intramural
Softball, Basketball, Swimming, Track, Soccer, Ten-
nis, Football, Volleyball; Young Republicans; Human
Relations; Yacht Club.
RONALD HAROLD BROWN
MAJOR: Business Administration; X-CLUB, Vice-
President Pledge Class; Orientation Committee; Intra-
mural Football, Basketball, Softball, Soccer; Varsity
Baseball, Basketball.
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ROBERT ERIC BUNIM
MAJOR: Theater Arts; DELTA CHI; Rollins Play-
ers, Vice-President; Flamingo, Assistant Editor; Guys
and Dolls, Arms and the Man, Born Yesterday, Our
Town, Electra, Death of a Salesman, Brigadoon,
Three Sisters, Shakespeareana; Theta Alpha Phi, Vice
President; Intramural Tennis, Softball.
BARBARA CALICK
MAJOR: Psychology; INDEPENDENT; Psychology
Club, Vice President; Human Relations; French Club;
German Club.
MARGARET EDITH LEILA
CARRINGTON
MAJOR: Theater Arts; CHI OMEGA; Activities
Chairman; Theta Alpha Phi Freshman Award; Rol-
lins Players, President; Flamingo, Copy Editor; Sand-
spur; R-Book, Editor; Tomokan; Publications Union;
WPRK; Teahouse of the August Moon; Guys and
Dolls; Teach Me How to Cry; Lady of the House;
A Swim in the Sea; Orientation Committee; Fiesta
Committee; Union Committee; Intramural Baseball,
Volleyball; Theta Alpha Phi, President; Who's Who.
RODNEY THEODORE CHABOT
MAJOR: Business Administration and Human Rela-
tions; Attended Florida State University, University
of Colorado; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Knight Ush-
er, House Manager, Inter-Fraternity Council; WPRK.
CLEO JANE CHAMBLISS
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine and Modern Languages;
Attended American University; INDEPENDENT;
Chapel Choir; Bach Festival Choir; Sandspur; Rollins
Singers; Rollins Scientific Society; Sister Angelica;
Androcles and the Lion; Intramural Volleyball, Arch-
ery; French Club; German Club.
ALAN NELSON COLEMAN
MAJOR: Sociology and Anthropology; DELTA CHI
President, Rush chairman, Student Council; Student-
Faculty Trustee Comm.; Social Comm.; Chapel Staff;
President's List; Chapel Reader; Chapel Choir; Ves-
pers Reader; Guys and Dolls; O.D.K.; Algernon Sid-
ney Sullivan Award; Fiesta Scholarship.
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VIRGINIA BONNER CORNELL
MAJOR: History and Government; GAMMA PHI
BETA, Parliamentarian, Efficiency Chairman, Student
Council Representative, Panhellenic Representative;
Dean's List; Honor Roll; Young Republicans; Presi-
dent; Beanery Committee, Chairman; Student Faculty
Disciplinary Committee, Chairman; Rules and Regu-
lations Committee; Chapel Reader; Vespers Reader;
Orientation Committee; Intramural Volleyball, Bas-
ketball, Softball, Golf; Bridge Club; Student NEA;
Pi Gamma Mu, Vice-President.
MICHAEL JOHN CORTESE
MAJOR: Business Administration; X-CLUB; All-
State Baseball, NAIA; Orientation Committee; R-
Club; Intramural Softball, Basketball; Varsity Base-
ball.
CLAUDE WILLIAM CROOK
MAJOR: History and Government; X-CLUB; Chapel
Usher; Young Democrats Club; Orientation Com-
mittee; Varsity Basketball; R-Club; Intramural Soft-
ball, Volleyball.
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CECILIA MARY DEMETREE
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended Notre
Dame, Orlando Junior College; CHI OMEGA, Pledge
Class President, Social Chairman; Union, Special
Projects Committee, Chairman; Publicity Chairman
of Education Association, Human Relations.
RODNEY JEFFERSON DILLARD
MAJOR: Economics; Attended Seton Hall Univer-
sity; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Pledge President,
Rush Chairman, Social Chairman; Rollins Scholar;
Student Council; Debating Team; Chapel Staff; Pan
American Club; Intramural Tennis, Golf, Football,
Baseball.
LUIS CHARLES DOMINGUEZ
MAJOR: English; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Histo-
rian, Rush Chairman, President; Vice-President, Soph-
omore Class; President, Junior Class, President, Sen-
ior Class; R-Club, Treasurer; Student Faculty Disci-
plinary Committee; Student Faculty Trustee Commit-
tee; Intramural Tennis, Volleyball, Basketball, Foot-
ball, Soccer, Softball; Varsity Tennis, Co-Captain;
Human Relations Club; O.D.K.; Who's Who.
ROBERT MORTON DUNNING
MAJOR: Business Administration and Math; LAMB-
DA CHI ALPHA, Treasurer, President; Chapel Ush-
er; R Club; Varsity Tennis; Soccer; Intramural Foot-
ball, Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer, Track, Swimming.
MILDRED S. DUNLAP
MAJOR: Elementary Elucation; Attended Orlando
Junior College; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List; Flor-
ida Student Education Association.
MARTHA BOND FAIRCHILD
MAJOR: Art; Attended University of New Hamp-
shire; GAMMA PHI BETA, House President, His-
torian, Parliamentarian; Student Assistant; Young
Democrats, Treasurer; Union, Publicity and Public
Relations Committee, Chairman; Fiesta Committee;
Vespers Reader, Chapel Reader; Intramural Basket-
ball, Softball, Volleyball, Tennis, Swimming; Com-
munity Service.
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DOROTHY JANE FEISE
MAJOR: Economics; KAPPA ALPHA THETA; As-
sistant Rush Chairman, Head Marshal, Assistant So-
cial Chairman; Intramural Softball, Tennis; Varsity
Tennis; Young Republicans; Lambda Kappa Pi.
ROBERT WOODROW FLEMING
MAJOR: English; Attended University of Oslo;
SIGMA NU, Chaplain, Honor List; Reeve Essay
Contest; Vespers Committee, Chairman; Chapel Staff,
President; Choir; Chapel Reader; Sandspur; Orienta-
tion Committee; Rollins Singers; Student Council,
President; Oslo Summer Scholarship; O.D.K.; WHO'S
WHO.
MARY JANE FOLTZ
MAJOR; Education; Attended Lake Forest College;
GAMMA PHI BETA, Assistant Rituals Chairman,
House President; Young Republicans Club; Student
Florida Education Association; Life With Father;
Italian Straw Hat; The Medium; Teahouse of the
Augusta Moon; Teach Me How to Cry, Assistant Stage
Manager; Freshman Show; Intramural Basketball,
Volleyball, Softball, Golf.
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JERRY COLLINS FREEMAN
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine; TAU KAPPA EPSILON,
Vice-President, Rush Chairman, Pledge Trainer; Ger-
man Club; Rollins Scientific Society; Pan American
Club; Student Union Committee, Co-Chairman;
Freshman Show; Intramural Volleyball, Softball,
Horseshoes; Yacht Club.
GERALD DIXON FRAZIER
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA
ORDER, Secretary, Pledge Trainer, Scholarship Com-
mittee; Union, Publicity and Public Relations Com-
mittee; Chapel Usher; Intramural Football, Basket-
ball, Softball, Volleyball, Soccer; Varsity Baseball
Manager, Soccer, R-Club; Vespers Committee.
ALFRED COPE GARRETT
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine; Attended Florida State Uni-
versity, Haverford College; DELTA CHI, Social Mem-
ber; F.I.C. Chapel Speaker; Varsity Soccer; Intra-
mural Softball, Basketball, Football, Tennis.
LAURA JANE GLASSER
MAJOR: English; Attended Harpur College, Univer-
sity of Florida; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List.
MARY STEVENSON GOODALL
MAJOR: English; ALPHA PHI, Song Chairman,
Marshal, Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secre-
tary; Chapel Choir; Rollins Singers; Freshman Show;
The Medium; Guys and Dolls; Arms and the Man;
Macbeth; Brigadoon; The Flyers; Shakespeareana;
Sandspur; Intramural Swimming; Young Democrats;
Rollins Players.
JANE LOCKE GOODNOW
MAJOR: English; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Assist-
ant Pledge Trainer, Vice-President, President; Stu-
dent-Faculty Trustee Committee; Cheerleader; Senior
Class Secretary; Fiesta Committee, Fashion Show
Chairman; Student Union, Rally Committee; Intra-
mural Volleyball, Softball; Young Republicans, Vice-
President, Secretary.
ALBERT CLARKE GOSS
MAJOR: History; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List;
Rollins Chapel Choir; Rollins Music Guild; German
Club; Human Relations Club; Bach Festival Choir.
LOUISE BROWN GORE
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended Queens
College, Orlando Junior College; INDEPENDENT;
National Education Association.
BARBARA GRAHAM GREENE
MAJOR: English; CHI OMEGA, Corresponding Sec-
retary; President's List; Willard Wattles English
Award; Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award;
Sandspur; Tomokan; Flamingo; Freshman Show;
Shakespeareana; Outdoor Recreation Committee; Stu-
dent Florida Education Association; Human Relations
Club; Community Service; Young Republicans; Phi
Society.
ROBERT GRANT GRIFFITH
MAJOR: Business Administration; X-CLUB, Presi-
dent; Orientation Committee; Chapel Usher; Intra-
mural Table Tennis, Horseshoes; Varsity Baseball,
Basketball, Captain.
FERNANDO MARIA GUERRERO
MAJOR: Business Administration; Attended Dart-
mouth College; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Athletic
Chairman, President; Orientation Committee; Stu-
dent Faculty Disciplinary Committee; Inter-Fraternity
Council; Intramural Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer,
Softball, Table Tennis; Varsity Soccer; F.I.C. Soccer
Team.
ROSALIE CARLOTTA HALLBAUER
MAJOR: Business Administration and Mathematics;
Attended Northwestern University; INDEPENDENT;
President's List; Sandspur; Student Council, Comp-
troller; Young Democrats, Corresponding-Secretary;
Orientation Committee; Intramural Basketball; Pan
American Club; German Club; Pi Gamma Mu,
President.
JOHN EDWARD HARKNESS
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine; Attended Wayne State Uni-
versity; TAU KAPPA EPSILON, Secretary, Vice-Pres-
ident; Sigma Xi Award; Charles Hyde Pratt Memo-
rial Prize; Reeves Essay Contest; President's List;
Rollins Scientific Society, President; German Club,
President; Zeta Alpha Epsilon, President; Student
Council, Vice-President; Traffic Committee Chairman;
Chapel Staff Activities Chairman; Research Assistant;
Rollins Union Board of Managers; Who's Who; Phi
Society; Rollins Scholar.
LEO FRANCIS HANSBERRY
MAJOR: Art; INDEPENDENT; Rollins Scholar;
Dean's List; Phi Society, President; Flamingo, Art
Editor; Tomokan; Stage Crew, Annie Russell; Phi
Society.
SUSAN BAYNE HARRIS
MAJOR: Spanish; Attended Washington University,
University of Grenoble; INDEPENDENT; President's
List; R-Book, editor; Sandspur; Flamingo; Student
Council Alternate; Intramural Baseball; Pan Ameri-
can Club; French Club; Human Relations Club;
Young Republicans Club, Secretary.
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WILLIAM BRYAN HASTINGS, JR.
MAJOR: English; Attended University of Virginia,
William and Mary, New York Institute of Finance;
THETA DELTA CHI, University of Virginia.
HALLIE JEAN HAUBENESTEL
MAJOR: Elementary Education; KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA, Historian, Recording Secretary, Pledge
Treasurer; Future Teachers of America; Spanish
Club; Sandspur; Fiesta Committee; Intramural Bas-
ketball, Softball, Volleyball; National Education As-
sociation; Community Service Club; Young Republi-
cans Club; Human Relations Club.
FRANK G. HEALIS
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA
ORDER, Historian, Academic Chairman, Vice-Presi-
dent, Pledge Trainer, Social Chairman; WPRK; Pan
American Club; Student Union; Fiesta Committee,
Advertising; I.F.C. Representative; Young Republi-
cans Club; Intramural Softbal, Volleyball, Football,
Basketbal, Swimming; Yacht Club; Lambda Kappa Pi.
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JEANETTE DEMETREE HINKLE
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended Barry
College; INDEPENDENT; Orientation Committee;
Music Guild; Florida Student Education Association.
JOHN BOYD HENRI KSEN, JR.
MAJOR: Mathematics and Business Administration;
SIGMA NU, Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer;
Honor Roll; Wall Street Journal Award; Fiesta Schol-
arship; Chapel Usher; Chapel Reader; Vespers Read-
er; Sandspur; Tomokan; Rollins Union Comptroller;
Fiesta Committee, Business Manager; Intramural
Softball, Basketball, Table Tennis, Swimming, Ten-
nis; Varsity Tennis; R-CLUB; Young Republicans
JOHN ARTHUR HIRSCH
MAJOR: Economics; SIGMA NU, House Manager,
Marshal, I.F.C. Representative; Sandspur, Circula-
tion Assistant; Freshman Show; Intramural Baseball,
Track, Swimming.
THOMAS HAROLD HOFFMAN
MAJOR: B usiness Administration ; Attended Florida
Southern College, University of Maryland; INDE-
PENDENT; Intramural Golf, Water Sports.
JOHN VAN ANTWERP HOLMES
MAJOR: Philosophy; Attended New York Univer-
sity; President's List; Independent.
SARA K. HUNT
MAJOR: Sociology-Anthropology ; Attended Wash-
ington Semester Program, American University; CHI
OMEGA, Secretary, Personnel Chairman, Vice-Pres-
ident, Panhellenic Representative; Dean's List; Chapel
Staff; Rollins Chapel Choir; Tomokan ; Who's Who;
Pi Gamma Mu; Human Relations Club, President;
French Club; Intramural Softball, Volleyball.
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GAYLE JORDAN
MAJOR: Biology; CHI OMEGA, Social Chairman,
Pledge Trainer, President; Orientation Committee;
Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee; Rollins
Union, Indoor Recreation Committee; Intramural
Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Swimming, Archery;
Varsity Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Golf, Archery;
German Club, Treasurer; Rollins Scientific Society;
Women's R-Club, Treasurer, President.
ELISABETH ANN JACOBS
MAJOR: Biology; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Schol-
arship Chairman, Chairman; President's List; Pan-
hellenic Council, Vice-President, President; Freshman
Class, Treasurer; Tomokan; Flamingo; Freshman
Show; Community Service; Human Relations Club;
Rollins Scientific Society.
WILLIAM LOUIS KAHN
MAJOR: Business Administration; Attended Cornell
University; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Corresponding
Secretary, Athletic Director; Intramural Football,
Baseball, Soccer, Basketball, Volleyball, Table Ten-
nis; Varsity Tennis; Young Republicans Club.
STEPHEN KANE
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; INDEPENDENT; Dean's
List; Rollins Players; Electra; Our Town; Life with
Father; Teahouse of the August Moon; Androcles and
the Lion; Three Sisters; Italian Straw Hat; Guys and
Dolls; Aria Da Capo; Chalk Garden; Romanoff and
Juliet; Brigadoon; Intramural Softball, Basketball,
Tennis.
GERALD FRANCIS KEIN
MAJOR: Elementary Education; X-CLUB; Intra-
mural Softball, Tennis, Swimming, N.E.A.
WILLIAM FENTON KINTZING
MAJOR: Business Administration; SIGMA NU, As-
sistant Treasurer; Dean's List; Fiesta Scholarship;
Chapel Usher; Sandspur; Tomokan; Intramural Foot-
ball, Baseball, Swimming, Volleyball, Table Tennis;
Varsity Crew; R-Club; Yacht Club.
MARILYN MAE KOEPKE
MAJOR: English; ALPHA PHI, Scholarship Chair-
man, Treasurer, Rush Chairman; Dean's List; Tomo-
kan; Flamingo; Sandspur; Community Service Club;
Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee; Intramural
Softball, Volleyball, Basketball, Archery.
HERMAN P. LANGFORD
MAJOR: English; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Ritualist;
Young Democrats Club; Intramural Football.
DONNA ELLEN LAVALLE
MAJOR: English; Attended Packer Collegiate Insti-
tute Junior College; PI BETA PHI, Float Chairman,
Rush Chairman; Chapel Choir; Sandspur; Tomokan;
Vespers Reader; Student Council Representative;
Sophomore Class Vice-President; Fiesta Dance Com-
mittee; Intramural Volleyball, Baseball, Swimming.
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GEOFFREY A. LAVATY
MAJOR: Art; X CLUB, Rush Chairman, Pledge
Trainer; Fiesta, Poster Committee Chairman, Dance
Committee; Varsity Basketball; Intramural Basket-
ball, Baseball, Swimming, Table Tennis, Tennis,
Football, Soccer, Volleyball.
ADAIRE DAVIDSON LEHMKUHL
MAJOR: Biology; Attended University of Grenoble;
GAMMA PHI BETA, Rush Chairman; Rollins Sci-
entific Society, Canterbury Club, French Club, Young
Republicans, Community Service.
JAMES L. LEVY
MAJOR: Economics; Attended Cornell University;
INDEPENDENT; Rollins Union, Education and En-
tertainment Committee; Varsity Tennis.
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NICHOLAS RICHARD LONGO
MAJOR: Business Administration; X-CLUB, Presi-
dent, Student Council Representative; Fiesta Scholar-
ship; Sandspur; Tomokan, Business Manager; Publi-
cations Union, Fiesta Carnival Chairman, Student-
Faculty Disciplinary Committee, Honor Committee;
Intramural Softball, Tennis, Basketball.
LESTA RHOTEN LOHMAN
MAJOR: French and Spanish; INDEPENDENT;
President's List; Human Relations Club, Secretary;
Chapel Reader; French Club; Future Teachers of
America Intramural Golf, Softball, Volleyball.
JOHN HENRY LOOBY
MAJOR: History; INDEPENDENT; Tomokan;
Editor, Associate Editor; Publications Union, Chair-
man; Sandspur; Fiesta, Co-Chairman, King and Queen
Co-Chairman; Life With Father, Teahouse of the
August Moon, Tiger at the Gates, The Flyers; Fresh-
man Show, Chapel Usher, Orientation Committee;
Sons of Beaches, Lambda Kappa Pi.
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JOHN ELLIOTT LUPO
MAJOR: Mathematics; INDEPENDENT; President's
List; Varsity Baseball, Soccer, Manager; Intramural
Football, Basketball, Softball.
JAMES ELLISON LYNN
MAJOR: Business Administration; LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA, Pledge Trainer, Intramural Representative,
Football, Basketball Coach; Intramural Football, Ten-
nis, Volleyball, Track, Basketball, Baseball, Golf,
Horseshoes, Soccer.
JESSICA MACSWAN
MAJOR: Elementary Education; ALPHA PHI, Pres-
ident, Rush Chairman, Song Chairman, Intramural
Representative; Panhellenic Council Representative;
Rollins Players, Teahouse of the August Moon, Sister
Angelica, Three Sisters, Guys and Dolls, The Chalk
Garden, Arms and the Man, Romanoff and Juliet,
Brigadoon, Blithe Spirit, The Flyers; Freshman Show;
Cantebury Club, Young Republicans, Student Na-
tional Education Association, Chapel Reader; Varsity
Golf; Intramural Basketball, Golf, Tennis, Volley-
ball, Softball.
DIANE RITA MALONEY
MAJOR: Sociology and Anthropology; INDEPEND-
ENT; Attended Orlando Junior College.
JAMES L. MAGIRL
MAJOR: History and Government; DELTA CHI,
Treasurer; Young Republicans, President, Treasurer;
Yacht Club, Human Relations Club, Chapel Usher;
Intramural Tennis, Swimming.
WILLIAM MABREY MANDERSON
MAJOR: Business Administration; X-CLUB, Vice-
President, Pledge Trainer; Men's R Club, Treasurer;
Chapel Usher, Orientation Committee; Varsity Base-
ball, Soccer; Intramural Football, Basketball, Softball,
Track, Soccer.
KATHERINE MEETZE MANN
MAJOR: English; PI BETA PHI, Recording Secre-
tary, Censor, Program Chairman, Music Chairman;
Student Council, Representative; Secretary of Fresh-
man Class; Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball.
JESSE J. MAUTNER, JR.
MAJOR: Business Administration, Theatre Arts; IN-
DEPENDENT; French Club.
SALLY ANN McCUTCHEN
MAJOR: History and Government; Attended Briar-
cliff College; KAPPA ALPHA THETA, Historian,
Archivist, Assistant Rush Chairman; Human Rela-
tions Club, Young Republicans, Community Service.
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SANDRA McENTAFFER
MAJOR: English; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List;
President's Last; Annie Russell Theatre Usher;
Chapel Reader; Vespers Speaker; Rollins Chapel
Choir; Phi Society; Key Society.
CHARLES JAMES McDERMOTT, III
MAJOR: English; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Secre-
tary, Social Chairman, Prudential Committee; Andro-
cles and the Lion, Guys and Dolls; Varsity Soccer,
Crew; Intramural Football, Track, Basketball, Soft-
ball; Men's R Club, Lambda Kappa Pi.
JAMES CORBETT McKEE
MAJOR: Psychology; INDEPENDENT, President;
Sandspur; Traffic Committee, Phychology Club.
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GWENDOLYN ELAINE MANSFIELD
MAJOR: Music; INDEPENDENT; Arthur Knowles
Hutchins Award; Music Guild, Secretary, President;
Chapel Choir, President; Bach Festival Choir, Ac-
companist for Rollins Singers, Chapel Reader, Chapel
Staff, Vespers Reader, Shakespeareana, Sister Angelica.
JUNE WORTHINGTON MENDELL
MAJOR: Psychology; GAMMA PHI BETA, Corre-
sponding Secretary, Rituals Chairman, Intramural
Representative; Rollins Union, Poster Committee;
Psychology Club, Secretary; Water-Ski Club, Vice-
President; Women's R Club, Secretary; Fiesta Water
Skiing Show, Chairman; Young Democrats, Bridge
Club; Varsity Basketball, Water-Skiing, Softball, Vol-
leyball; Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball,
Swimming.
TIBOR MENYHART
MAJOR; Business Administration; SIGMA NU, Cor-
responding Secretary, Alumnus Representative; Choir,
R Club; Varsity Soccer, Intramural Softball, Soccer,
Swimming, Table Tennis.
DYER SPRING MOSS
MAJOR: Human Relations; Attended University of
North Carolina; SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON; WHO'S
WHO, Fista Scholarship, Achievement Scholarship;
Senior Class Vice President, Orientation Committee
Chapel Staff, Chapel Usher, Rollins Union, Chairman
of Coordination and Calendar Committee; Human
Relations Club, Psychology Club; Intramural Foot-
ball, Basketball, Swimming.
MARIAN DORIS MERZ
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended Principia
College; INDEPENDENT; Term Honor Student,
Dean's List, Achievement Scholarship; Student Flor-
ida Education Association, German Club.
EDWARD ARNOLD MURRAY
MAJOR: Business Administration; X CLUB, Vice
President; Dean's List; Orientation Committee,
Union, Committee Chairman; Rollins Union Pro-
gram Committee, Vice President; Fiesta King; Varsity
Golf; Intramural Golf, Swimming, Volleyball, Foot-
ball, Softball.
'
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JOHN NICHOLAS MUSZYNSKI
MAJOR: History; Attended Orlando Junior College;
INDEPENDENT; Young Democrats Club.
SALLY ANN OLSON
MAJOR: History and Government: PI BETA PHI,
President, Recording Secretary, Program Chairman,
Censor, Scholarship Chairman; Young Republicans,
Sheakespeareana, Fiesta Poster Committee; Intra-
mural Basketball, Baseball.
JAMES ROLLIN PAGE
MAJOR: Piano; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List;
Phi Society; Chapel Choir, Recording Secretary.
GENEVIEVE ANN PENDERGAST
MAJOR: English; KAPPA ALPHA THETA, Record-
ing Secretary, Social Chairman, Intramural Repre-
sentative; Women's R Club, Treasurer; Young Re-
publicans, Human Relations Club; Varsity Basketball,
Volleyball; Intramural Basketball; Lambda Kappa Pi.
FRANK THOMAS PASSIM, JR.
MAJOR: Psychology; Attended Georgia Tech; INDE-
PENDENT; Dean's List, President's List, Pi Gamma
Mu; Psychology Club.
SYLVIA JEANETTE PETERS
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine and English; PHI MU, Pres-
ident, Chaplain, Activities Chairman; Phi Society,
President's List, Achievement Scholarship, Phi Mu
National Foundation Scholarship; Rollins Scientific
Society, Secretary, Treasurer; Laboratory Assistant,
Student Council, Academic Affairs Committee, Stu-
dent Faculty Trustee Committee, Shakespeareana.
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JEAN CAROLE COOKE PFLUG
MAJOR: Theater Arts Major; INDEPENDENT;
Rollins Players; Theta Alpha Phi; Shakespeareana;
Three Sisters, An Italian Straw Hat, Romanoff and
Juliet; Macbeth, Six for Tonight, Brigadoon, Blithe
Spirit, Tiger at the Gates, Playboy of the Western
ANUN PORA
MAJOR: Mathematics; Attended William and Mary
College; X-CLUB, R Club, Human Relations Club,
Pan American Club; Varsity Soccer; Intramural Soc-
cer, Swimming, Tennis, Softball.
MARGARET ANNE POWELL
MAJOR: Sociology-Anthropology; Attended Salem
College, Aueret College; KAPPA ALPHA THETA,
Assistant Rush Chairman, Rush Chairman; Young
Republicans; Human Relations Club; Tomokan ;
Fiesta Committee, Field Day Chairman; Community
Service Club; Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volley-
ball.
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FRANCES WOOD ROBERTS
MAJOR: English; Attended Mexico City College;
INDEPENDENT; National Education Association;
Spanish Culture Study Group.
CHARLOTTE PROBASCO
MAJOR: English; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Effi-
ciency Chairman, Social Chairman, Rush Chairman,
Public Relations Chairman; Sandspur; Tomokan, Co-
Social Editor; Fiesta Committee; Intramural Swim-
ming, Baseball, Basketball, Golf; Varsity Water Ski
Team; Young Republicans Club; Sons of the Beaches;
After Chapel Club; Lambda Kappa Pi.
JOHN BENTON REESE
MAJOR: Busisness Administration; INDEPENDENT;
Pan American Club; Young Democrats Club, Treas-
urer, Vice-President; Student Council, Campus Im-
provements Committee Chairman; Chapel Staff, Sec-
retary, Publicity Committee Chairman; Orientation
Committee, Co-Chairman; Sandspur; Who's Who.
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RICHARD MANLEY ROBBINS
MAJOR: History and Government; TAU KAPPA
EPSILON, Sergeant of Arms; Intramural Softball,
Volleyball, Football; Varsity Crew.
LINDA KAY ROSS
MAJOR: Economics; Attended Purdue University;
KAPPA ALPHA THETA, Treasurer; Human Rela-
tions Club; Young Republicans Club; Community
Service Club; History Club; Intramural Golf.
CELIA META SALTER
MAJOR: English; Attended American University,
University of Grenoble, University of Geneva; PHI
MU, Student Council Representative, Chaplain-
Fraternity Education Reporter; President's List;
Washington Semester Program; Chapel Reader; Ves-
pers Speaker; Young Republicans Club; Sandspur;
Born Yesterday; Cradle Song; Carol Stone Revue;
French Club.
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WILLIAM SCHOENER, JR.
MAJOR: Economics; Attended Albright College;
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Social Member; Young
Republicans Club; Intramural Softball, Basketball,
Water Skiing.
CAROL CECILE SCHLICHENMAIER
MAJOR: English; INDEPENDENT; President's List;
National Education Association; Der Deutsche Verein
Club.
SUSAN ANN SCRIBER
MAJOR: Elementary Education; GAMMA PHI
BETA, Recording Secretary, Parliamentarian, Rituals
Chairman, Scholarship Chairman, Efficiency Chair-
man; President's List; Panhellenic Council, Secretary
and Treasurer; Young Republicans Club, Treasurer;
National Education Association, Program Chairman;
Community Service Club; Intramural Basketball,
Baseball, Volleyball, Swimming.
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RUTH CHRISTINE
SHALLENBERGER
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended Hanover
College; ALPHA PHI, Standards Chairman, House
President, Student Florida Education Association;
Community Service Club; Young Republicans Club;
Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball.
JULIA ANNA SMITH
MAJOR: Spanish; Attended Mexico City College;
PHI MU, Student Council Representative, Panhel-
lenic Representative; Orientation Committee; Campus
Improvements Committee; Rules and Regulations
Committee; Student-Faculty Trustee Committee; Var-
sity Tennis, Softball; Intramural Tennis, Softball,
Basketball; Pan Amercan Club; Sons of the Beaches;
Lambda Kappa Pi.
MARY JANE STRAIN
MAJOR: English and Theatre Arts; KAPPA ALPHA
THETA, Scholarship Chairman, Historian; Phi So-
ciety Achievement Scholarship; President's List; Tom-
pkan; Chapel Reader; Vespers Reader; Electra; Teach
Me How to Cry; Italian Straw Hat; Chalk Garden;
Life With Father; Human Relations Club; Young
Republicans Club; National Education Association;
Rollins Players.
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TONY MILTON TOLEDO
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine; Attended Harvard, Univer-
sity of Oslo; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Student Coun-
cil Representative, President; Reeves Essay Contest
Winner; Dean's List; President's List; Fiesta Scholar-
ship; General Achievement Scholarship; Flamingo;
Student Council, Vice-President, Internal Improve-
ments Committee; Sophomore Class President; Rol-
lins Chapel Choir; Vespers Committee, Vice-Presi-
dent; Orientation Committee; Chapel Usher; Intra-
mural Football Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Soc-
:er, Swimming; Varsity Baseball; President, Zeta
Alpha Epsilon.
MARTHA HUGHES THOMAS
MAJOR: Psychology; Attended Lake Forest College;
GAMMA PHI BETA, Standards Literary Chairman,
Corresponding Secretary;. Student Assistant; Orienta-
tion Committee; Rollins Union, Publicity and Public
Relations Committee, Secretary; Fiesta Committee,
Corresponding Secretary; Tomokan, Office Manager;
Community Service Club; Pan American Club; Intra-
mural Baseball, Volleyball, Archery, Swimming;
Young Republicans Club.
BARBARA HELEN WALKER
MAJOR: English; Attended Alabama College;
ALPHA PHI, Vice President of Pledge Training;
Vice President of Scholarship, Rush Chairman, Corre-
sponding Secretary, Pan-Hellenic Delegate, Standards
Chairman; Chairman Fiesta Fashion Show; Fiesta
Publicity Committee; Chapel Reader; Sandspur; Guys
and Dolls; French Club; Young Republicans; Intra-
mural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball.
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VIRGINIA CARTER WILLIS
MAJOR: History; CHI OMEGA, Social Chairman,
Treasurer; Chapel Staff, Vice-President; Community
Service Club, President; Captain of Cheerleaders;
Secretary of Sophomore Class; Treasurer of Junior
and Senior Class; Human Relations Club; Young
Republicans; Intramural Volleyball, Baseball, Bas-
ketball, Golf.
SANDRA SUE WYATT
MAJOR: Voice and Conducting; CHI OMEGA, Song
Leader, Rush Chairman; Dean's List; Chapel Choir,
Recording Secretary, Social Secretary, Assistant Choir-
master; Rollins Music Guild, Secretary; Rollins Sing-
ers, Student Conductor; Collegium Musicum, Student
Leader; Chapel Reader; Human Relations Club;
German Club; French Club; Sandspur; Music Award;
Who's Who; Libra, President; The Telephone, Sister
Angelica, Guys and Dolls, Brigadoon.
GUSTAV ZAMORSKY
MAJOR: History; INDEPENDENT; Attended Or-
lando Junior College; Dean's List, President's List,
NEA; Pi Gamma Mu.
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ADMINISTRATION
The practical vision of President McKean
and his administrators makes real the
dreams of scholars and students. He and
his staff serves as the link between the stu-
dents and faculty.
The three students deans are instrumen-
tal in guiding and advising the student
body as a whole and individuals in all
phases of college life.
The Board of Trustees is the policy-
making division, and its members are
drawn from various personal occupations.
The guidance of these departments en-
compasses the social as well as the academic
world, enabling the college to function
more efficiently as an educational media.
SCHILLER SCROGGS
Dean of the College
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ALFRED J. HANNA
Vice-President
RICHARD S. WOLFE
Registrar
JOHN O. RICH
Director of Admissions
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DEPT. OF MUSIC

LANGUAGE
Dr. Gleason Mr. Marcotte Mr. Wright Mr. Zimic
PHYS. ED.
Miss Dorsey Mr. Nyimicz Miss Patton Mr. Peeples Mr. Suydam
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Dr. Douglass
^1
Dr. Drinkwater Dr. Smith
SCIENCE
Dr. Ross Dr. Saute
Dr. Carroll Dr. Hellwege Dr. Lovejoy
Mr. Scheer Miss Shor
Dr. Thomas Dr. Vestal Dr. Wavell Dr. Wilson
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MISSING
Dr. DeGroot
Mr. Evans
Dr. Likely
Mr. Momsen
Mr. Nardee
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Mr. Thomas
Mr. Trapnell
STAFF
MISS ADOLFS, "SAY YOU
WANT A CHAPEL LOAN?"
Resident heads are: left to right: Mrs. Bartholomew, Mrs.
Wretman, Mrs. R'Ohara, Mrs. Morganroth, Mrs. Redens,
Mrs. Harlan, Miss Banta, Mrs. Pierce, Mrs. Beeley, and
Mrs. Reagan.
The staff of Rollins is made up of
the work of many small groups such
as center workers and ad building
secretaries. These groups, including
the housemothers, are the bases of
the Rollins structure.
"LETTERS WE GET LETTERS," SANDY
AND LUCY.
I JUST ADORE WORKING AT ROLLINS.
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STUDENT DIRECTORY
A
Abbott, Harold Arthur 905 Ave. M.S.E., Winter Haven, Fla.
Aborn, Edward, Jr 167 Grange Ave., Fair Haven, N. J.
Abraham, Larry 5701 26th St., N.W., Washington 15, D. C.
Acker, Ronald Lee 1017 Garden Plaza, Orlando, Fla.
Ackerman, Floyd Duane 908 Palm Drive, Plant City, Fla.
Albright, John William 304 Marshall Ave., Collingdale, Fla.
Alderson, Carolyn Dee . 805 Jennings Ave., North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Alegre, Miguel Ernest Maximo Abril 551, Lima, Peru
Aldredge, Barbara Jo 2449 Marathon Lane, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Alexander, Dana Lee 609 Jasmine Dr., Altamonte Springs, Fla.
Altman, Susan Maria 1224 N.E. 179th St., Miami Beach 62, Fla.
Amick, Mary Frances 809 Brown St., Mount Hope, W. Va.
Anderson, Paul H 115 Bierer Lane, Uniontown, Penn.
Anderson, Robert John 1735 Loney St., Philadelphia 11, Penn.
Andrews, Dwight F. 1508 Park Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Andrews, Gay 11802 N.E. 11th Place, Miami 38, Fla
Anttila, Alice Christina _ Albion Inn, Cortez, Fla.
Appleton, Gerry Thorn 841 Carew Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Arms, Mary Penelope Goodhill Road, Weston, Conn.
Arndt, Elke Brigitte 2909 Sunglow Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Arnold, Arthur 22 Warren Terrace, Longmeadow 6, Mass.
Arnold, George Robert 2821 Salisbury Blvd., Winter Park, Fla.
Aufhammer, Bruce Holly Hill, Gibson Island, Md.
Avdoyan, Armen Edward 1020 Arthur Ave., Orlando, Fla.
B
Bailey, James Michael 563 Court St., Paintsville, Ky:
Bailey, Katharine Wing 26 Lille Taarne Gad (Box 509), St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands
Bair, Susan Alice 1520 Greenview St., Reading, Penn.
Balink, Robert C. Horseshoe Road, Pound Ridge, N. Y.
Banker, Jay Clough ._ 141 Prospect Ave., Gloversville, N. Y.
Barden, Walter Eliot 1420 West Harvard Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Barnetson, Jean 2809 Green Acres Road, Metairie, La.
Garth, Patricia Anne 4600 Millbrook Dr., N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
Bath, Edwin Frame 240 W. Main Street, Wilmington, Ohio
Batman, Barbara Helen 25 Hamilton Drive, Terre Haute, Ind.
Baxendale, Douglas James 32 Woodstock St., Fall River, Mass.
Beebe, Frank Austin 655 Hillcrest Blvd., Phillipsburg, N. J.
Beets, Jerry Melvyn 2820 Woodbine Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
Behm, Barbara Adell 149 Southwest 160th St., Seattle 66, Wash.
Beisler, Anthony J. 2880 N.E. 27th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Belvin, Leila Brown
.. 1111 Milledge Road, Augusta, Ga.
Bennett, Joseph John 977 W. Parkmead Lane, Lake Forest, 111.
Benson, Katie Jane 314 Walnut Drive, Nashville 12, Tenn.
Bent, Charles Joseph 293 Sumner Ave., Reading, Mass.
Berger, Rollin Francis Buck Hill Falls, Penn.
Bergman, Jay Allen 1757 Pine Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Berliner, John Fred Wauwatosa, Wise.
Bernstein, Linda Beryl 140 Cortez Road, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Berry, Ann Harris 2734 Lincoln St., Evanston, 111.
Bertash, Barbara Zeville 2901 S. Ocean Blvd., Delray Beach, Fla.
Bezley, Mabel Healis (Mrs.) ...10107 Orange Grove Dr., Tampa 4, Fla.
Bilbo, Johanna Jean 2327 Hillview St., Sarasota, Fla.
Birch, William A Old Country Road, Water Mill, L.I., N. Y.
Birmingham, Denise Loomis Rd., Box 1098, Liberty, N. Y.
Bishop, Billie W. Peter Pan Road, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Bishop, Richard A. 103 S. Street, Bath, Maine
Blabon, Diana Magnus . Littlefield Farm, 811 Mill Rd., Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Black, Jane Batton 1154 Wendover Rd., Charlotte 7, N. C.
Blackman, Carol 406 W. 5th St., Warren, Penn.
Blakesley, C. Newton 9 E. Steele Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Blaisdell, Robert S 1760 Tippicanoe Trail, Maitland, Fla.
Blasius, George 67 Oxford Court, Ramsey, N. J.
Bleyer, James Carl 40 Parkway West, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Bliss, Carolyn Jean 2129 W. Larpenteur Ave., St. Paul 13, Minn.
Boggs, Diane Charmaine 29 Shirley St., Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Boggs, Victoria Louise .... 29 Shirley St., Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Bolce, Sally Kendall 1234 Glastonberry Rd., Maitland, Fla.
Bolton, Sharon P. 3204 Tradewinds Trail, Isle of Catalina, Orlando Fla.
Booz, Sharon Markham (Mrs.) 215 S. First Street, Lake City, Fla.
Boschen, Richard Edward Jr..__75 Grandview Place, Upper Montclair,
New Jersey
Boyd, Diana Morley 27 Benton Road, Saginaw, Mich.
Boyd, Patricia Stimson 27 Benton Road, Saginaw, Mich.
Boynton, Breck, Jr. 7 Papermill Road, Plandome, L.I., N. Y.
Brannon, Jerrie DuCharme Mulberry Farm, Tryon, N. C.
Bricken, Robert Stanley 3705 Callaway Ave., Baltimore 15, Md.
Bridgers, Lynda Marie Box 274 Altamonte Springs, Fla.
Brouhard, Gary Richard 3712 Fruitville Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
Bracewell, Kristen Laverne 3007 Edgewood Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.
Breathwit, Ann Bridgers 2022 Summerfield Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Breckenridge, Larry 4517 S. Ocean Blvd., Delray Beach, Fla.
Breihaupt, Keith A. 145 Sherril Rd., Sherrill, N. Y.
Bridge, Suzanne Shively 1900 Reeveston Rd., Richmond, Ind.
Brockelsby, Earl Wayne 1625 Margate St., Orlando, Fla.
Brooks, James Guyer, Jr. 361 Heywood Ave., Orange, N. J.
Brown, Donald Wayne 26434 Rialto St., Royal Oak 4, Mich.
Brown, Jacqueline 741 Corwin St., Defiance, Ohio
Brown, James Paul 603 South Court, Crown Point, Ind.
Brown, Robert Kline 7 Crescent Hill, Springfield, Mass.
Brown, Ronnie Harold 455 Dunn Street, Smyrna, Ga.
Brown, Sandra Lou East Main Street, Mexico, N. Y.
Brownback, Mary 1007 West Water St., Elmira, N. Y.
Bruce, Cordelia Ann 614 Jeter St., Bedford, Va.
Buckley, Richard Glenn 1404 W. Elm St., Arlington Heights, 111.
Bunim, Robert Eric 885 Park Ave., New York City, N. Y.
Byrne, Douglas 22 Winged Foot Drive, Larchmont, N. Y.
Calick, Barbara 1255 Marselle Dr., Miami Beach, Fla.
Caminiti, Gloria 1249 N.E. 97th St., Miami Shores 38, Fla.
Camp, Susan Lowry 44 Colton St., Farmington, Conn.
Camp, William Lewis 44 Colton St., Farmington, Conn.
Campbell, Virginia Congress Lake, Hartville, Ohio
Capitani, Arleen 130 East Clinton Ave., Tenafly, N. J.
Carlson, Robert John 4057 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, 111.
Carney, James Henry 228 Highland Ave., West Newton 65, Mass.
Carr, Daniel Lee 1324 Sunset Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Carr, Mathew Lionel Seville Ave., Rye, N. Y.
Carrington, Margaret 3890 Peakland Place, Lynchburg, Va.
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Carstanjen, Jan Hendrik ._ 45 Stafford Rd., Stanford, Conn.
Casey, Dennis James 3044 Daytona Ave., Cincinnati 11, Ohio
Catalanok, Vincent J. - - 222 Vine St., Delavan, Wise.
Chabot, Rodney Theodore 3720 Eagle Drive, Vero Beach, Fla.
Chambliss, Cleo Jane 500 Crosswoods Dr., Falls Church, Va.
Chandler, Joe 3550 N. Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando, Fla.
Chapman, William Mason 13700 Eighth Ave., Seattle 88, Wash.
Chase, Franklin Whitner Isleworth Grove, Windermere, Fla.
Cherry Walter Lorain 848 Tower Road, Winnetka, 111.
Chiles, Sandra L. 1112 Munster, Orlando, Fla.
Chinoy, Thomas 2781 N.E. 23rd Ave., Box 774, Lighthouse Pt.,
Pompano Beach, Fla.
Choolgian, Gary 687 Ridge Road, Wethersfield, Conn.
Clark, Richard Jeffrey 1862 Alta Vista St., Sarasota, Fla.
Classen, Katherine Alice 935 Hillwood Dr., Dunedin, Fla.
Cleveland, Carol Zoe 136 Circle Road, Syracuse 10, N. Y.
Cohen, Ellen Faith ._ 121 Rugby Road, Charlottesville, Va.
Cole, Carole Jane Falls Village, Conn.
Cole, Richard Allen 14 Sherman Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
Coleman Alan 442 Henkel Circle, Winter Park, Fla.
Collier, Edith Juliet 500 South Ocean Blvd., Delray Beach, Fla.
Colquhoun, Susan Anne 25 Foxwood Rd., Stamford, Conn.
Coltman, Alan R.R. 1, Box 165, Perkasie, Penn.
Colton, David Safford 145 East 74th St., New York 21, N. Y.
Conner, David Lawrence 21 Prospect St., Winchester, Mass.
Conner, Luther Carl, Jr. Box 22, Albany, Ky.
Cook, Virginia Whiting 91 Wononah Rd., Longmeadow 6, Mass.
Cook, Mary Jeanie c/o Gen. R. L. Cook, ADC-crd Inf. Div.,
A.P.L. 139, New York, N. Y.
Cooper, David Elisha 135 Ten Acre Road, New Britain, Conn.
Cooper, James Brown 37 Trask Lane, Babylon, N. Y.
Cooper, James Edward 18 South Summit Ave., Avon Park, Fla.
Corballis, Edward Anthony 17 East 89th St., New York 28, N. Y.
Corn, Gary Kent 1203 S. 2nd St., Boonville, Ind.
Cornelius, Catherine Box 634, Madison, Fla.
Cornell, Hugh Arthur 21 Prospect Hill Ave., Summit, N. J.
Cornell, Virginia Bonner 70 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.
Cornwall, Chester William 2341 Roxbury Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Corry, Patricia Anne 4605 S. Evanston, Tulsa 5, Okla.
Cortese Michael John 4 Chandler St., Haverhill, Mass.
Council, Carol Ann c/o Baranof Hotel, Juneau, Alaska
Coutsolioutsos, Demetrios Alopekis 11, Athens 1, Greece
Cowart Edgar Conrad 3855 Ortega Blvd., Jacksonville 10, Fla.
Cowdery, Connie Hale 11250 Pacific St., Omaha 14, Neb.
Critchett, Allan Wesley 1960 Stanton Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Crockwell, Johanna 245 Sanford Road, Glen Falls, N. Y.
Crook, Claude William 220 Baker Ave., Hazard, Ky.
Cumbie, Peter Michael 1112 Arrowsmith Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Cummings, Janet Ann 1325 N.E. 204th St., N. Miami Beach, Fla.
Curry, Pauline Dierks 1501 South Drive, Sarasota, Fla.
Curtis, Suzanne 1006 S. Wisner St., Jackson, Mich.
D
Daniel, Margaret Anne P.O. Box 1016, Curundu, Canal Zone
Darrah, John 2215 Via Luna, Winter Park, Fla.
Davenport, Charlet Anne 21 Phillips Ave., Swampscott, Mass.
Davenport, Geneva Anne .... 4810 North Bay Road, Miami Beach, Fla.
Davenport, Peter McLaren 1 Salem St., Swampscott, Mass.
Davidson, Ann 271 Woodland Rd., Highland Park, 111.
Davis, Douglas Dale 16235 Des Moines Way, Seattle 88 Wash
Day, Ellen Elizabeth P.O. Box 126, Maitland, Fla.
Deane Stephanie The Knob, Ben Avon Heights, Pittsburgh 2 Pa
Deasy, Susan 3k3 Braebarton Road, Steubenville, Ohio
Deemer, Jeanne McKnight 12 West Road, West Irange, N. J.
Delafield, Astrid s. James, Long Island, New York
Delaney, Arlie Otis Westland Drive, Concord, Route 1, Tenn.
Dell, John Clark 1510 Walnut Ave., Wilmette, 111.
Demetree, Cecilia Mary 3001 Ardsley Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Deming, Rust MacPherson .109 Summerfield Road, Chevy Chase' Md
Depkin, Elizabeth Davney
.....Wilwood Rd., Salem, Va
Dethng, Robert Glenn
. 671 Westchester Park Dr., Springfield, Ohio
Dewart, Timothy Russell 8 Columbus Ave., Beverly, Mass.
Dickey, Robert Russell 55 Salisbury Street, Winchester Mass
Dicks, Dianne Jane 2110 N. Arlington Ave., Indianapolis 19, Ind.
Diener, Francine Carol .... 143-50 Hoover Ave., Kew Gardens 36, N. Y.
Dillard, Rodney Jefferson 388 Hoboart Ave., Short Hills, N. J.
Diller, Barbara Gail P.O. Box 2015, Pompano Beach, Fla.
Dix, Susan 224 Riverdale Drive, Defiance, Ohio
Dixon, Barbara Lee Armstrong Lane, Riverside, Conn.
Dominguez, Luis Charles... 201 Elbrillo Way, Palm Beach, Fla.
Donnelly, T. Raymond ....1905 Summerfield Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Doohttle, Tom
......30 Reymont Ave., Rye, N. Y.
Doser, Gerald Raymond 9305 Chanute Drive., Bethesda 14, Md.
Doyle, Margaret Ann 101 Belleclaire Ave., Longmeadow, Mass.
Draper, Wendy 2901 Pembrook Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Dreyer, Stephen 135 Corona Ave., Pelham, New York
DuBois, Silvia June 7080 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianopolis 20, Ind.
Duncan, David McCleskey 1906 Conway Road, Orlando, Fla.
Dunlap, Mildred Searles ...Rt. 4, Box 513, Berry Dease Ed., Orlando, Fla.
Dunn, Douglas Michael 7411 Buffalo Ave., Takoma Park 12, Md.
Dunnill, Frank Raymond ....115 South Roy Ave., Northlake, 111.
Dunning, R. M..~ Hungary Rd., Rt. No. 2, Box 130, Granby, Conn.
Durgom, Betty Jane ...10 Fox Hill Lane, Short Hills, N. J.
Elicker, Edwin Cheney 422 Woodvine Ave., Narberth, Pennsylvania
Erickson, Stephen Richard... 24 Brooklawn Drive, Short Hills, N. J.
Emerson, Jim Lewis 1001 N.W. No. River Drive, Miami, Fla.
Evans, Roberta 102 Florence St., Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Eveslage, Florence... 2357 Beechmont Ave., Cincinnati 30, Ohio
Fairchild, Martha Bond 905 Timber Branch Pkwy., Alexandria, Va.
Farjardo, Enrique ... Calle 70-A, #4091, Bogota, Colombia, South Am.
Farrelly, Louis Harmony Hollow, Mendham, N. J.
Faubel, Gene Astrup 486 Edinborough Dr., Bay Village, Ohio
Faxon, Jane 22 Greenlead Rd., Milton, Mass.
Feise, Dorothy Jane... 19 Shirley Rd., Narbeth, Penn.
Ferriday, Alice F 5502 Washington Blvd., Indianapolis 20, Ind.
Filbert, John Harry 908 Malvern Ave., Ruxton 4, Baltimore, Md.
Fine, Regina Barbara 80 Ave. P., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
Finney, Gay Brentwood, Tenn.
Fisher, Marilyn 4200 Cathedral Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
Fleming, Robert Woodrow Route #2, Canton, N. C.
Foltz, Mary Jane 2618 Harlem Blvd., Rockford, 111.
Foster, Leslee Fran 6010 Granada Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla.
Fowler, Donna 1617 N. Washington Ave., Scranton 9, Penn.
Fox, Robert Nelson 1301 Michigan Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Francis, Thomas Edward 3614 Underwood, Houston 25, Texas
Franck, Kathy Bradley 409 Springwood Lane, Louisville 7, Ky.
Frank, Chester 473 West End Ave., New York 24, N. Y.
Frazier, Gerald Dixon Route #1, Newton, N. C.
Frederic, Fred.. 280 N. Layton Dr., Los Angeles 49, Calif.
Freedman, Carol Frances....573 South McLean Blvd., Memphis 4, Tenn.
Freeman, Jerry Collins 2800 S. Lincoln Ave., Springfield, 111.
Freese, Andrew Jackson 69 West Broadway, Bangor, Maine
French, Anne ......909i/2 20th St., Rock Island, 111.
French, Craig ..2809 Tomahawk, Shawnee Mission, Kans.
Frerichs, Victor Andrew 14 Croyden Place, Kankakee, 111.
Friedman, Russell Peter 12900 N.E., 12th Ave., North Miami, Fla.
Frierson, Woody 2515 Bayshore Blvd., Tampa 9, Fla.
Frutchey, Jody 1624 Azalea Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Fuller, S. Alexander .45 Stony Brae Rd., Newton Highlands 61, Mass.
Gadway, Mary Elizabeth Box 353, Homestead, Fla.
Galbraith, James Duane . 427 Faber Drive, Azalea Park, Orlando, Fla.
Gannon, Peter Lake View Rd., Lake View, N. Y.
Garrett, Alfred Cope 8436 Midnight Pass Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
Gaumer, Karen (Mrs. Dale) 1718 Minnesota Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Gay, Georgeann Francis ... . 322 Mill Spring Rd., Manhasset, L. I., N. Y.
Gelfand, Bertram Ronald 1348 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn 30, N. Y.
Genovese, Lois Ann 1449 East 7th St., Plainfield, N. J.
Gibbs, Butch 15 Azalea St., Eau Gallie 7, Fla.
Gill, Martha 1268 Bayshore Drive, Clearwater, Fla.
Gilliam, M. Carolyn 531 Melrose Circle, East, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Girk, Charles Edward 851 Park Ave., Mahtomedi 15, Minn.
Gitlin, John Joseph 10 Hillburn Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Gittleson, J. Elizabeth 28 Pasture Lane, Roslyn Heights, L. I., N. Y.
Glasser, Laura Jane 361 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Glow, Tom Michael 10701 East 28th St., Independence, Mo.
Godtel, Gwyne Elaine 1704 Normandy Dr., Mount Dora, Fla.
Goldstein, Frank .. 11 Custer St., Lawrence, Mass.
Goll, Linda Choates 5039 Glenmont Circle, N.W., Canton 8, Ohio
Goodall, Mary Stevenson 871 Eldorado St., Winnetka, 111.
Goodier, S. L ..201 Harrison Ave., Bellair Beach, Indian Rocks, Fla.
Goodnow, Jane Locke 6354 Bahama Shore Dr., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Gore, Louise B Box 593, Oviedo, Fla.
Goss, Albert Clarke 4846 Thomas Ave., S., Minneapolis 10, Minn.
Gosweiler, William Lee..... 635 Brenda Lane, Aberdeen, Md.
Gottlieb, Sally 284 Webster St., Manchester, N. H.
Grabowski, Robert Joseph. 15 Claremont Ave., Rye, N. Y.
Graff, Jane Millard 1403 Fairway Dr., Lake Forest, 111.
Graff, Kenneth Stephen 805 Chillicothe Rd., Chesterland, Ohio
Graves, Jeffrey 1826 9th Ave., N., Nashville, Tenn.
Gray, Roger Seymour 282 Warren St., Brookline 46, Mass.
Gray, Sally Ann 2540 Euston Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Green, Jerry Franklin ... 832 Naples Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Green, Ralph Thompson 4140 Timberland Dr., Columbia, S. C.
Greene, Barbara Graham (Mrs.). .430 Cook Hill Rd., Cheshire, Conn.
Greene, Howard Bruce 430 Cook Hill Rd., Cheshire, Conn.
Grieco, Ralph Peter.. 4345 158th St., Flushing, N. Y.
Grier, Mary Gwynette - .2221 Hand Blvd., Orlando, Fla.
Griffin, Donald 153 Brewer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
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Griffith, Dick .10920 Griffing Blvd., Biscayne Park, Miami, Fla.
Griffith, Robert Grant -1035 Lafayette St., Elizabeth 4, N. J.
Grubb, Jonnie ...114 Spruce Lane, Louisville 7, Ky.
Guerrero, F. Maria 28 Forest Lake Dr., Westlake, Daly City, Calif.
H
Hahn, Patricia Ellen.. 110 East Beall, Bardstown, Ky.
Haines, Carl 628 Newark Ave., Elizabeth 3, N. J.
Haines, Robert Donald .....9210 Cherokee, Kansas City, Mo.
Hale, C. Eugene 2106 West Massachusetts Ave., Knoxville 21, Tenn.
Hall, R. M ...155 North Dr., Fox Chapel Manor, Pittsburgh, Penn.
Hall, Susan Virginia . 536 Osceola Ave., Stuart, Fla.
Hallbauer, Rosalie Carlotta.. 751 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Halsell, Richard Sharpe West Rd., New Canaan, Conn.
Hamilton, Jim 437 Darcey Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Hamilton, Robert Lowery.... 2303 Weber Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Hammock, Herman Milton.... 410 West Warren, Shelby, N. C.
Hammond, Roger Box 227, Gibson Island, Md.
Hann, Cindy Hope... 35 Parkview Ave., Bronxville 8, N. Y.
Hansberry, Leo Francis Box 77, Summerville, S. C.
Hansen, Robert Sherer 545 Ingalton Ave., West Chicago, 111.
Hariton, Richard Benjamin . 4545 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
Harkness, David ...16219 Pomona Dr., Detroit 40, Mich.
Harkness, John Edward 16230 Negaunee, Detroit 40, Mich.
Hardy, Doris 907 West Third St., Sterling, 111.
Harlin, Nancy Hope 2518 Boyd Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Harney, Peggy Joan 3536 New Buford Highway, N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
Harpst, Virginia 4415 Forestview Dr., Toledo 6, Ohio
Harrell, Constance Loraine 107 East Harvard Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Harris, Susan B 8227 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Harshaw, E. Craig 434 E. Washington Blvd., Grove City, Penn.
Hartley, D. Susan 1214 S. Westmoreland Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Hartzell, Barbara Jane 811 Union Street, Jackson, Mich.
Hasnas, Bruce S Keewaydin Rd., Lawrence, N. Y.
Hastings, William Bryan 2000 Miller Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Hatch, Harold Simon Village Rd., New Vernon, N. J.
Hathaway, Jane 216 Ellington Rd., Longmeadow 6, Mass.
Haubenestel, Hallie Jean .1705 Tanglewood Lane, Winter Park, Fla.
Hawker, George Wiley 836 S. Wildwood Ave., Kankakee, 111.
Hawkinson, Allan 355 Crusman Rd., Gary, Ind.
Hay, Susan... West Lake Rd., Tuxedo Park, N. Y.
Hayner, David Joyner 141 Academy St., Canton, N. C.
Haynes, Emerson Paul .... 232 Hilcrest, Orlando, Fla.
Hazard, Susan Brandon 10 Peterson Place, Wilmington, Ohio
Heald, Claire Elaine 124 Beverly Rd., West Hartford 7, Conn.
Healis, Frank Gilbert 326 Summit Ave., Jenkintown, Penn.
Hehre, Liz 611 James St., Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Heiden, Laurence Neil Box 206, William St., Lake City, S. C.
Heineman, Burdett Thomas 17 Terry Plains Rd., Bloomfield, Conn.
Heinze, Frances Ellen. .. Box 492, Zionsville, Ind.
Heltzel, Jo Anne 1311 Saxon Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Hencken, Hank Pecksland Road, Greenwich, Conn.
Henriksen, John Boyd 71 Riverside Dr., Ormond Beach, Fla.
Henry, Gladys Jamieson 702 N. Stratford Rd., Winston-Salem, N. C.
Hess, Carol 1021 Linden Ave., Wilmette, 111.
Hess, Barbara Anne 1021 Linden Ave., Wilmette, 111.
Heydt, Robert Gordon ...4229 Brookside Rd., Toledo 6, Ohio
Hicklin, Linda Wain 10 Sylvan Rd., Darien, Conn.
High, Hope... Box 272, Altamonte Spring, Fla.
Hill, Albert Lewis .....1009 Edgewood Ave., Pelham, N. Y.
Hines, Arthella Petersen.. .....2041 Temple Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Hines, David Arnold 225 Lincoln Ave., Collingdale, Penn.
Hinkle, Jeanette Demetree 1612 Knollwood Circle, Orlando, Fla.
Hirsch, John Arthur 22 Palmer Ave., W. Long Branch, N. J.
Hisiger, Miles Eric 47 N. Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.
Hitchcock, William Bourne .14 Heckle St., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Hoe, Vaughn Kuulei.. ......Newton Turnpike, Weston, Conn.
Hoffman, Willard Haviland 436 Winter St., West Palm Beach, Fla.
Hogan, Barbara.... 17 Brookby Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Hogan, Frank Holzer .....82 Commercial St., Provincetown, Mass.
Holler, Jean 2130 Fawsett Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Hollon, Leon Lindon 311 Cedar St., Hazard, Ky.
Holmes, John 408 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Holmes, Kate Route 66, Brainard, N. Y.
Honeycutt, Nancy. 2762 Raeford Rd., Orlando, Fla.
Horowitz, Paula 29 Candy Lane, Roslyn Hts., N. Y.
Horton, Ada Marie
.East Branch, New York
Hotard, Renee Marie 7449 Cameo St., New Orleans, La.
Houlihan, William... ...1816 Queens Lane, Apt. 221, Arlington 1, Va.
Houston, William Donlon 178 Brookdale Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Howson, M. Richard 2616 Guilford Rd., Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio
Hubbard, Walter Prescott... Sabbaday Lane, Washington, Conn.
Huber, E. Calzada de Tialpam #2073, Mexico 21, Districto Federal
Hufstader, Lucy
...1409 Alberta Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Hughes, John Francis.... 9 Cherry St., Danvers, Mass.
Hughes, John Lee 4407 Norwood Rd., Baltimore 18, Md.
Hunt, Amelia Asbury... 116 East View, Lookout Mtn., Tenn.
Hunt, Sara Kay Box 155, Cass City, Mich.
Hunter, Georgianna May 130 East Smith Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Hunter, Jerry Ann 533 Elm Court, Freeport, 111.
Hurst, Lorraine Blondel (Mrs.) 2604 Healy Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Iarrobino, Joseph 62 Autumn St., Lynn, Mass.
Irby, Betty Lou 2505 Nancy St., Orlando, Fla.
Ireland, David Balthas 816 Harcourt Rd., Grosse Pointe 30, Mich.
Ivey, Dana Robins 252 Beverly Rd., N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
J
Jackson, Daniel Edward 28 Verona Drive, Riverside, Conn.
Jacobs, Elizabeth Ann 115-01 Curzon Rd., Kew Gardens 15, N. Y.
Jacobsen, Lis Box 1053, Tavares, Fla.
Jekel, Susan 4 Via Mizner, Palm Beach, Fla.
Jenkins, Emily 115 N. Cirus, Clearwater, Fla.
Jennison, Grant Leigh 321 Curry Ave., Detroit Lakes, Minn.
Johns, Elvin Clement ...526 Hazel Court, Orlando, Fla.
Johnson, Kathleen Ruth .. Route 1, Box 243, Longwood, Fla.
Johnson, Lynne 83 Harvest Moon Rd., Easton, Conn.
Jones, Camille P.O. Box 117, Fort Meade, Fla.
Jones, Diana 2646 Oxford Dr., San Angelo, Texas
Jones, Judy Jackman ...... 20925 Colby Rd., Shaker Heights 22, Ohio
Jones, Missy P.O. Box 878, Titusville, Fla.
Jones, Paula 401 Priedman Ave., Paducah, Ky.
Jones, Rachel Glancy Box 479, Norcross, Ga.
Jordan, Alden Reed 50 West St., Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Jordan, Gayle 406 Highland Ave., Cuthbert, Ga.
Jordan, Sandra .....406 Highland Ave., Cuthbert, Ga.
Jordan, William 1323 Stewart Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Justice, Dale 825 Bonita Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Justice, Marion.. .... 825 Bonita Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
K
Kahn, William Louis Far Horizons, Longboat Key, Sarasota, Fla.
Kaiser, Lydia Sybil . 3216 N. Flagler Dr., West Palm Beach, Fla.
Kamrad, Dennis Richard 321 Centre St., Trenton, N. J.
Kane, Stephen 115 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
Kanter, Vivian.. 45 Margaret Ave., Lawrence, N. Y.
Katz, Lawrence 2707 Jamie Circle, Orlando, Fla.
Kauffman, Mary Elizabeth... 431 Hilltop Rd., Erie 4, Penn.
Kein, Gerald Francis... 504 Twin Oak Rd., Union, N. J.
Keene, Warren Harper 124 Forest Park Dr., Palatka, Fla.
Keller, Rick 5020 Greenwood, Skokie, 111.
Kelley, Connie ...1351 Richmond Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Kelley, Oran Allen 14 Melrose St., Worcester 5, Mass.
Kellogg, Peter Middlebrook Porter Hill, Middlebury, Conn.
Kendall, Bette Anne 500 52nd Place, Western Springs, 111.
Kennary, Bruce D. 19 Circle Crest, Manhasset, N. Y.
Kennedy, Joanne Mary. .. Lake Dr., Fern Park, Fla.
Kennedy, John Francis Box 153, Lake Dr., Fern Park, Fla.
Kettles, Anne-Lynn ....1554 Sunset Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Kidd, Douglas Hugh 2010 18th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Kiefer, Lauren 26 Southdown Rd., Alexandria, Va.
Kimball, Kathleen Louise Lake Florida, Altamonte Springs, Fla.
Kimpton, Linda Kay 535 Pawnee Trail, Maitland, Fla.
Kintzing, William Fenton 1718 Miller Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Kirouac, Robert R. .. 50 Morse St., Sharon, Mass.
Kissling, J. A ...409 Cafritz Bldg., 1625 Eye St., W., Washington, D.C.
Kit tell, Claire . Apt. 21 -B, Parker Towers, 104-20 Queens Blvd., Forest
Hills 75, N. Y.
Klein, John David .316 DeSoto Circle, Orlando, Fla.
Klein, Judith Kay . .. 6214 Forsyth St., St. Louis 5, Mo.
Klein, Starr Peter Pan Rd., Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Klemperer, Caroline Maria .. R.R. 4, Box 93, Richmond, Ind.
Knight, Allan 4500 Ingraham Highway, Coral Gables, Fla.
Knight, Margie ..4 Indian Creek Island, Miami Beach, Fla.
Koepke, Marilyn Mae Box 136, Fountain, Fla.
Koppein, Sally Jo 1560 West Logan St., Freeport, 111.
Kozak, Ingo Walter. 4553 Montfort Rd., Mobile, Ala.
Kroll, Erik Gerard 46-24 218th St., Bayside 61, N. Y.
Krumbiegel, Sandra Lois 9216 Cherokee Lane, Kansas City 15, Mo.
Kuehn, Douglas James 5020 N. Woodruff Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Lady, Ronnie Milton ... Box 7606, Casselberry, Fla.
Lalow, Diana Elaine 9576 Collins Ave., Miami Beach, Fla.
Lamontagne, Roland Paul 43 Carroll Ave., Brockton 41, Mass.
Langford, H. Player 1700 E. Winter Park, Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Lanston, Anne 113 Highland Ave., Short Hills, N. J.
Lasser, Barry Michael _ 1706 14th St., Altoona, Penn.
Latartara, Manlio. ...Corso Garibaldi 73, Milan, Italy
Lathrop, Charles Leonard Van Beuren Rd., Morristown, N. J.
Lauterbach, Henry William 325 Racine St., Delavan, Wis.
Lavalle, Donna Ellen 45 Lennox Rd., Brooklyn 26, N. Y.
Lavaty, Jeff Anton ... .Twin Oaks Lane, Westport, Conn.
Law, Clarence William 429 Stellar Ave., Pelham Manor, N. Y.
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Lawrence, Elaine Marie- - Fenwick Free, Beachville, Maryland
Lawrence, Virginia Corwin 142 Nunni Drive, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Leal, E. Andres— 2345 Lake Ave., Sunset Island #3, Miami Beach, Fla.
Lee, Jay Waylon Haines City, Fla.
Lees, Rick 82 Winthrop Dr., Riverside, Conn.
Lehmkuhl, Adaire Davidson 2 Chestnut St., Cooperstown, N. Y.
Levy, James L 14 Easton Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
Levy, Stella Morrell 414 Delaney Park Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Lewis, Gilbert Leon 1480 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn 30, N. Y.
Lindeman, David Alan .. 1212 E. Washington St., Orlando, Fla.
Lindstrom, Marcie Anne 411 Fifth St., Traverse City, Mich.
Lipkin, Sandy 2381 East Vina Del Mar, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Lipsky, Alan Bernard 1527 East 32nd St., Brooklyn 34, N. Y.
Livaudais, Lorrance.— 205 Stella St., Metairie, La.
Lloyd, David Frederick Monticello Rd., Thomasville, Ga.
Lloyd, Catherine Wilson 3200 Granada Blvd., Carol Gables 34, Fla.
Lohman, Lesta 1156 S. Penn Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Long, Albert Nelson Stage Harbor Rd., Chatham, Mass.
Long, James Louis .. Hidden Brook Farm, Purchase, N. Y.
Longo, Nicholas Richard... 183 Thompson St., New York, N. Y.
Looby, John Henry 125 West Avenue, Darien, Conn.
Love, Marion 525 North Dollins St., Orlando, Fla.
Loveland, Karen 9101 Bradley Blvd., Bethesda 14, Md.
Lovering, T. Dunning. 154 Bethlehem Pike, Philadelphia 18, Penn.
Lungershausen, Gail C 849 Berkshire Rd., Grosse Pointe 30, Mich.
Lupo, John Elliott 2607 Coolidge Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Lynn, James Ellison .... 28597 Lorain Rd., North Olmsted, Ohio
M
MacLeod, Isabel Bennett 311 Thilly Ave., Columbia, Mo.
MacMillan, Dorothy Brooks 451 Sylvan Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MacSwan, Jessica Main St., West Barnstable, Mass.
MaGirl, James Lynn 1119 East Monroe St., Bloomington, 111.
Magne, Lawrence Edmond 42 Rue St. Dominique, Paris VII, France
Maher, Michael Charles 1160 Tom Gurney Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Maloney, Dianne Rita ....1425 Berkshire Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Manderson, William Mabrey 335 Duke Rd., Chamblee, Ga.
Mann, Katherine Meetze 810 West Wesley Rd., N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
Manning, Diane Stanley 625 Midway Park, Glen Ellyn, 111.
Mansfield, Gwendolyn Elaine 124 N.W. 60th St., Miami, Fla.
Marino, Peter Andrew .... 221 N.W. 37th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Markham, Martha Sharon.. 215 South First St., Lake City, Fla.
Mason, Belle Sherie 2326 Winnetka Rd., Northfield, 111.
Massie, Marguerite Tess . Box 266, Flagler Beach, Fla.
Matherly, Lee Etta 232 North West Street, Bellevue, Ohio
Mathews, Judith Carolyn... 211 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Maughs, Elizabeth Lynn 430 Oakwood, Webster Groves 19, Mo.
Maurey, Joan Ann 8114 Euclid Ave., Chicago 17, 111.
Mautner, Jesse J Knollwood Rd., Elmsford, N. Y.
May, Robert James 630 Mt. Zoar St., Elmyra, N. Y.
Maynard, Marjorie 2891 N.E. 28th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
McAboy, Mary Sheila 105 Upside Court, Falls Church, Va.
McAllister, Maria Francine .1327 Timber Lane, Jacksonville 11, Fla.
McCarthy, Ann Elaine 5028 Yacht Club Rd., Jacksonville 10, Fla.
McCutchen, Sally Ann 716 Main St., Blytheville, Ark.
McDermott, Charles James Hardscrabble Rd., Bernardsville, N. J.
McDonald, Jo Ann ..1109 Satilla Blvd., Waycross, Ga.
McDowell, Jane 535 Central Ave., Lake Bluff, 111.
McEntaffer, Sandra Lou 908 N.E. 15th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
McGonigle, A. Toy Colonial Oaks, R.D. #1, Singing Spring, Penn.
Mclllvaine, John Harmon 1790 Ridgewood Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
McKay, A. C c/o J. H. Harrison Inv. C, Fla. Nat. Bank Bldg.,
Orlando, Fla.
McKee, James Corbett 1449 Chichester Ave., Orlando, Fla.
McMath, Sherry 233 Reilly Rd., Wyoming, Cincinnati 15, Ohio
Mead, Marsha Jill.. 47 N. Washington Dr., Sarasota, Fla.
Meadows, Ida Ellen 676 Lake Barton Rd., Orlando, Fla.
Meier, Aimee 3 Hauser St., Middleton, N. J.
Mendell, June W. (Mrs.). 1166 Oxford Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Menyhart, Tibor ......356 E. Lyman Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Mercke, Mariellen 512 Rolling Lane, Louisville 7, Ky.
Merkel, Marilyn Mathias 2731 East Broad St., Columbus 9, Ohio
Merkin, M. Ronald... 3122 Davenport St., N.W., Washington 8, D. C.
Merz, Marian Doris 370 Lake Sue Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Messeroll, J. Ann .. ..1819 S. Federal Ave., Delray Beach, Fla.
Mettler, George Henry... 64 Old Hartford Turnpike, Hamden 17, Conn.
Meyer, Fred 17025 Wakenden, Detroit 40, Mich.
Miller, Barbara Graham .....525 Isle of Capri, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Mills, Elizabeth Stephanie..... 166 Baltic Circle, Tampa 6, Fla.
Mills, Mary Stuart 4260 McGirts Blvd., Jacksonville 10, Fla.
Minnett, Margaret Orlina 3925 Glenwick Lane, Dallas 5, Texas
Mirras, John James West Lake Rd., Canandaigua, N. Y.
Mislick, Gary Kelsey Hill Rd., Deep River, Conn.
Moffatt, Jean ...1054 Ashford Ave., San Juan, Puerto Rico
Moffett, Pamela
...M. R. 23, Bath Pike, Bethlehem, Penn.
Montague, Ellen King Woodlane Way, Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Moore, Constance Elliott 222 Trumbull Rd., Manhasset, L. I., N. Y.
Moore, Katie I 1309 E. Washington St., Bloomington, 111.
Moore, Penny ..2505 Nancy St., Columbus, Ga.
Moore, Richard Alton, Sr 329 Hard Blvd., Orlando, Fla.
Morales, Margaria Esther 1520 White St., Key West, Fla.
Molt, Henry Anderson 405 Pembroke Rd., Bala Cynwd, Penn.
Morosani, George Warrington Laurel Ridge, Litchfield, Conn.
Morris, C. Anne Longview Lane, Upper River Rd., Louisville 7, Ky.
Morris, James Richard 365 Lee St., Smyrna, Ga.
Morrisseau, Ronald Denis ...4005 Elmwood Ave., South, Berwyn 50, 111.
Morse, Penelope Sartori ..R.R. #2, Harwinton, Torrington, Conn.
Morss, Caroline 55 Singletree Rd., Chestnut Hill 67, Mass.
Mosher, James Walton... 519 Sapphire Dr., Sarasota, Fla.
Moss, Dyer Spring 2832 St. Andrews Lane, Charlotte 5, N. C.
Mozzer, Joseph William 5 Leslie Terrace, Winter Park, Fla.
Mulford, Marilyn Helen 3753 Edgevale, Toledo 6, Ohio
Murphy, Terrence John 85 Hill St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Murray, Edward A 728 Rosemary Rd., Lake Forest, 111.
Murray, Joan Lake St., Stoneboro, Penn.
Muszynski, John ...1900 Stanley St., Orlando, Fla.
N
Nelson, David John ......2075 S. Moorland Rd., Wuakesha, Wis.
Nesbitt, Don.......... . ...R. D. #1, Albion, N. Y.
Nicol, Camilla Lee 1906 Floyd St., Sarasota, Fla.
Nicolayson, Peter Christian.- 1133 So. Wolcott, Casper, Wyo.
Niepold, Martha Louise 605 S. Lee St., Alexandria, Va.
Norvill, Joan Alwyn 1075 White Oak Ave., S.W., Atlanta 10, Ga.
Neubert, Jeannine. 3812 Essary Dr., Knoxville 18, Tenn.
o
Oakes, Penelope 119 Hudson St., Hudson, Ohio
O'Beirne, Sharon Quarters 3, Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla
O'Brien, Maureen Elizabeth..... 426 Willow St., Lockport, N. Y
Off, Sallie Inglis... 611 Fairmont St., Clearwater, Fla
Oliver, Cooper 1705 Fox Chapel Rd., Pittsburgh 38, Penn
Olson, Sally Ann 1127 Forest Ave., River Forest, 111
Omansky, Susan Olga 356 S.W. 18th Terrace, Miami 36, Fla
Ondovchak, Catharine ....10 E. King's Hwy., Mt. Ephraim, N. J
Osborne, Peter Forbes 27 N. Woodland St., Englewood, N. J
Page, Martha Ann 387 Court St., Auburn, Maine
Palmer, Lucie Cable 181 Madonna Dr., Morse Shores, Ft. Myers, Fla.
Paola, Robert William 1251 S. 14th Ave., Vero Beach, Fla.
Parachek, Karen Elaine 4932 W. Bancroft St., Toledo 6, Ohio
Parkey, Sara Helen 3208 Birch, Wichita Falls, Texas
Parrish, Patricia Allen 521 Crescent Rd., Hamilton, Ohio
Parrish, Thomas Ward 501 Edgemere Rd., East Grand Rapids 6, Mich.
Parsons, Ann Louise 1137 Andor Ave., Coral Gables 46, Fla.
Passini, Frank Thomas Celestial Trailer Court, Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Pasternak, Gloria Renee 4501 29th St., N.W., Washington 8, D.C.
Paull, Charlotte Sarah Howard Place, Wheeling, West Va.
Payne, Garrison Hawley 2317 N.E. 28th Court, Lighthouse Pt.,
Pompano Beach, Fla.
Peacock, Sis .Box 286, Fort Pierce, Fla.
Peacock, Sonny ....Box 286, Fort Pierce, Fla.
Peck, Bob ___ 124 Harvard Rd., Linden, N. J.
Pendergast, Genevieve Ann 302 Orchard Way, Wayne, Penn.
Perry, Rosemary Morse... 584 North County Rd., Palm Beach, Fla.
Peters, Sylvia Jeanette .... 340 Niblic Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Peterson, Linda 205 South Fifth St., Reading, Penn.
Petrin, Jinny 15 Club Rd., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pettus, Loren Vaughn 2710 Redding Rd., Atlanta 19, Ga.
Phillips, Gail 3553 Ridgewood Rd., Toledo 6, Ohio
Phlug, Jean Cooke (Mrs.) 432 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Pinkerton, Joan 179 Bishop St., Watertown, N. Y.
Pitt, Charles William Hawthorne House, Southampton, Bermuda
Plosa, Roger Joseph .. 18 Hornblower Ave., Belleville, N. J.
Pogue, Virginia Hunt 3504 Midiron Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Pollock Catherine Judith ...224 South 20th St., Quincy, 111.
Pora, Anun— 646 Ladya, Dhonburi, Bangkok, Thailand
Porta, Joyanna Angela Apartado Aereio 67-40, Bogota, Colombia, S. A.
Posen, Judith 22 Pryer Lane, Larchmont, N. Y.
Powell, Margaret Anne .. 234 Virginia Ave., Danville, Va.
Powers, David William 1 Croton Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Prevost, Paul Douglas 36 Burnap St., Fitchburg, Mass.
Probasco, Charlotte 2314 Clinton Place, Rockford, 111.
Proudfit, Michael Boyd 160 East 81st St., New York 28, N. Y.
Puddington, Ann Rothesay, Kings County, New Brunswick, Canada
Pumpelly, John Reed ... 3610 N. 26th St., Arlington 7, Va.
Purdy, Patricia Dean 2 Riverview Place, Frankfort, Ky.
Quails, Linda Faye.... McCord Ave., Athens, Tenn.
Quarles, Sally Ann 6103 N. Bay Ridge Ave., Milwaukee 17, Wise.
Quay, Matthew Stanley North Street, Litchfield, Conn.
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Ragsdale, Ann St. Clair 4601 Hyacinth Way So., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Rainey, Sandra Lee 2151 W. Mulberry Ave., San Antonio 1, Texas
Rand, Laurence Carrington Husted Lane, Greenwich, Conn.
Ranes, Peter Michael. 201 Woodridge Dr., Terre Haute, Ind.
Ray, Roger Dean ......Rt. 1 Box 1032, Winter Haven, Fla.
Raymond, Jill Elizabeth .124 Pear Tree Point Rd., Darien, Conn.
Redding, Charles T. Jr 422 Druid Rd., Clearwater, Fla.
Reed, Rae 815 West Cooper Drive, Lexington 18, Ky.
Reese, John Benton R.R. #2, Napoleon, Ohio
Reitzas, Richard 687 Harvard St., Fall River, Mass.
Renier, David Stanley 274 Parkside Dr., Bay Village, Ohio
Retzer, Gail Louise 801 Gretwig Rd., Box 1353, Vero Beach, Fla.
Reutter, Betsy 916 Georgia Ave., North Augusta, Ga.
Reynoldson, Sue 916 Magdeline Dr., Madison 4, Wis.
Rhodes, Richard Spencer ...1400 Green Cove Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Richardson, C. Elizabeth 2815 N.E. 26th PL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Richardson, Judy 2016 Seventh St., Sarasota, Fla.
Richman, Garrett Bruce River Bank, Edgewater Park, N. J.
Richter, John 48 Madison Ave., Springfield 5, Mass.
Rickard, James Hull 4300 Saline Rd., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Riley, Bill.. Decatur Rd., Athens, Tenn.
Ritter, Daniel Paul 5 The Hemlock, Roslyn Estates, N. Y.
Robb, Judy 25 Autenrieth Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Roberts, Francis Wood 956 Lancaster Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Robbins, Richard Manley Sunbury Rd., Danville, Pa.
Robinson, Garry. .. 160 Mohawk Dr., Pittsburg, Pa.
Robinson, Mary Boiling 306 Blalock Dr., Houston 24, Texas
Robinson, William Champlin, III Lutherville (P. O.), Md.
Rogers, Judith Lee Route 2, Box 13, Coackman Rd., Clearwater, Fla.
Rogers, Scott Winfield 219 No. Scott St., Mt. Pulaski, 111.
Rollins, Edward Jr River Rd., Eliot, Maine
Ross, Linda Kay... 1124 N. Madison Ave., Anderson, Ind.
Roth, Jack 1517 East Glen Ave., Peoria Heights, 111.
Ruble, Jane Marie 426 Walnut St., Piqua, Ohio
Rupp, Edward Spencer ....4210 Digney Ave., New York 66, N. Y.
Russell, Elizabeth Lee. 3804 Brighton Rd., Nashville 12, Tenn.
Ruykhaver, Elizabeth M Lone Tree Farm Rd., New Canaan Rd.,
New Canaan, Conn.
Salinger, Rhoda Dlitzner (Mrs.)- 9708 Maberick Dr., Apopka, Fla.
Salmon, Kanneth Lynn 215 Puritan Rd., Carnegie, Penn.
Salter, Celia Meta..„. 1110 W. Olympic Dr., Los Angeles, Calif.
Sample, Martha Mary P.O. Box 1237, Titusville, Fla.
Sanders, Susan Lynne ..... 26 N. Maine St., Peru, N. Y.
Sands, Virginia
.
.. .....1510 Cherokee Dr., Waycross, Ga.
Sanderson, Bobbie Box 1563, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Is.
Sankey, Kimberley (Miss) 210 S. Cranbrook Rd., Birmingham, Mich.
Saunders, Judith Carl .751 Antoinette Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Scales, Samuel Castleman Venice, Fla.
Schepler, Anne 1550 Mizell Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Schlichenmaier, Carol Cecile 601 Clayton St., Orlando, Fla.
Schisler, Mrs. Marjorie Hill Route 1, Box 557, Orlando, Fla.
Schneiderman, M. M 65-74 Wetherole St., Rego Park Q 74, N. Y.
Schoen, Stephen Joseph 2910 Johnson Street, Hollywood, Fla.
Schoener, William. .. 651 Park Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Schreiber, Sally Ann 5419 Parker, Omaha, Neb.
Schulman, Joe 209 Van Buren Ave., Teaneck, N. J.
Sciortino, Fortuna Marie..... ..903 Bear Lake Rd., Apopka, Fla.
Scott, Diane Barbara Todd Road, Milldale, Conn.
Scott, Helen Drake. 117 Beach Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
Scott, Nancy 147 Thornton Rd., Needham 92, Mass.
Scribner, Joann 93 Westmont, West Hartford 17, Conn.
Scribner, Susan Ann .93 Westmont, West Hartford 17, Conn.
Seacat, Patricia Ann 952 Dunraven Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Seadeek, Clayton Charles .Hunter Creek Rd., Holland, N. Y.
Searles, Stephen Provoost.. 1156 Mohawk Rd., Wilmette, 111.
Sellon, Jeffrey Brown...... Hillandale Road, Port Chester, N. Y.
Semmons, Carol Ann...... ... 469 Sandalwood Dr., Bay Village, Ohio
Sepulveda, Alberto .....16 Fairmount Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Shallenberger, Ruth Christine Modoc, Indiana
Shattuck, Veronica Lee 23716 E. Oakland Rd., Bay Village, Ohio
Sheffield, Christy Lacy. 18 Collier Rd., Atlanta, Ga.
Shepard, Jean Edward.. 587 Main St., South Windsor, Conn.
Shepard, Charles Beach......
.....587 Main St., South Windsor, Conn.
Shepp, James Girard 2400 Lake Margaret Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Sledd, Roger Benjamin R.R. #4, Paris, Ky.
Slemons, William M.._. — 415 Peachtree Rd., Orlando, Fla.
Smith, Ann Place
... Garfield Rd., Concord, Mass.
Smith, Jean Carlile ...77 Glen Ave., Sea Cliff, L.I., N. Y.
Smith, Judy 1461 Palm Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Smith, Julia Anna 1740 Oak Dr., Birmingham, Mich.
Smith, Marjorie Edith
. 2113 Fosgate Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Smith, Marsha Louise... Rt. 2, Box 114, Alpharetta, Ga.
Smith, Mary Catherine
_ Box 138, Kenton, Dela.
Smith, Mary Lucy .... Rt. 1, Charlotte Rd., Lancaster, S. C.
Smith, Sandra Val 4425 Highland Dr., Dallas 5, Texas
Smith, Susan Morrison Rt. 1, Box 181, McLean, Fla.
Snyder, Barbara Jean Holmes St., Marion, Mass.
Sorrell, Jucy 1501 Lafayette Ave., Rocky Mount, N. C.
Spaulding, Joan Grace 1650 Lakehurst Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Spence, Karl Dutton 3221 Oliver St., N.W., Washington 15, D. C.
Squires, Mary Jane Horton 1315 E. Central Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Stanton, Sharon .Rockport, Mo.
Steadman, Frank Reid 135 E. 54th St., N. Y. 22, N. Y.
Stedron, Deborah Lee 224 Rugby Ave., Terrace Park, Ohio
Stephens, Dave Bruce 1500 Conway Rd., Orlando, Fla.
Stephens, Jane 3410 North Flagler Dr., West Palm Beach, Fla.
Stewart, Dorothy Hamill Box 333, Shippensburg 2, Penn.
Stoddard, Floyd Jefferson Sunter Ave., Box 693, Summerville, S. C.
Stone, Bob 10717 E. 27th Terrace, Independence 23, Mo.
Stone, Kathy 1300 Maitland Ave., Maitland, Fla.
Stone, Nancy... 367 Richmond Lane, Crystal Lake, III.
Strain, Mary Jane..... .. 304 Ridgewood Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Strickler, K. D Quarters "D", Mine Defense Lab., Panama City, Fla.
Strimple, Larry Rovene .450 Marion Ave., Mansfield, Ohio
Stringer, Mrs. Ida Mary Conklyn 367 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Such, Roger Edward 23850 Stanford Rd., Shaker Heights 22, Ohio
Sullivan, Eugene Cornelius 110 High Rd., Corning, N. Y.
Sullivan, Adaline Tierney — 3606 Basswood Lane, Louisville 7, Ky.
Summerfield, Lawrence G 1701 National Ave., Rockford, 111.
Summers, Harold Martin 116 Branch St., Mt. Holly, N. J.
Suskin, Lenny. —.91 Winthrop Rd., Brookline 46, Mass.
Sutliff, John Howard 146 Algonquin Trail, Wayne, N. J.
Swan, James Carl 233 Woodland Rd., Lake Bluff, 1111.
Swanson, John Weston 419 Westgrove Blvd., Alexandria, Va.
Taggart, William Merritt 3527 Dubsdread Circle, Orlando, Fla.
Talley, David H 1761 Summerland, Winter Park, Fla.
Tanchuk, David John 702 West Plater St., Aberdeen, Md.
Tanchuk, Ralph Stephen 702 West Plater St., Aberdeen, Md.
Tate, Martha Turner 156 No. Union St., Concord, N. C.
Teague, Patricia .1401 49th Ave. N., St. Petersburg 3, Fla.
Templin, Lana Jane 19 So. Washington Ave., Oxford, N. Y.
Tenney, Alan Paul Route 1, Port Sewell, Stuart, Fla.
Terwilliger, Robert Scott 11 Masterton Rd., Bronxville 8, N. Y.
Terzopoulos, Elias. 40 Ekklision Kallipoleos #5, Thessaloniki, Greece
Tews, Shoreen Jennie 403 No. Lincoln St., Hinsdale, 111.
Thomas, Marilyn Ruth 286 Kings Rd., Madison, N. J.
Thomas, Martha H 28 Barrett Dr., Ft. Thomas, Ky.
Thompson, Cornelia Faville . 4 Avon Rd., Larchmont, N. Y.
Thomspon, Gerald Edward 1827 S. 68th St., Philadelphia 42, Penn.
Thompson, Nancy Olivia 5010 High Point Rd., N.E., Atlanta 5, Ga.
Thrall, Robert Michael Apt. 8-F, 605 E. Marks St., Orlando, Fla.
Timberlake, Alice Lee 23 Second Ave., South, Naples, Fla.
Todd, Susan Allen ...2110 Fawsett Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Toledo, Tony Milton . .1816 N.W. 1st, Miami 35, Fla.
Tone, William Riddle 236 So. Washington Dr., Sarasota, Fla.
Tourgee, Jaye Marie 124 Chatterton Pkwy, White Plains, N. Y.
Tracy, Nathan Rogers Roxbarey Rd., Stamford, Conn.
Trimble, Mary Ann ... 2245 Norman Drive, Clearwater, Fla.
Truesdale, William Day, III 664 Lincoln Ave., Winnetka, 111.
u
Ullman, A Box 36 (Kingsbury Beach Rd.), Eastham, Cape Cod, Mass.
Usas, Craig .....4920 Howe Drive, Kansas City 3, Kan.
V
Vallet, Marcia 2908 Densmore Drive, Toledo 6, Ohio
Vandeveer, Peter Wilson 1013 North Madison St., Rome, N. Y.
Van Gerbig, Howell (Office) 1 William St., N. Y. 4, N. Y.
Van Pelt, Merton Howard Box 356, Maitland, Fla.
Vaughn, Evelyn Ann ...242 E. Circle Drive, Clewiston, Fla.
Veasey, Jim...... 1908 East Chandler, Evansville 14, Ind.
Vennel, Virginia Birkett 496 Taylor Run Parkway, Alexandria, Va.
Vogt, Anne Louise 529 E. 81st St., N. Y., N. Y.
w
Wagner, Jo Ann.. ......632 Worthington Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Wakeman, Timothy Ramon 35 Southgate Ave., Annapolis, Md.
Walker, Miss Barbara Helen 120 Alabama St., Bessemer, Ala.
Walker, James Rogers 282 Oxford Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Walder, Ron
... 673 Pearson Road, Swansea, Mass.
Wallis, Susan Ella . 2628 Meadowbrook Dr., Toledo 6, Ohio
Warren, Lee B. (Miss) .... 2725 South Peninsula Dr., Daytona Beach, Fla.
Warren, Sandra Lee Echo Lane, Greenwich, Conn.
Watson, Michael .....86 Chesnut Park Rd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Watzek, Joan Carol 1006 Elm Street, Crossett, Ark.
Weber, Arnold Joftes 15 Strathmore Rd., Great Neck, N. Y.
Weber, Thomas Joseph..... 4338 St. Martins Place, Cincinnatti, Ohio
Weeks, Victoria 243 Maple Ave., Sea Cliff, N. Y.
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Wells, Judy Jean _..A1 Jan Farms, P.O. Box 146, Orange Park, Fla.
Wells, Sue Francis...- 1107 E. 51st St., Savannah, Ga.
Welsh, Betty.. 113-14, 72nd Rd., Forest Hills, 75, N. Y.
Welsh, Edward 11 Wildfern Drive, Youngstown 5, Ohio
White, Alan Taylor... ....291 North Main St., Wolfeboro, N. H.
White, Mr. Robert Henry... 1020 Carew Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Whitehead, Don 3132 Kenilworth Lane, Knoxville 17, Tenn.
Whiting, Richard King, Jr 57 Sears Road, Wayland, Mass.
Whittaker, Ruth Lynn 202 Sepuoya Road, Louisville 7, Ky.
Whitten, Joyce Barbara 4400 Palm Lane, Bay Point, Miami 37, Fla.
Wiese, Carol Ann 38 Woodbridge Ter., S. Hadley, Mass.
Wilcox, Clark... -175 East 79th St., N. Y. 21, N. Y.
Willard, Charles 3335 Lake Shore Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Willen, Joan 111, 3rd Ave., N. W., Clark, S. D.
Willett, David Kip 3046 Edgewood Road, Cleveland 24, Ohio
Willians, Edward Robinson . .. Highland Road, Rye, N. Y.
Willians, Merry Lee - 19 Squirrel Drive, Ozark, Ala.
Willians, Susan 8545 North Penn. Ave., Indianapolis 20, Ind.
Willians, Wendell Winston 328 So. Lake Ave., Avon Park, Fla.
Williard, Nicholas Eugene Jr .143 East Perry St., Tiffin, Ohio
Willis, Katherine Ann.— 2508 Hawthorne Lane, Flossmoor, 111.
Willis, Miss Virginia Carter ... 2508 Hawthorne, Flossmoor, 111.
Windsor, Nadeen 2659 North Lake Drive, Milwaukee 11, Wis.
Wingate, Carol 770 Via Lombardy, Winter Park, Fla.
Wise, Eleanor Robbins - ...101 West Broad St., Souderton, Penn.
Wolcott, Barbara Dee 5118 Lake Howell Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Woodhead, Gary 136 Lafayette Ave., Collingdale, Pa.
Woodward, Diane 533 Ridge Road, Orange, Conn.
Worthington, Miss June Knight Blue Stone Ridge, Roxbury, Conn.
Wyatt, Sandra Sue 3600 Alabama Ave., N.E., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Y
Yancey, Jane .125 Latham Ave., Hopkinsville, Ky.
Yellen, Laurence Glenn. ...25 South Deere Park Dr., Highland Park, 111.
Yerxa, Sally Carr .112 Maple Hill Rd., Hopkins, Minn.
z
Zamorsky, Gustav ...1815 Edwin Blvd., Winter Park, Fla.
Zimmerman, Frank — — Weston Road, Weston, Conn.
Zimmerman, Margaret 1700 Cunliff Lane, Sarasota, Fla.
Zimmerman, Pat— 1263 Wheatland Ave., Lancaster, Penn.
Zeugner, Jan 160 Ridge Acres, Darien, Conn.
Zuengler, Sally Lynne ...Grafton Rd., West, R.D. #1, Brunswick, Ohio
Zurflieh, Jay 3130 7th Ave. N., St. Petersburg 13, Fla.
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Abbott, Harold Arthur 34, 49, 84
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Acker, Ronald Lee 16
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Ackerman, Duane 16, 157
Albright, John William 16, 67, 168
Alderson, Carolyn Dee 47, 173
Aldredge, Barbara Jo 16, 51
Alegre, Miguel Ernest 34, 59, 157
Alexander, Dana Lee 139
Altman, Susan 16, 73
Amick, Mary Frances, 34, 73, 109, 114, 122
Anderson, Charles Harry ..173
Anderson, Paul 16
Anderson, Robert John 34, 65, 167
Anderson, Steve 29, 59
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Andrews, Gay 16, 55, 158
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____ 17
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Birmingham, Denise D. 17
Bishop, Billie .17, 86
Bishop, Richard 69, 126, 178
Blabon, Diana Magnus 73
Black, Jane ~~17
Blackman, Carol 29
Blakesley, Newton 17
Blaisdell, Robert 17, 67
Blasius, George 17, 59, 162
Bleyer, James Carl .....29, 67
Bliss, Carrie 17
Boggs, Diane 73, 122, 178
Boggs, Victoria Louise 29, 73, 109
Bolce, Sally 17
Bolton, Shay ...17
Booz, Sharon Markham 47, 178
Boschen, Rich 17, 53, 168
Boyd, Diana 17, 47
Boyd, Patricia 34, 47
Boynton, Breck, Jr .29, 49, 86, 106
Brannon, Jerrie 17
Bradley, Ted 34, 67, 124
Bricken, Robert 34, 65
Bridgers, Lynda _ 34, 55
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Bracewell, Kristen ....34, 45, 109
Breathwit, Ann ...17, 57
Breckenridge, Larry 59, 160
Breithaupt, Keith 17, 67
Bridge, Suzy 17, 57
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Brooks, Jim 53, 157
Brown, Donald 29, 71, 86
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Brown, Robert 17, 67
Brown, Ronald Harold 69, 162, 180
Brown, Sandy 17, 47, 86
Brownback, Mary 17
Bruce, Cordelia 17, 73, 86, 122
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Bunim, Robert ....49, 117, 181
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c
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Carney, Jim __ 16, 53
Carr, Danny 18, 69, 168
Carr, Mathew Lionel 34, 71, 106, 116,
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115, 118, 148, 181
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Chabot, Rodney Theodore 53, 182
Chambliss, Cleo Jane 73, 124, 182
Chandler, Joe 34
Champman, William Mason 67
Chase, Franklin Whitner 34, 53, 167
Chase, Joan Watzek ...-34, 42, 55, 85
Cherry, Walter Lorain 18, 53
Chiles, Sandra 29
Chinoy, David 18, 86
Chomont, Thomas 18, 67
Choolgian, Gary 18, 67
Clark, Richard Jeffrey 18, 53, 109
Classen, Katherine Alice 18, 61
Cleveland, Zoe 18, 86
Cohen, Ellen Faith . 29
Cole, Cece 34, 63
Cole, Richard Allan 34, 42
Coleman, Alan 116, 182
Collier, Edith
Colquhoun, Susan Anne 18
Coltman, Alan 29, 49, 104
Colton, David Safford 34, 67
Conner, David Lawrence ..18, 49, 86
Conner, Luther Carl, Jr 29, 69, 84, 162
Cook, Ginny 18, 47
Cook, Mary Jeanie
Cooper, David Elisha 35, 125
Cooper, James 18, 69, 162
Cooper, James Edward 35
Corballis, Edward ..18, 49
Corn, Gary .18, 69
Cornelius, Catherine 29, 116
Cornell, Hugh Arthur 16, 53
Cornell, Virginia Bonner 42, 51, 104,
117, 183
Cornwall, Chester William 18, 59
Corry, Patricia Anne 29, 55
Cortese, Michael John 162, 183
Council, Carol Ann 18
Coutsolioutsos, Demetrios 35, 49, 77
Cowart, Edgar Conrad 35, 53
Cowdery, Connie Hale 35
Critchett, Allan Wesley
Crockwell, Johanna
Crook, Claude William 126, 183
Cumbie, Peter Michael 18, 67
Cummings, Janet Ann .35, 63, 116
Curcio, Barbara 18
Curry, Pauline _ ._ ...18, 51
Curtis, Suzanne 30, 55
D
Daniel, Margaret Ann 18
Darrah, John 18
Davenport, Charlet 36, 63
Davenport, Geneva 35, 47, 100
Davenport, Peter ... 30, 167
Davidson, Ann .....18, 55, 125
Davis, Douglas Dale
Day, Ellen 30, 63
Deane, Stephanie 18, 63
Deasy, Susan 30, 61
Deemer, Jeanne 35, 55, 86
Delafield, Astrid 30, 116
Delaney, Arlie Otis ......35, 69, 162
Dell, John Clark ...18, 65
Demetree, Cecilia 47, 106, 124, 184
Deming, Rusty 18, 65
Depkin, Dabney 18, 55
Detling, Robert Glenn .. ...19, 69, 162
Dewart, Timothy Russell 35, 49
Dickey, Robert 49, 157
Dicks, Dianne 30, 57, 86, 147, 150
Dickson, Jean 57
Diener, Francine 100
Dillard, Rodney 53, 184
Diller, Barbara 19, 45
Dix, Suzy __ ....19, 57, 86
Dixon, Barbara 19, 57
Dixon, Merry Lee 35
Dominguez, Luis 57, 59, 115, 118, 184
Donnelly, Thomas 30, 67
Doolittle, Tom 19, 49, 157
Doser, Jerry __ 30, 53, 160
Doyle, Peggy 19, 86
Drambour. Bob 19, 69, 157
Draper, Wendy 19
Dreyer, Stephen 19
Du Bois, Silvia June 35, 61, 86
Duncan, David McCleskey
Dunlap, Mildred 114, 185
Dunn, Douglas Michael 19
Dunnill, Frank Raymond.... 29, 69, 84, 106
Dunning, Robert Morton 57, 59,
84, 185
Durgom, Betty 19, 47, 86
Elicker, Ed ......19, 65, 168
Emerson, Jim 19, 59, 162
Erickson, Steve 19, 53
Evans, Robin 19
Eveslage, Florence 19
Fairchild, Martha 106, 148, 185
Fajardo, Enrique .19, 71, 77
Farrelly, Louis 19, 53
Faubel, Gene 19, 65
Faxon, Jane 19, 57
Feise, Jane 114, 158, 186
Ferrichs, Andrew 53
Ferriday, Alice 19, 55
Filbert, Harry 19, 65
Fine, Gina 19
Finney, Gay ......19, 63
Fisher, Marilyn 30, 57
Fleming, Robert ......65, 85, 86,
115, 116, 119, 186
Foltz, Mary 51, 186
Foster, Leslie ...19
Fowler, Donna 19
Fox, Robert 30, 59
Francis, Thomas Edward 92
Franck, Kathy 30, 57
Frank, Chester 19
Frazier, Gerald 53, 84, 187
Frederic, Fred - ..19, 59
Freedman, Carol
Freeman, Jerry 67, 124, 187
Freese, Jack 35, 67
French, Anne 19, 45
French, Craig 19, 49
Frerichs, Victor ._ 19
Friedman, Russell 20
Frierson, Emily 55
Frutchey, Jody ....30, 63
Fuller, Sam
G
Gadway, Mary 35, 57, 86, 115
Galbraith, Duane ...35, 65
Gannon, Pete 20, 65
Garrett. Cope .. 49, 77, 187
Gaumer, Karen 35
Garcelon, Ann 20, 63
Gay, Georgeann 20
Gelfand, Bertram ...20
Genovese, Lois 20, 45
Gibbs, Butch 20
Gill, Martha ... 20, 45
Gilliam, Mary 20, 45
Girk, Charles .. 20, 65
Gitlin, John ._ 20
Gittleson, June 35, 47
Glasser, Laura 73, 114, 188
Glow, Tom 20, 67
Godtel, Gwyne 35
Goldstein, Frank 20
Goll, Linda 20, 47
Goodall, Mary ...... 45, 86, 188
Goodier, Susie .. 30, 57, 125
Goodnow, Jane __. ......57, 104, 188
Gore, Louise 189
Goss, Albert 71, 189
Gosweiler, Bill 65, 126
Gottlieb, Sally ..45
Grabowski, Bob 30, 69, 84
Graff, Jane ......30, 47
Graff, Ken 20, 49, 86
Graves, Jeff 20, 69, 126
Gray, Roger _ .... 20, 86
Gray, Sally Ann 20, 45
Green, Jerry 30
Green, Ralph 20
Greene, Barbara Graham 116, 189
Greene, Howard Bruce 35, 59, 106
Griceo, Ralph 20, 59, 157
Greir, Gwynette 30, 51
Griffin, Don ....20, 59
Griffith, Dick 20
Griffith, Bob .. 69, 126, 190
Grubb, Jonnie 20
Guerrero, Chick 53
H
Hahn, Patricia 20
Haines, Carl 20, 86
Haines, Bob ......35, 69, 100, 117
Hale, Cecil 20, 69, 162
Hall, Pete 65
Hall, Ralph 20
Hall. Susan _ __ 30
Hallbauer, Rosalie 190
Hamilton, Jim 30, 86
Flammock, Herman Milton 30, 59
Hammond, Roger 20, 65
Hann, Cindy 20
Hansberry, Leo .119, 191
Hansen, Bob 67
Harding, Nancy ....35, 63
Harkness, John ...67, 85, 116,
119, 124, 191
Harkness, David 20
Harlin, Nancy Hope 173, 191
Hardy, Doris 20
Harney, Peggy Joan 30, 124
Harpst, Virginia 21
Harrell, Constance 21, 73
Harris, Susan 73, 109, 192
Harshaw, Betsy 35, 55
Hartley, Susan 35, 73
Hartzell, Barb .... ... 21, 55
Hasnas, Bruce 67, 106
Hastings, Bryan __ 192
Hatch, Crick ......30, 53, 100
Hathaway, Jane 21
Haubenestel, Hallie ... 57, 192
Hawker, George 21, 53
Hawkinson, Allan 21
Hay, Susan 21
Hay, Terry 21
Haynes, David
Haynes, Paul
Hazard, Susan 35, 61, 85
Heald, Claire ....30, 51, 116
Healis, Frank 53, 193
Hehre, Liz 21, 73
Heiden, Larry .. .35, 69, 77
Heineman, B. T. 21, 53, 157
Heinze, Francie 21
Heltzel, Jo Anne ..... ....30, 73
Hencken, Hank . 21, 53, 77
Henriksen, John ....65, 106, 116, 157, 193
Henry, Jamie 51, 106
Hess, Barbara 35, 61
Hess, Carol 21
Heydt, Bob 21, 61
Hicklin, Linda .. 30, 55, 109
High, Hope 30
Hi'nes, Arthella . ...35, 116
Hines, David ......35, 67, 114, 116
Hinkle, Jeanette 73, 194
Hirsch, John .. 42, 65, 193
Hisiger, Miles .. .....30, 71
Hoffman, Willard 69, 160
Hoffman, Thomas 194
Hogan, Barbara 21, 63, 151
Hogan, Frank 114
Holecek, Larry _ 30
Hollon, Leon ... 29, 42, 69, 84
Hollister, Buel .21
Holmes, John 195
Holmes, Kate ....21
Honeycutt, Nancy 21, 73, 186
Horn, Frank 162
Horowitz, Paula 30
Horton, Ada Marie 21, 73
Hotard, Renee 35
Houlihan, Bill 21
Houston. Bill ....35, 63, 168
Howson, Michael . 21, 65
Hubbard. Wally .. 21, 77
Huber, Enrique .. 36. 49, 77
Hufstader, Lucy .. 30, 61, 86
Hughes, John F. 36
Hughes, John Lee 42, 59
Hunt, Amelia 36, 158
Hunt, Sara Kay 47, 85, 115,
117, 119, 125, 195
Hunter, Georgianna 36, 73, 116
Hunter, ferry 31, 63
Hurst, Lorraine
I
Iarrobino, Joe 21, 69
Irby, Betty Lou . . 21. 45
Ireland, Dave 21
Ivey, Dana . -31. 61, 86
J
Jackson, Dan 36, 49
Jacobs, Liz .. ..-42, 57, 124, 195
Jacobsen, Lis _ -.21, 63
Jekel, Sonny 21, 86
Jenkins, Emily 21
Jennison, Grant 21
Johns, Elvin Clement ....21, 86
Johnson, Kathy -36
Johnson, Lynne 22
Jones, Cam 22
Jones, Diana 22, 57, 125
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Jones, Judy ___3I
Jones, Missy .-22, 47, 125
Jones, Paula -_.__.42, 63, 106
Jones, Glancy 31, 47, 125
Jordan, Alden Reed 22
Jordan, Gayle 42, 47, 124, 195
Jordan, Sandra 31, 47, 125
Jordan, Bishop 53
Justice, Dale 31
Justice, Marion 22, 45
K
Kaiser, Lydia 22, 63, 125
Kahn, Bill 53, 196
Kamrad, Dennis 36, 65, 168
Kane, Steve 196
Kanter, Vivien 22
Kauffman, Mary 31, 45
Kein, Jerry 69, 196
Keene, Warren . 86, 114
Keller, Rick 22, 59, 126
Kelley, Connie 22, 51
Kelley, Oran 22, 65
Kellogg, Pete 29, 49, 104, 106
Kendall, Bette __22
Kennard, Bruce 65
Kennedy, Joanne 31, 51
Kennedy, John 22
Kettles, Anne-Lynn .36, 57
Kidd, Doug 36, 69
Kiefer, Lauren 31, 45, 86
Kintzing, Bill 65, 167, 197
Kirouac, Robert 22, 59, 160
Kissling, Jeana 31, 86
Klein, Starr 22, 47
Klein, Judy 45, 86
Klemperer, Caroline ._ 31, 51, 86
Kline, Jeffrey 22, 162
Knight, Allan 22, 67
Knight, Margie 22
Koepke, Marilyn 45, 104, 197
Koppein, Sally Jo 22, 57
Kozak, Ingo 22, 77
Kroll, Erick 36, 71, 124
Krumbiegel, Sandy 31
Kuehn, Douglas 22
L
Lady, Ron ..... _ ..26
Lalow, Dee 22, 63
Lamontagne, Roly 36, 59, 160
Langford, Herman 59, 197
Lanston, Anne — 36, 63
Lasser, Barry 31, 69, 77, 84
Latartara, Manlio 22
Lathrop, Charlie 22, 39
Lauterbach, Bill 36, 69, 84, 85, 104
Lavalle, Donna 63, 198
Lavaty, Jeff 69, 198
Law, Clarence William ....22, 49, 86, 157
Lawrence, Elaine 22, 61
Lawrence, Ginny — 22, 51
Leal, Edgar 36, 49, 77, 125
Lee, Jesse 36, 69, 162
Lees, Rick 22, 49
Lehmkuhl, Adaire 51, 124, 198
Levy, Jim .....71, 199
Levy, Stella 31
Lewis, Gilbert Leon .22
Lindeman, David 31, 86
Lindstrong, Anne 22, 86
Lipkin, Sandy 31, 124
Lipsky, Al 31, 49
Livaudais, Paddy 31, 57, 125
Lloyd, Dave 53
Lloyd, Cathy 22
Lohman, Lesta
_. 199
Long, Albert ._ 23
Long, James 23
Longo, Nick 69, 108, 199
Looby, John ____ 108, 114, 200
Love, Marion
Loveland, Karen . 23
Lovering, Talbot 36, 49
Lungershausen, Gail 23, 61
Lupo, John .200
Lynn, Jim _.__59, 200
M
Macleod, Ibby ...31, 63
MacMillan, Bonnie 31
MacSwan, Bonnie .-42, 45, 100, 117, 201
MaGirl, Jamie 49, 201
Magne, Larry 31, 49
Maher, Mike 31, 59
Maloney, Diane 201
Manderson, Mabrey 69, 162, 202
Mann, Kathy 63, 202
Manning, Diane 23, 63
Mansfield, Gwen 85, 86, 202
Marino, Pete 31, 69
Mason, Sherie 23, 57
Massie, Tess 23, 86
Matherly, Lee 23, 45
Mathews, Judy 23, 73
Maughs, Lynn 36, 51
Maurey, Joan 23
Mautner, J. J. 203
May, Bob 31, 77, 160
Maynard, Margie 23
McAboy, Mary Sheila ..23
McAlister, Marie 23, 47
McCarthy, Ann _-36, 63
McCutchen, Sally 55, 125, 203
McDermott, Jim 53, 114, 167, 203
McDonald, Jo Ann 23, 63, 86
McDowell, Jane 31, 57, 125
McEntaffer, Sandy 73, 86, 116, 204
McGonigle, Art 36, 167
Mcllvaine, John 23
McKay, Alyse 36
McKee, Jim 71, 106, 204
McMath, Sherry 31, 45
Mead, Marsha 31, 55, 106
Mead, Missy 31
Meadows, Ida Ellen 23
Meier, Aimee ..23
Meliski, Liz 23, 51
Mendell, June 204
Menyhart, Tibor 65, 205
Mercke, Mariellen 31, 57
Merkel, Marilyn 23, 61
Merkin, Maury 36
Merz, Marian 205
Messeroll, Judy ..31
Mettler, George 23
Meyer, Fred .67
Miller, Barbara 23, 51
Mills, Stephanie 23, 51
Mills, Mary 31, 57, 124, 125, 158
Minnett, Margaret Orlina 32, 55
Mirras, John James 36
Mislick, Gary 23, 59
Moffett, Pamela Payne 31, 55
Montague, Ellen King 23
Moore, Constance Elliott 32, 47
Moore, Katie I. 32
Moore, Penny 16, 32, 57
Moore, Mike 57
Moore, Richard Alton, Sr 32
Morales, Margarita Esther 32, 51
Molt, Henry Anderson 36, 49, 84
Morgan, Jane Harriet 23, 73
Morris, Charlotte Anne 23
Morris, James Richard 23
Morrisseau, Ronald Denis 23, 65
Morse, Penelope Sartori — 61
Morss, Caroline 23, 61, 158
Mosher, James Walton 23
Moss, Dyer, Spring Jr. 53, 84, 85,
106, 120, 205
Mozzer, Joseph William, Jr. 23
Mulford, Marilyn Helen 32, 57, 124
Murphy, Terrence John 32, 65, 168
Murray, Edward A. 102, 106, 206
Murray, Joan ..32, 45, 116
Muszynski, John Nicholas 205
N
Nelson, David John 24, 65
Nansen, Robert 24
Nesbitt, Claude 32, 65, 106
Nicholls, Claude ...32
Nicol, Camilla Lee 24
Nicolaysen, Peter Christian 36, 49
Niepold, Martha Louise 24, 86
Norvell, Joan Alwyn 32, 73, 86, 116
Neubert, Jeannine 24, 86
o
Oakes, Penny 24, 63
O'Beirne, Sharon 36, 55
O'Brien, Maureen 24, 63
Off, Sallie 24, 45
Oliver, Cooper 24
Olson, Sally Ann 63, 206
Omansky, Susan .24, 124
Ondovchak, Catharine 32, 51, 116
Osborne, Peter 24, 86
Ott, John 32, 86
Page, Martha 24, 45, 86, 207
Palmer, Lucie Cable 32
Paola, Robert William 24
Parachek, Karen Elaine -29, 55
Parkey, Sara 24, 63, 125
Parrish, Patricia Allen 36, 45
Parrish, Thomas Ward 36, 49
Parsons, Ann 24, 45
Passini, Frank Thomas, Jr. 207
Pasternak, Gloria Renee 37, 73, 100
Paull, Charlotte Sarah — 32
Payne, Garrison Hawley 32, 65
Peacock, Sis 24, 47
Peacock, Sonny 32
Peck, Bob 24
Pendergast, Genevieve Ann ... 55, 114, 207
Perry, Rosemary Morse
Peters, Sylvia Jeanette —61, 104, 116, 208
Peterson, Lin —.24, 51
Petrin, Jinny __ —24, 47
Pettus, Loren . 24, 69, 162
Pflug, Jean Carole Cooke 117, 208
Phillips, Gail 24, 55, 125
Pinkerton, Joan Margaret 61, 86
Pitt, Charles William 24
Plosa, Roger Joseph 24, 65, 168
Pogue, Virginia 24, 73
Pollock, Catherine Judith 32, 45
Pora, Anun 69, 208
Porta, Joy 24, 61
Posen, Judith
Powell, Margaret Anne 209
Powers, David William 157
Powers, Steve 32
Prevost, Doug 24, 49
Probasco, Charlotte Welch 57, 209
Proudfit, Michael Boyd 27, 69, 106
Puddington, Josephine Ann .37, 61,
124, 125
Pumpelly, John Reed 24
Purdy, Patti -24, 57
Q
Quails, Linda Faye 37, 42, 57, 85,
120, 125, 148
Quarles, Sally .—24
Quay, Matt 25, 53
R
Ragsdale, Ann 174
Rainey, Sandra Lee 32, 57
Rand, Laurence Carrington
Ranes, Peter Michael 25
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Ray, Roger Dean 32
Raymond, Jill 25
Redding, Charles 25, 59
Reed, Rae 37, 63
Reese, John Benton 85, 106, 120
Reagan, Dan 32, 59, 106
Regan, Gordon 25
Reisig, Robert 32
Reitzas, Richard 37, 65
Renier, David Stanley .—
Retzer, Gail Louise 37, 51, 86
Reutter, Betsy 32, 51
Reynoldson, Sue 32, 55
Rhodes, Richard Spencer 32, 59
Richardson, Catherine
Richardson, Judy 25, 47
Richman, Garrett Bruce
Richter, John 25, 59
Rickard, James Hull 25, 49
Riley, Bill 25, 69
Ritter, Dan 25, 53
Robb, Judy 25, 47
Roberts, Francis Wood 209
Robbins, Richard Manley 67, 210
Robinson, Gary — 25, 59
Robinson, Mary 25, 51
Robinson, William 25
Rogers, Judith Lee .. 27, 73, 106, 116, 124
Rogers, Scott Winfield 25
Rollins, Edward, Jr. 32
Ross, Linda Kay 55, 210
Roth, Jack 25
Routh, William 32, 116
Ruble, Jane Marie .. ....32, 86, 106, 116
Rupp, Edward Spencer 33, 65, 167
Russell, Lee 25, 158
Ruykhaver, Betsy 25, 61
Salinger, Rhoda ... — —.33
Salmon, Kenneth Lynn 33, 65, 84,
126, 162
Salter, Celia Meta .. _ 61, 21
1
Sample, Marty 33, 57
Sanders, Susan 114, 211
Sanderson, Bobbie 25
Sands, Ginny 25, 57, 125
Sankey, Kim 25, 63
Saunders, Judith Carl _. 37
Scales, Samuel Castleman ... 37, 69, 84, 126
Schepler, Anne _
Schlichenmaier, Carol Cecile ...211
Scribner, Jo Ann 51
Schisler, Marjorie Hill
Schneiderman, Michael Martin 37
Schoen, Stephen Joseph 25
Schoener, William 212
Schreiber, Sally Ann 33, 86, 116, 124
Schulman, Joe 25
Sciortino, Tuni 25, 51
Scott, Diane Barbara 34, 47, 106, 125
Scott, Helen Drake 33, 51
Scott, Nancy 25
Scribner, Joann 25
Scribner, Susan Ann 42
Seacat, Patricia Ann 33, 47
Seadeek, Clayton Charles 25
Searles, Stephen Proboust 25, 53
Sellon, Jeffrey Brown 37, 59
Semmons, Carol Ann —.25, 45
Sepulveda, Alberto
Shallenberger, Christine 45, 212
Shattuck, Veronica 25, 73, 125
Sheffield, Christy ...37, 61
Shepard, Kip _
Shepard, Tim .. 25, 59
Shepp, Jerry 37
Singleton, Samuel 33
Sledd, Roger 33, 65
Slemons, Billy .. ....26, 53, 77
Smith, Ann 51
Smith, Jean 37
Smith, Judy 26
Smith, Julie .. _ 61, 114, 158, 213
Smith, Marjorie 37, 73
Smith, Marsha
Smith, Mary Catherine 26, 73
Smith, Mary Lucy 26
Smith, Sandra 33, 55
Snyder, Barbara Jean 26, 86
Sorrell, Judy 26
Spaulding, Joan .. 33, 61, 86, 106
Spence, Karl ....33
Squires, Mary Jane 33
Steadman, Frank 26
Stedron, Dee 33, 57
Stephens, Dave 59
Stephens, Jane 26, 61
Stewart, Bonnie 37, 158
Stoddard, Jeff 33, 53
Stone, Bob .. 26, 67
Stone, Kathy — 26
Stone, Nancy . ...26, 73, 124, 125
Strain, Mary Jane . 55, 100, 117, 213
Strickler, Ken 26, 86
Strimple, Larry 37
Stringer, Ida Mary 37, 73
Such, Roger 26, 53
Sullivan, Rocky .. 26, 55, 158
Sullivan, Eugene ...26
Summerfield, Larry 26, 65
Summers, Harold Martin 26, 67
Suskin, Lenny 26
Sutliff, Jack 34, 65, 84, 106
Swan, Jim 37, 65, 106
Swanson, John Weston .26, 49
T
Taggart, William 33
Tallev, Dave 33, 59
Tanchuk, Dave 26, 65, 126, 162
Tanchuk, Ralph 37, 65, 126, 162
Tate, Martha ..... 26
Teague, Pat 37, 73
Templin, Lana 26, 45
Tenney, Pete
Terwilliger, Robert Scott 26
Terzopoulos, Elias 59, 77
Tews, Shoreen 37, 55
Thomas, Marilyn 26, 61
Thomas, Mimi ... 51, 148, 213
Thompson, Nini 37, 63, 85, 106,
116, 125
Thompson, Gerry 33, 65, 167
Thompson, Nancy ...26, 125
Thrall, Robert 26
Timberlake, Lissa .. 33, 124, 148
Todd, Susan 26, 51
Toledo, Tony ..... ... 59, 104, 115, 116,
120, 214
Tone, Bill 77, 103
Tourgee, Jaye 37, 51, 148
Tracy, Nate .. ... 33, 59, 157
Trimble, Mary Ann 26, 45
Truesdale, Bill 26, 48
u
Ullman, Alison 26, 73
Usas, Craig 26, 49
V
Vallet, Marcia 27, 55
Vandeveer, Peter _ 27
Van Gerbig, Howell ._ 160
Van Pelt, Merton _ 27
Vaughn, Evelyn 27
Veasey, Jim 27
Vennel, Virginia
Vogt, Anne 33, 124
w
Wagner, Jo Ann 47
Wakeman, Tim 27, 86
Walker, Barbara .. ....42, 45, 148, 214
Walker, Tames 27
Walker, Ron 27, 59
Wallis, Susan .. 33, 47, 116
Warren, Bronnie 27, 51
Warren, Sandy 55, 125
Waterfield, Cliff 86
Watson, Michael 77
Weber, Arnold 33
Weber, Tom ... ... 33, 69, 126, 162
Weeks, Vicki 27, 61
Wells, Judy 33, 63
Welsh, Betty 27
Welsh, Ed _ 16, 65
White, Alan 27, 49
Whitehead, Don 27, 69
Whiting, Chip ... 27, 65, 86, 157
Whittaker, Ruth Lynn 34, 42, 55, 106
Wiese, Carol 33
Wilcox, Clark 27, 49
Willard, Chas. .. 27, 65
Willen, Toan _ 73
Willett, Kip .. ....27, 69, 86
Williams, Ed
Williams, Merry Lee
Williams, Judv ....27
Williams, Susie .. .....27, 57, 158
Williams, Wendell
Williard, Nicholas ...33, 77
Willis, Bebe 33, 47
Willis, Ginny 47, 85, 125, 214
Windsor, Nadeen 27, 51
Wingate, Carol 27, 61
Wilson, Posy ......33, 45, 106
Wirth, Walt
Wise, Ellie
Wolcott, Barbara ...33
Woodhead, Gary . 27, 168
Woodward, Diane 27
Woodward, John 27, 67
Wombles, Robert 69
Worthington, June
Wyatt, Sandra .. ... 47, 86, 115, 120, 215
XYZ
Yancey, Jane 27, 47
Yellen, Larry 27, 71
Yerxa, Sally — -73
Zamorsky, Gustav 114, 117, 215
Zimmerman, Frank 27
Zimmerman,- Meg 27, 63
Zimmerman, Pat 27, 53
Zeugner, Janet 27
Zuengler, Sally 55, 108, 109
Zurflieh, Jason 33, 71, 77, 124
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Mademoiselle Fashion Board, left to right: Linda Hicklin, Ginny Petrin, Linda Peterson, Alyse McKay,
Robin Robinson, Gay Finney, Anne Lynn Kettles, Tuni Sciortino, Betty Lou Irby, and Jerry Brannon.
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WASH AND DRY
COMPLETE COIN WASH
ALWAYS OPEN
West Fairbanks at
Highway 17-92
THE GOLDEN
POiNT
442 Fairbanks
Winter Park, Fla.
HAMBURGER 15c
CHEESEBURGER 20c
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES 10c
CHOCOLATE SHAKES 20c
TOP DESIGNER CLOTHES ... ALWAYS
DRESSES, LINGERIE, ACCESSORIES
For Fashion in Central Florida
THE ALABAMA
INDIVIDUALLY-OWNED AND RESIDENTIAL SUITES
RETIREMENT LIVING AT ITS BEST
The essence of relaxed and economical living . . . The traditional
hotel of Winter Park . . . ten acres of orange groves, azaleas and
cameilla gardens . . . facing beautiful Lake Maitland.
ALABAMA OF WINTER PARK
MI 7-0542
fjuami §hypt
casual clothes
111 e. welbourne ave.
winter park, florida
First National Bank at Winter Park
Winter Park, Florida
For FORTY-THREE YEARS we have been serving thousands of
ROLLINS STUDENTS with their banking needs.
We point with pride to the number of former Rollins Students
who have returned as professional people in this area. Their start
for Higher Education and Training has been right here in Winter
Park.
We hope the memories of the pleasant service we are endeavoring
to render will in some measure stay with you so that you, too, will
bear us in mind should you return in future years.
We trust our service will merit a recommendation to your friends.
Member FDIC
MILLER'S HARDWARE
STORE
THE WOMAN'S HARDWARE STORE
147 West Fairbanks
Winter Park
Frances Brewster
258 N. Park Ave.
Winter Park
First Editions in Fashion
Lake Placid, N. Y. Palm Beach
Miami Beach Gait Ocean Mile, Ft. Lauderdale Del Ray Beach
TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Cosmetics by
REVLON . .
.
MAX FACTOR . . . RUBINSTEIN
CHANEL . . . TUSSY . . . FABERGE
COTY . . . LANVIN
Dial Midway 4-1025
102 Park Avenue. North
WINTER PARK FLORIDA
THE TOGGERY
MEN'S WEAR
OUTFITTERS TO ROLLINS MEN SINCE 1948
Telephone Midway 7-3239 342 Park Ave., S.
Winter Park, Florida
COMPLETE
BARBER SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS
SHOE SHINE
MANICURE
VARSITY BARBER
SHOP
517 S. PARK AVENUE
WINTER PARK. FLORIDA
OWNERS
Charles Cowan
Bill Livingston
PHONE Ml 7-6909
OPEN 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
Harry has no laundry problems with the Winter Park Laundry
only two blocks from campus
WINTER PARK LAUNDRY
161 W. Fairbanks Ave.
HARPERS TAVERN
COCKTAIL LOUNGE and
PACKAGE STORE
COCKTAIL HOUR
5 P.M. to 6 P.M.
539 W. Fairbanks Winter Park
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 61
BUMBY HARDWARE
108 Park Ave., South
Winter Park
102 W. Church St.
Orlando
\^^S HOTEL
FOR YOUR
DINING and ENTERTAINMENT
PLEASURE
VISIT OUR
SEMINOLE VILLAGE
DINING ROOM
and
TOWN HOUSE SUPPER CLUB
331 Park Ave., South
Winter Park
WE SHIP GIFT PACKAGES
OF FRESH FRUIT and CANDY
ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. and CANADA
RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES
ALL-BRITE LAUNDERETTE
1175 N. Orange Ave. Phone MI. 7-0664
Winter Park, Fla.
"ONE STOP SERVICE FOR YOUR LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING"
SHIRTS ON HANGAR
OFFICE SUPPLIES • ART SUPPLIES
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES e GIFTS
• GREETING CARDS
ONLY THE BEST AT
BRADFORD'S STATIONERS INC.
310 Park Ave., South
Winter Park, Florida
Dependable Real Estate
Sales and Service Since 1904
THE WINTER PARK
LAND CO.
128 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida
POST OFFICE BUILDING
WINTER PARK
ffiances plater
beautiful Clothes
327 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
WINDMILL
WHERE TASTE MEANS PLEASURE
PIZZA - BAR - SPAGHETTI
1801 W. FAIRBANKS, WINTER PARK
JERRY & ETHEL URBAN PHONE MI 4-773!!
"Doc's"
O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Neill O'Brien
21st Year Your Personal Pharmacist
Prescriptions — Drugs — Sundries
Fountain — Luncheonette
HELENA RUBINSTEIN AND OTHER
NATIONALLY KNOWN COSMETICS
Phone Midway 7-1739
Hook Travel Service
RESERVATIONS AND TICKETS
Airlines — Steamships — Tours — Cruises — Hotels
Worldwide
PARK MALL ARCADE
230 Park Avenue, North
Winter Park, Florida
Midway 4-2101
BALDWIN HARDWARE CO.
336 Park Avenue So.
WINTER PARK, FLA.
The Chimes . . .
the place to find:
• CRANE ENGRAVED STATIONERY
(our new monogram style book has arrived)
• TIFFANY SILVER* /TL.
• LIMOGES CHINA* iT&fy*™&L>30Ht
• BACCARAT CRYSTAL* V-^GIUS
• ALL MANNER OF DISTINCTIVE GIFT ITEMS,
COLLECTED THE WORLD AROUND.
* yours exclusively at . . .
345 Park Avenue, N.
Proctor Centre—Winter Park
MI 4-1796
Ceramic Tile Floor Tile
RUGS AND CARPETS
1 BLOCK FROM
ROLLIN COLLEGE
525 Park Avenue South Phone Midway 4-7802
Winter Park, Florida
IVEY'S
Hem
a?st?
IVEY'S "17" SHOP
Leila Belvin is wearing a Bobbie Brook's embroidered
blouse and Chino Cabin Bay pants. Dolly Ferriday is
modeling a Bobby Brooks solid shirt and embroidered
Chino Walkers.
IVEY'S "17" SHOP
IVEY'S
131 N. ORANGE
ORLANDO
Headquarters for those loveable
Italian inspired shoes college girls love
AIR CONDITIONED
Anderson's Restaurant
GA 5-8530
1000 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida
Ml 7-0406
1251 S. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, Florida
"A Drug Store That Looks Like A Drug Store Should"
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Finest Line in Cosmetics Hall Mark Greeting Cards
COLONIAL DRUGS
NEW ENGLAND BUILDING Robert B. Weber Midway 7-2311
RAMSDELL'S DISPENSING
OPTICIANS
Prescriptions Filled
Glasses Duplicated
1 1 91 Orange Avenue Phone Midway 4-778
WINTER PARK
Trie
(oltfeH
GIFT SHOP
Select %U 'pox /?U Gcctuiotu
208 S. Park Avenue Phone Midway 4-11 87
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
THE TREASURE CHEST
in the
HIDDEN GARDEN
Fine Handcrafts . .
Unusual Gifts

^ ****
V


